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Goals for 2010:
To excavate Phases 21-22 in Grid 38 over an area of ca. 150 m2. These phases
will tie the stratification of the south tell to the sequence of gates uncovered along the
northern ramparts, provided the link that will tie together Ashkelon’s Bronze and Iron
Age sequence.
To excavate the early Persian phase in Grid 51 and to link these results with
the previous large-scale excavations in Grid 50.
To expand the excavation of the Severan forum in concert with the IAA
development plan for this area of the park.
Excavation and Research Strategy:
The field work and processing of materials will be carried out by a professional staff
of 20 assisted by volunteers as part of a field school run by Harvard University. Volunteers
will be present from June 6-July 16, but considerable preparation will take place with field
staff starting on May 24, 2010.

1) Excavation in Grid 38
Grid Supervisor: Joshua Walton, Ph.D. Candidate, Harvard University
Grid 38, on the northern scarp of the southern tell (el-khadra), has been a key
excavation area of the Leon Levy Expedition since 1985. This area contains the only
complete stratigraphic sequence through all of the periods of Ashkelon’s occupation.
In 2008, we uncovered the 13th century remains of the Canaanite city that was
destroyed by Merenptah and found MB IIC/LBI remains in selected areas below. In
2010, we hope to complete our excavation of the 13th century and connect the
stratigraphic sequence in Grid 38 to the fortification sequence currently under
publication.
2) Excavation in Grid 51
Grid Supervisor: Dr. Kathleen Birney
From 1985-2000, excavation along the western coast of the southern tell (Grid 50)
sought to replicate the stratigraphic conclusions of W. Phythian-Adams through
modern stratigraphic excavation. However, excavation in this area, while producing
some extremely important results (Dog Cemetery, Iron Age Marketplace, Bronze Age
Necropolis), did not provide a complete stratigraphic profile of the known phases at
Ashkelon. The area was in some ways peripheral to the occupation of the city: a
necropolis in the Bronze Age, a dog cemetery in the Persian Period, an open park in
the Byzantine and Islamic city. In order to understand the results of the wide-scale
excavation in Grid 50, a small excavation area was opened in Grid 51 (just to the east)
with the goal of determining the boundaries of the city. The hope is that Grid 51
might have a nearly complete sequence of the Iron and Bronze Age strata thus
supporting the hypothesis that the Iron and Bronze Age sea wall lay between Grid 50
and 51, and refining our understanding of the city’s size and organization. In 2008,
we realized that we were still within the Persian period. In 2010, we anticipate
continuing our work in the Persian period and reaching the 604 BCE destruction.

4) Excavation in Grid 47
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Grid Supervisor: Dr. Tracy Hoffman
In 1923, John Garstang undertook excavation in the center of Ashkelon, uncovering a
major public building that he described as “Herod’s Cloisters.” This monumental
building produced some of the most important Roman statuary east of Ephesus and
represents the only excavation every undertaken in the city center of Ashkelon which
we now all call the “Severan Forum.” Garstang’s excavation is only visible to the
public through a series of columns haphazardly erected in the center of the park. The
impressive Basilica is hidden. In 2009, we were able to define two major phases of
public building in the area, one dated to the first century and another to the early third
century CE. In the fall of 2008, inspectors from the IAA noticed that the original
open air museum constructed by Garstang was crumbling, and that the statues he
uncovered were not well placed. In response, the IAA prepared a comprehensive
management plan for this area. We are in full agreement with this plan as it relates to
the apsidal structure as the south end of the basilica area, and we have designed our
strategy for 2010 to accomplish “Phase 1” and “Phase 2” excavations according to the
IAA proposal.
5) Paleo-Environmental Reconstruction of the mounds of Ashkelon
Supervising Geologist: Stephen Moshier
In the recently published Ashkelon I, Avner Raban argued that the current coastline of
Ashkelon was quite different from the coastline of the Bronze and Iron Ages, and that
the changes hid natural harbors that once dotted the coast. We aim to test this
hypothesis through coring in the south and GPR work along the beach. In 2008-9, we
began this coring project, discovering important results both for the geological and
anthropogenic formation of the hollow south of the south tell. As we finish this
project in 2010, this basic geological work should provide insight into the site
formation processes that have changed the landscape throughout Ancient Ashkelon.
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ASHKELON STAFF 2008
Professor Lawrence Stager, Co-Director (publications)
Dorot Professor of the Archaeology of Israel and
Director of the Semitic Museum, Harvard University
Dr. Daniel Master, Co-Director (excavations),
Associate Professor of Archaeology, Wheaton Archaeology Museum,
Wheaton College (IL)
Dr. Michael Press, Director of Ashkelon Laboratory (-June 30)
Rona Avissar (Ph.D. Candidate, Bar-Ilan University), Director of the
Ashkelon Laboratory (July 1-)
Jimmi Carmi, Major Domo, Liaison for Expedition, Ashkelon

Publication Teams
Middle Bronze Age
Professor Lawrence Stager
Ross Voss
Philip Johnston, Ph.D. Candidate, Harvard University
Iron Age 1 Publication Team
Dr. Adam Aja, Harvard Semitic Museum
Field Staff
Grid Supervisors
Joshua Walton, Ph.D. Candidate, Harvard University
Dr. Tracy Hoffman, University of Chicago
Dr. Kate Birney, Harvard Semitic Museum
Square Supervisors
Laura Wright, Ph.D. Candidate, Johns Hopkins
Jonathan Wylie, Ph.D. Candidate, University of Wisconsin
Larry Largent, M.A. Candidate, Wheaton College
Elise Jakoby, B.A. Candidate, Wheaton College
Dana DePietro, Ph. D. Candidate, UC Berkeley
Madeline Pruitt, Ph. D. Candidate, UC Berkeley
Ryan Boehm, Ph. D. Candidate, UC Berkeley
Sara Hoffman, M.A. Candidate, Penn State
Robyn Le Blanc, M.A. Candidate, University of North Carolina
Sean Burris, Ph. D. Candidate, Duke
Registrar
Jessica Long
Architects and Surveyors- GIS Team
Benjamin Felker, B.A. Candidate, Wheaton College
Kathryn Hooge, B.A. Wheaton College
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Specialists (on-site)
Ceramists
Professor Lawrence E. Stager
Dr. Tracy Hoffman
Dr. Daniel Master
Joshua Walton
Soil Analysis
Michael Toffolo, Ph.D. Candidate, Weizmann Institute of Science
additional specialists from Weizmann Institute as needed in coordination with
Dr. Steve Weiner and Dr. Elisabetta Boaretto
Zooarchaeologists
Dr. Brian Hesse, Senior Faunal Analyst, Pennsylvania State University
Dr. Paula Wapnish, Bone Tool Analyst, Pennsylvania State University
Geologist
Dr. Stephen Moshier, Wheaton College
Network and Computer Analyst
Stephen Hoffman
Regional Survey
Jacob Huster, Israel Exploration Authority (retired)
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Grid 38 Final Report 2010
The Leon Levy Expedition to Ashkelon
Joshua Walton

Grid 38, balloon photograph, view to the west.
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In 2010 the Leon Levy expedition to Ashkelon continued work in Grid 38 under the
continued direction of Lawrence Stager and Daniel Master. This year excavation built on
the work from 1985-2004 which uncovered much of the Iron I-Roman occupation of the
area, and more directly progressed as a continuation of the work done between 20072009 which uncovered large portions of the earliest Iron I levels as well as part of the LB
II settlement. Although the grid consists of nine 10x10 meter squares this seasons work
was concentrated in only three of these: 38.74, 38.84 and 38.85. The goals for the season
included the completion of the excavation of the LB II building (building 1101) and the
exposure of the LB I courtyard beneath it as well as the continued exploration of the
MBIIC occupation of the site. Further work was done to better understand the Iron IIB/C
settlement as well as to begin to uncover the southern extent of the Iron I Philistine
structure on the east side of the street, building off of the work done in 38.75 over the
past three seasons. Due to the nature of excavation this year much work is necessarily
linked to previous excavation, however it is the goal of this report to focus primarily on
the work done this season, bringing in previously excavated material only when
necessary for the interpretation of this years data. For a detailed review of the later
material previously excavated complete analysis can be found in the Grid 38 reports from
previous seasons, primarily 2007 and 2008 by Adam Aja which provide the essential
foundation for the interpretations of material excavated in the present season.
As always successful excavation is dependent on experienced knowledgeable staff
members and motivated hard working volunteers. This year special thanks is due to the
field staff of Dana DePietro and Jonathan Wylie as well as the work of assistant staff
member Alethia Williams, without their vigilance and dedication to quality field
excavation we could not have achieved the level of success sustained in this years
excavation. Similarly the volunteer work force proved to be highly motivated hard
working and engaged, contributing greatly to maintaining a high quality of excavation.
Additional thanks is needed for the work of Ben Felker for producing all of our top plans
and survey work, Sean Burrus for his excellent photography as well as to Daniel Master
and Adam Aja for their helpful assistance in dealing with the stratigraphic analysis.
The following is a summary of the major architectural features, use and space, and
special finds from the 2010 season as well as their preliminary phasing and dating as
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understood at the end of this season from the earliest occupation to the latest. As such,
especially regarding the earliest phases the interpretations are subject to revision pending
further more complete excavation in following excavation seasons.

Middle Bronze Age Ashkelon

Phase Pre-24:
In 2010 the earliest material securely excavated is associated the MBIIC period,
and consists of one large pit cut in 38.84. However in excavation this pit was overcut
revealing the foundation stones and mudbrick superstructure of an E-W wall (84.1225)
cut by the phase 24 pit (84.1198). There is no clear floor excavated in association with
this wall, nor is there any clear indication for its dating, although it is possible that a few
select sherds of MBIIA pottery found in association with the excavation of pit 84.1198
come from this overcut.

Phase 24: MBIIC
Phase 24 was only excavated this season in the form of a single large silo
(84.1198, fill 84.1219) which was not completely excavated. The pit was identified and
partially excavated in 2008 as part of a probe cut north-south across the west side of the
square, and the rest of the pit was identified in excavation and partially dug this season.
This feature is quite large, measuring approximately 5 meters by 4 meters, although it
also appears quite shallow, although this is still uncertain as the bottom has not yet been
fully excavated. This feature contained many pottery forms typical of the MBIIC (Tel
Yehudiya Ware, Red White and Blue, Cypriot White Painted IV/V Ware), figurine
fragment (MC 63098), and at what is assumed to be the bottom of the pit there were a
collection of bones, not in articulation including parts of multiple ovi-caprids, bos and
sus. The most interesting feature of this pit was the discovery on the western edge of a
complete donkey skeleton, lying on its side along the edge of the pit. Although the bones
showed no apparent signs of trauma the positioning of the legs suggest that they had been
tied together when the animal was deposited. Based on parallels from Tell ed Dab’a it
was suggested that this was perhaps a sacrifice, and perhaps to be associated with the
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forecourt of a temple (cf. Bietak 1996: 40) also paralleled by finds at the southern
Levantine site of Tel Haror (cited Bietak 1996: 40), although no further evidence was
uncovered this season to further support this claim. Donkey burials are also attested in the
MB IIC in the southern levant and at Tell ed Dab’a in association with burials (Tell elAjjul, Lachish and Jericho, cf. Stiebing 1971: 117, Tell ed Dab’a Bietak 1996: 25). No
human remains were found in this context and, unlike this example, the other Levantine
examples featured incomplete skeletons (cf. Van den Brink 1982: 74ff), however due to
the excavation of multiple burials in the vicinity in past seasons the possibility must be
considered in future excavations.
The rest of the pit contained very little in the fill, mostly scattered sherds,
however at the bottom of the pit (which is still not fully excavated) numerous faunal
remains were uncovered, none in articulation, including pieces from another equid,
multiple ovi-caprids, a bos, and a sus. This collection of bones were suggested to be the
remains of a meal eaten as part of a ritual that took place accompanying the deposit
(Bietak, personal communication).
This pit, however, could also be identified merely as a garbage pit containing
various types of faunal refuse including a donkey that had deceased and broken bits of
pottery.

Phase 23: MBIIC/LBI
Phase 23 was excavated in squares 74 and 84 this season and consists of one very
large courtyard characterized by alternating grey and brown lenses sloping to the
northeast. The fills and surfaces in the courtyard are generally ashy with various clusters
of artifacts and features. In the northwest corner of 38.74 the courtyard was characterized
by numerous pits and postholes, the northeast corner contained numerous animal bones
adjacent to two pits, each with an upside down store jar deposited inside (38.74.1214,
38.74.1261). These features match a similar deposit identified in the southwestern corner
of 38.74 in 2007 (38.74.1128). Across the western part of the square numerous olive pits
and grape pips were found in the ashy layers (74.1207), including pits containing
hundreds of samples (38.1255). In the northwest corner of 38.84 there was a feature
(84.1206) identified with smelting activity. Other areas of the courtyard were severely
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disturbed, primarily from the cuts of the phase 21 silos, particularly in 38.84. These
multiple overlapping zones of use attest the varied functions of this courtyard space,
however further analysis of the area is difficult as almost no architecture has yet been
identified, with the exception being a row of very large stones (74.1170) extending northsouth along the balk line in the north-east corner of 38.74. These stones are abnormally
large (although their full extent is not known as they are partially in unexcavated portions
of 38.75), but are not part of any identifiable architectural plan. Phase 23 is identified and
separated from the MBIIC phase 24 courtyard levels identified in the 38.84 probe in 2008
primarily based on the ceramic assemblage. Phase 23 laminations include numerous LB I
imports including Cypriot basering and Cypriot bichrome as well as the late MBIIC
forms such as red on black ware.
Of particular interest from this phase are two feature/artifact sets. The first is the
pair of upside down store jar deposits. These deposits feature a store jar buried in a pit
upside down with the bottom cut off. In both cases we were able to excavate the vessel
while keeping the contents intact and sent those contents for analysis.1 One of these pits
(74.1214) was located at the base of a mudbrick bin filled with sandy loam (74.1241) and
in which numerous ivory fragments were discovered. This bin lay beneath a rectangular
stone platform (74.1213) that could possible be associated with the sub-floor of the phase
22 building or serve as some kind of capping for this feature.
The two examples of this upside down store jar feature along with the example
from 2007 make three occurrences of this type of deposit within a 10x10 square meter
area, however further conclusions of their function must await the analysis of the contents
of these vessels.
The second feature of interest is the smelting installation found in the northwest
corner of 38.84 (1206). This feature suggests a possible connection of the courtyard with
metallurgical production, an idea supported by the large number of copper artifacts found
including a large axehead (MC 62617) a chisel (MC 62794), as well as many smaller pins
and nails (MC’s 57662, 61789, 63250, 61951, 62073, 62640, 62500, 62435).
Late Bronze Age Ashkelon

1

Cf archaeological science report
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Phase 22: LB
This season the focus in the Late Bronze age was the excavation of the floors of
the courtyard house building 1101.2 With most of the architecture already exposed
excavation focused on removal of the floors. The floor and occupational debris generally
consisted of approximately 20cm of built up laminations containing numerous small finds
including 4 scarabs (MC 61896, 62418, 62623, 62513), an ivory inlay (MC 61377) as
well as another elaborately decorated ivory fragment (MC 62777), a chalk signet ring in
the Egyptian style (62198), and an anthropomorphic male figurine, possible part of a
vessel (61649). While three of the scarabs date to the MB and can be seen as residual or
heirlooms one (MC 61896) was an Amun-Re scarab typical of the 13th c (19th/20th
dynasty). These finds suggest a strong Egyptian influence.
Beneath many of these floors, against the walls in pits dug into the sub floor
constructional fill numerous bowl and lamp deposits were found (74.1179, 1180, 1227,
1232, 1237, 1257) complimenting an already robust assemblage of such deposits found in
the same building during previous excavation seasons (74.1105). These deposits came in
multiple combinations and groupings of bowls and lamps. One notable deposit included
Four bowl lamp sets, with two stacked in the middle and the others flanking, all within
the same pit (74.1179). Other examples were single deposits of either a bowl lamp or a
bowl lamp bowl (74.1180, 1237) with the notable exception of a deposit (74.1232) which
consisted of a lamp covered by a decorated fragment of a late bronze age bichrome jug.
While the largest deposits (74.1105, 1179) were found in room 1101 deposits were also
located in rooms 1157, 1167, and 1169.3

Phase 21: LB
While very little was excavated this season in phase 21 a few small observations
are relevant in changing previous understanding of the phase. In 38.84 it was discovered
in the section beneath the Egyptian wall that the so-called “rubble fill” was in reality a
large silo, of similar proportions to the phase 24 silo (84.1198). Due to the large size of
the silo and the nature of the probes dug in 38.84 it was never properly identified, leading
2

for discussion of this building and the previously excavated architecture cf. the 38 Grid report from 2008
by Adam Aja
3
note that room and building numbers taken from 2008 grid report by Adam Aja.
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to possible contamination of fill layers from previous seasons in the northwest corner of
the square, and also to the misinterpretation of the rubble fill beneath the wall. This find
also confirms that the building of the Egyptian wall served as the last act of phase 21,
building on top of an LB courtyard characterized by large pits and silos.

Iron Age Ashkelon

Whereas the Bronze Age levels excavated this season in 38.74 and 38.84 the Iron Age
levels were only excavate in 38.85.

Phase 17: Late Iron I
Phase 17 was only beginning to be identified at the conclusion of the 2010 season.
Fills (85.173) containing a classic Philistine cooking jug (RP 11536) were excavated and
mudbrick walls of the “yellow brick” style which characterized phase 17 in the rest of
grid 38 throughout previous seasons of excavation began to emerge (85.185, 207, 208,
213). Many of these walls appear beneath the phase 16 walls, which seem in many cases
to be rebuilds of the phase 17 building (pending further excavation). This building has
only been exposed in a cursory manner and no floors have been exposed, thus a full
interpretation will have to wait until after the 2011 excavation season.
Phase 16: Iron II, 8th c.
In Phase 16 there appears to be one or two identifiable buildings occupying 38.85.
It appears to border what would have been the street running through 38.84 on the west,
and runs at least to the balk on the east. The western wall (85.170) borders 38.84 while
the north wall (85.174) extends across the square less than half a meter south of 38.75 in
the west, and actually within the section on the east. The western half of the building is
divided into two long narrow rooms separated by a mudbrick wall (85.173). The
westernmost room (hereafter room 178) contained a full destruction layer including many
restorable vessels such as a RSB bowl (RP 11431), a whole mouth jar (11445), a decanter
(RP 11444), a motarium (RP 11433) and a lamp (RP 11430) to go along with the torpedo
jar excavated from the same surface in 2007. The destruction layer in the adjacent room
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(hereafter room 1177) was less apparent, but did include a RSB dipper juglet (RP 11408).
Separating these rooms from the eastern half of the square was a stone wall, apparently
robbed out in the Persian period leaving only the robber’s trench behind (85.215) and a
mud brick bench built up on the western side of that wall (85.191). These two rooms are
quite narrow (178 = ca. 3.5m, 177 = ca 2.5m) and appear to be connected by a doorway
in the northern part of the square adjacent to wall 85.174. While rooms 177 and 178
feature mudbrick construction and appear to be largely rebuilds of the phase 17 building,
the rooms on the eastern side feature stone founded walls with deteriorating mudbrick
superstructures, one running north-south along the eastern balk (85.193), and another east
west (85.199), partially robbed out by robber’s trench (85.215) ca. 1m north of the roman
sewer (85.154). These differences may indicate a separate building extending west from
the robber’s trench, but this is uncertain and further excavation is still needed.
Like phase 17 in 38.75 as identified in the 2007-2008 seasons phase 16 in 38.85
features steep terracing to the east. As such in the current state of excavations the floors
of the eastern rooms have not yet been reached, making final analysis regarding the
relationship between the eastern and western rooms difficult. If they were separate
buildings the one on the west would be particularly small, and thus it seems better to
understand all of the exposed walls as pertaining to a single structure. Unfortunately due
to the lack of phase 16 preservation in 38.75 nothing can be done to relate this
architecture with what was to the north.

Phase 15: Iron IIB/C
Not much remains from phase 15, much of it having been disturbed by the
founding of the later buildings from the Persian, Roman, and Byzantine occupations.
However as identified in previous seasons multiple walls appear to be associated with
phase 15,4 although no floors. These walls feature large stone foundations, with deep
foundation trenches often cut into the mudbrick of the phase 16 walls. For this reason it
would seem the phase 15 occupation is a continuation of the phase 16 building plan.

Phase 13: Persian
4

For discussion refer to Grid 38 report by Adam Aja from 2007.
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Very little of phase 13 was excavated this season, the primary interest comes in
one observation from the southern section. During the 2007 season work was done
primarily in the northwest corner of 38.85. At this time a pottery fill was excavated
identified as raking fill from phase 15/14 over the phase 16 floors. This season by
expanding the excavation area it was noted that this pottery raking did not seem to extend
westward as expected, and in section it was identified that what had previously been
identified as raking fill was in fact a large rubbish pit, covering most of the western half
of the square and extending south beneath the roman drain. While the pottery in this fill
was read as primarily Iron IIB/C the pit lines run up to the bottom of the roman drain.
This suggests that the pit was cut from Persian levels rather than during the late Iron Age.

Conclusions:
Due to the nature of this year’s excavation, focusing on multiple periods in
restricted horizontal exposures much of the work remains either unfinished (phase 24,
phases 16-17), requiring a further excavation season for a complete analysis, or answered
questions left over from previous seasons, primarily phase 22, where the floors from
previously identified building 1101 were excavated giving a better understanding of the
nature of its inhabitants. While a partial plan and good floor contexts were provided in
Phase 16, filling a previously weak assemblage in Ashkelon’s chronology the limited
exposure leaves this plan incomplete.
The nature of the use of 38.74 and 38.84 in phase 23 as courtyard space means
that little new architecture was identified and excavation primarily identified surface
lamina and pits. Despite this lack of architecture the artifactual finds were quite rich
adding to the data collected on this building in 2008.
Future goals include the excavation of the eastern half of 38.85 to better
understand the phase 16 architectural plan as well as to identify the floors and extent of
terracing as well as the exposure of the phase 17 levels. In 38.84 further work is needed
to identify the bottom and complete the excavation of pit 1198. Additionally excavation
around the pit, particularly south of the Egyptian wall may yield better context for this
interesting feature.
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2010 End of Season Report: Grid 38, Square 74
Square Supervisor: Dana DePietro
The 2010 season of excavations by the Leon Levy expedition to Ashkelon continues the
traditions set in place over the last 3 years, incorporating new methods and technologies such as
Infrared Spectroscopy and EDXRF analysis to help us answer questions as they arise in the field. That
said however, our most valuable resource remains the exceptional skill of our volunteers. It is with that
in mind that I would like to thank Maria Lindquist, Hannah Levy, Samuel Goley, Lauren Baker, Ariel
Shub, Siobhan Shinn and Lucy Bowland for their diligence, hard work and good humor, without which
we would not have been able to accomplish our goals this season. I would especially like to thank my
assistant supervisor Alethia Williams for her patience, attention to detail and enthusiasm, a combination
of traits that will serve her well as a square supervisor in the future.
One of our primary objectives for square 74 this season was to complete excavation of the LB
IIB courtyard-style house we uncovered in 2007 and continued excavating in 2008. It was our hope that
square 74 could shed further light on an apparent gap in occupation during LB IIA which was first
observed in grid 50 during the 1998-2000 field seasons. In more recent years, the same gap has been
observed in grid 38 square 84, with phase 22, dating to the LB IIB, being preceded almost immediately
by phase 23, which dates to the MB IIC-LB I. Hints of phase 23 architecture are present in square 84,
and a number of LB I cist tombs have been found in grid 50, as well as in squares 38.73, 63, 64 in
seasons past. In addition to clarifying our understanding of these phenomena, square 74 illuminated a
number of LB IIB building practices and the foundation rituals associated with them. The report that
follows summarizes our work along with the layers, features and major finds by phase from this season.
Phase 23:
Like square 38.84 to the south, square 38.74 appears to have been an open area composed of a
series of ashy grey surfaces cut by a multitude of pits, postholes and mudbrick features. Among the
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earliest of these surfaces is 74.1263, a compact ashy surface that contained a large amount of charcoal.
This surface was a lower lamination of layers 74.1182 and 74.1193 which immediately precede it, a
10cm thick series of laminations seen in the sections of phase 21 pits 74.1090 and 74.1132 in the north
and south of the square respectively. Both of these units, along with 74.1263 below are gray, ashy and
have a rough texture interspersed with pebbles and charcoal. Indeed, these surfaces are equivalent to
and were combined with surfaces 74.1119, 74.1174, 74.1230, 74.1168, 74.1207, 74.1154, and 74.1166,
units that makeup the same MB IIC/LB I surface but were artificially separated at first due to the
excavation of the walls of the later LB IIB courtyard building founded on top of them. This contiguous
surface slopes naturally downward at approximately a 10 degree angle from west to east as seen in both
the northern and southern sections of the square. Sparse lenses of beach sand found upon these surfaces
may have accumulated as windblown sand into an open exposed area. These layers were filled with
fine examples of MB IIC/LBI pottery including a number of base ring I bowl fragments, red white and
blue wear, Cypriot white painted wear, and Canaanite bichrome, and fragments of a large LB I conical
censer, similar to contemporary examples from Jaffa (RP 11529). Small finds included a wide array of
lithics, frit beads (MC 62680, 62726), a large number of ivory pieces from 74.1194 (MC 63131, 63071
and 63053), 74.1119 (MC 61577) 74.1182 (MC 63194), and a wonderful ivory roundel inscribed with a
meander pattern and perforated base (MC 62777) from 74.1154. While many of the ivories were
worked as final products, others appear to have been be roughly carved into blocks, perhaps as raw
materials to be further worked at the site. Other industrial use of the area during phase 23 includes glass
and metal working, attested by one half of a stone jewelry casting mold (MC 63088) from 74.1193 as
well as small amounts of slag from copper and frit/glass production (ex. MC 63209, MC 62716)) found
distributed evenly across these layers. In addition, we discovered a large piece of pure gold (MC
62615) in 74.1174 which was tested via EDXRF and found to be 92 percent pure. Cuts on the side of
the piece indicate it may have been from a bracelet cut into pieces for recasting or trade in the bronze
age tradition of “hacksilber”. A very interesting small, thick simple bowl was also found in 74.1168 and
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may have been used as a crucible or lid (RP 11510). Finished metal products may include a large chisel
(MC 62794) found in 74.1166 and an axe head (MC 62617) which lay upon the surface of 74.1207.
Both were in remarkably well preserved condition and cast from pure copper.
Another defining characteristic of these phase 23 surface layers is the sheer number and variety
of animal bones found within them, especially in units 74.1193 and 74.1207. Many examples, such as a
very large well preserved cow scapula surrounded by longbones from 74.1193 were pedestaled and
removed intact. Preliminary faunal analysis on a particularly large accumulation of bones set upon the
surface of 74.1207 was carried out this year by Jonathan-Daniel Lowrey. He concluded that in this area
alone, the minimal number of animals consisted of two sheep/goats, one cow, two fish, one pig, one
chicken, and one rodent. Given the diversity of fauna and lack of associated finds or architecture, it
appears these accumulations of bone were piles of refuse, however the lack of butchery marks and
presence of similar deposits in 38.84 (including a fully articulated equid burial) may indicate a ritual
function as well.
In addition to a diverse and extensive faunal assemblage, the botanical remains from phase 23
were equally remarkable. In each of the aforementioned surfaces, hundreds of carbonized olive pits
were found interspersed within the soil, some in greater accumulations than others, but present
throughout the square (ex. MC 63023, a sample of 230+). The presence of so many olive pits may be
linked to another characteristic feature of phase 23, that being the tremendous amount of pitting that
took place during this phase. 74.1182 alone is cut by 18 postholes (74.1202, 1203, 1206, 1233, 1234,
1235, 1242, 1243, 1244, 1245, 1246, 1247, 1248, 1249, 1250, 1251, 1252, 1253), small pits
74.1225/1226 and 74.1221/1222, larger pits 74.1120/1121 and 74.1254/1255 which is in turn cut by
mudbrick filled pit 74.1264/1265. One possible explanation for the extensive pitting and olive pits,
especially in the western third of the square, is that we are dealing with an exterior surface that may
have been an orchard of sorts. Many of the aformentioned pits, 74.1221/1222 in particular, were quite
deep, and were filled with clean sand. Similar sand-filled pits have been found at Tell el Daba where
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they have been linked to cultivation and are thought to be the remains of tree-pits. This explanation
does not explain the carbonized state of the olive pits, (perhaps the orchard was burned, also accounting
for the large amount of charcoal and ash in the layers) however the presence of a nearby olive tree
dropping its fruit upon the phase 23 surface is quite plausible.
Many of the larger, deeper pits such as 74.1254 were filled with a dense conglomeration of ash,
small mudbrick chunks, degraded kurkar sandstone and sandy brown soil. This was also the case for pit
74.1172 which cut phase 23 layers 74. 1122 and 74.1123 excavated last season as well as 74.1174
below, and was itself cut by ash pit 74.1217/1218, posthole 74.1124 and large pit 74.1158/1171. In
addition to large amounts of bone and MB IIC/LB I pottery, some of which was burnt, 74.1172
contained a partial fish skeleton in situ with the scales intact. A white steatite scarab (MC 62623)
depicting a horus falcon wearing a double-crown was also found in this pit. Scarabs with similar
iconography have been found that date to the reign of Thutmosis III. Pit 74.1158, which we initially
took to be a mudbrick lined silo, turned out to be a wide and shallow pit, lined with mudbricks in the
north-east. This pit contained three bronze nails or pins (MC 62420, MC 62435,and MC 62500). All
three pins are complete, are 7-8cm in length, are sharp on one end and are remarkably preserved. It is
possible these are toggle pins which were used to secure clothing. 74.1168 was similarly cut by small
ashy pits 74.1176/1224, 74.1259/1260 and 74.1162. Extensive pitting continued to the east of the
square with pits 74.1266/1267, 74.1268/1269 and 74.1270 all cutting 74.1207 to the south. This set of
intersecting pits was discovered at the end of the season and remain unexcavated, however there is a
high probability they served a similar function to pit/ features 74.1214/1215 and 74.1261/1262 which
were also cut into phase 23 surface 74.1207. In the case of 74.1214, this pit contained an upside down
storage jar with a 10cm hole broken through the bottom, a broken rim, and sides that were completely
intact. Similarly, 74.1261 was found to contain another upside-down vessel, this time a Canaanite
amphorea, again with the rim and base cut off. An imitation cypriot dipper juglet (RP 11528) was found
nearby. Both pits were filled with loose sandy lenses, large chunks of pure plaster (MC 62847), and
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quite a bit of pottery that was covered in green/yellow residue. Analysis of the contents of first vessel,
which appears to have been a waster itself, revealed a combination of wheat grains and grape pips. The
greenish residue attached to the lower half of the vessel, appears consistent with human waste and our
first thoughts were that we had found an in-situ toilet identical in form and composition to the one
found in 74.1125 during the 2007 season. Given the fact that several LB I cist burials have been found
in the area however, another interpretation may be that the vessels served as recepticals or conduits for
food offerings for the dead, similar examples of which can be seen in LB mortuary practice as far south
as Deir el Balah and as far north as Ugarit. The fact that 74.1241, a rectangular brick-lined feature cut
into 74.1207 associated with 74.1214 appeared at first to be to be a LB I cyst tomb supported this initial
interpretation.
74.1241 gave every indication of being an LB I cist tomb. Not only had three similar burials
been found in grid 38 at the same elevation to the north and west, but the brick lines appeared to be
lined with pure beach sand, a defining characteristic of all the LB I cist tombs found in both grid 38 and
50. 74.1213, an irregular accumulation of stones that may or may not have been related to the feature
was found above it. More convincingly, the first 20cm of sandy fill within the feature was very loose
and contained blue faience and frit beads (MC 62915, 63242), pieces of mother of pearl (MC 62917,
63243) and at least 25 large pieces of worked ivory (MC 63245, 63263) carved into triangular pieces
and half roundels. Many of these pieces exhibited old breaks, and the thickness of the pieces suggest
they were used for something other than inlay. As ivory pieces were among the grave goods found in
the grid 50 cist tombs, and while we have every indication to believe this feature is indeed a LBI cist
tomb, no human remains have appeared. Aaron Brody's chapter in Ashkelon I states that in some cases,
bodies were interned as deep as 70 cm. from the upper course of mudbricks, leading us to believe we
may be right on top of a human skeleton, most likely a child given the size of the feature. With the end
of the season upon us however, this feature will require further investigation in seasons to come.
74.1258 is another candidate for a LB I cist tomb, an angular mudbrick feature cut into phase 23
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surface 74.1193. If indeed a burial, it was almost entirely cut away by later pit 74.1090, leaving only
the southeast corner intact. Despite this fact, half of a whole globular store jar cut by the pit was found
under the mudbricks, as well as ¾ of a large, shallow simple bowl. A similar bowl was found placed in
the SE corner of other LB I cist tombs at Ashkelon (again, see A. Brody, Ashkelon I) supporting the
notion that this was indeed a burial. With the possible exception of pit 74.1264/1265, which was
perfectly circular, packed with orange brown mudbrick and requires further investigation, this is the
extent of our features and layers relating to phase 23.
Phase 22:
Phase 22 begins with what appears to be a leveling operation in preparation for the construction
of the LB IIB courtyard building. As discussed in previous years, the building is slightly terraced,
descending room by room from west to east on account of the natural slope of the phase 23 layers it
was founded upon. The building exhibits at least 2 sub-phases, seen in the laying of new floors and
rebuilding of walls, each of which will be discussed in turn.
The construction of 74.1223, a thick mudbrick floor/platform filled with LBII pottery and built
atop 74.1207/74.1193, appears to be one of the earliest constructions in this phase, built as a terrace and
level surface upon which to found N-S wall 74.1160 and E-W wall 74.1129. (see sketch in 74.1223 for
clarification of this relationship). The later robbing out of 74.1160 made this relationship unclear at
first, however a clear robber trench line running along the eastern edge of 74.1160, cutting the phytolith
surface atop and designated as part of 74.1223, helped clarify things. If foundation trenches for the
stone foundations of the LB IIB building existed, they were shallow enough not to be observed. Indeed,
it appears as though the stones for walls 74.1160 and 74.1129, which form the north and west sides of a
room (Room #1) were laid directly upon 74.1223 with flooring later built up around them. The same
holds true for 74.1170, 74.1129, 74.1238 and 74.1159, which form a room in the northeast corner of the
square (Room #2) founded upon the phase 23 surfaces already discussed. The foundations of walls
74.1240, 74.1126 and 74.1229, along with 74.1238 form a third room west of the second and of
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comparable size (Room #3). To the south of this third room and west of the first, a fourth is formed by
walls 74.1229, 74.1126, 74.1160 and 74.1118 (Room #4). To the west of 74.1229 lay what we believe
to have been a central room or plastered courtyard which will be discussed at length later (Room #5).
All walls in this initial construction phase were built of small fieldstones (10-15cm) fixed in
mudbrick plaster, with the exception of the final course of stones in parallel walls 74.1238 and 74.1170
which ranged from 30cm to a monumental 1 meter in length. Moving west to east, the stones in
74.1240 and 74.1126 lie at increasingly lower elevations and increase in courses, helping to form a
second level terrace upon which to found room #3 and #4 at a slightly higher elevation than the rooms
to the east. Along the same lines, while the top elevations of north-south walls 74.1229 and 74.1238 are
roughly the same, the first consists of a single course while the second is over 4 courses high. Again,
this construction accommodates the distinct downward slope, moving west to east. It should also be
noted that several very large stones (30cm) were found at the juncture of walls 74.1238, 74.1240 and
74.1159 as well as the juncture between 74.1229 and 74.1126. It appears that instead of walls abutting
one another, these large stones acted as piers with walls radiating out from them. The existence of such
piers indicates the building was conceived and executed as a single construction, and that rooms were
not added to the structure over time. Little pottery was recovered from the walls overall, however that
which was recovered dated to the LB II, including a fragment from a cypriot wall bracket (MC 62785)
thought possibly to serve a ritual function. After completion, and prior to the floors being laid in, the
sides of stone foundations appear to have been packed with a mudplaster facing, clearly seen upon the
north and south sides of walls 74.1159 and 74.1240.
During or immediately following the construction of these walls, a large number of foundation
deposits were cut into phase 23 surfaces, to be later covered by the phase 22 floors of the building. It is
notable that all such deposits were found next to walls but not beneath them, suggesting the walls
existed prior to their internment. These deposits are variations on the well known Canaanite “bowllamp” deposit, and were found under the floors of all of the rooms, with the exception of Room #1. In
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the north east corner of room #2, pit 74.1236/1237 contained a bowl-lamp deposit oriented towards the
west. In the south of room #3, pit 74.1231/1232 contained a lamp oriented towards the west and
covered by a large painted sherd from an LB bichrome jugelet. Along the western edge of room #4, pit
74.1208/1209 contained a lamp and fragments of what may have been a bowl above it. The vast
majority of these deposits however are lined along the southern and eastern edges of plaster courtyard/
room #5. Moving southwest to northeast, pit 74.1105 excavated in 2007 contained two bowl-lampbowls and a bowl-lamp deposit oriented south, north, north. While initially thought to have cut later
phase 22 floor 74.1101, the lower elevation and lack of plaster flooring in this area have lead us to
conclude this pit was in fact cut from phase 23 surface 74.1182 and later covered along with the other
deposits in the room. To the east, pit 74.1256/1257 contained a bowl-lamp oriented north, and
74.1227/1228 contained a bowl-lamp-bowl oriented to the east. Moving north along the western side of
wall 74.1229, pit 74.1201/1179 contained a bowl-lamp, an unusual bowl-lamp-bowl-bowl-lamp and
finally a bowl-lamp bowl, all oriented with their spouts pointed north, and with at least one lamp
showing signs of use. The final deposit to the north was found in pit 74.1200/1180 and consisted of a
LB carinated bowl covering a lamp oriented to the north. While lamp orientation in relation to
architecture innitially appears haphazard, it will be interesting to compare these deposits with others
from contemporary sites like Tell el Safi.
Following the internment of the foundation deposits, the first in a series of floors were laid in all
5 rooms. All floors were fine-gridded and flotation samples were taken from each. In room #1, the
surface of 74.1223 was covered in a thin phytolith layer running up to the walls. Two spindle whorls
(MC 62843, 62886), a stone grinder fragment (MC 62848) pieces of a metal object (MC 62854), a
glass bead (MC 62869) and a bronze nail (MC 62874), were recovered, all likely to have come from
the interior of the building. Surface 74.1223 is also cut by plaster-lined pit 74.1219/1220.
In room #2, floor 74.1169 also consisted of a white phytolith layer, sloped up to meet the lower
courses of wall 74.1238, and covered the stones of 74.1213. All pottery coming from the surface
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makeup was LB II, and an incised Cypro-minoan handle from a transport stirrup jar (MC 61608 )was
found upon the surface. It should also be noted that 12+ oyster-like shells (MC 61943) we have not
encountered before were found clustered upon the surface of this room. Whether they were valued for
their opalescent quality, or were a discarded foodstuff is unknown. 74.1169 is cut by pit 74.1204/1205,
and 4 hammer or sling stones of similar size (10cm in diameter) were also found clustered together
upon this surface.
In room #3, floor 74.1212 was initially laid in, related to walls 74.1238 and 74.1240, and was
cut by small pit 74.1210/1211. This room contained three frit beads (MC 62481,62494) and a frit
scarab inscribed with a uraeus serpent and feather design similar to one from Tell el Ajjul dating the the
reign of Thutmosis III (MC 61513).
In room #4, phytolith floor 74.1167 produced 9 beads in a preserved line (MC 61872), a large
piece of bronze, (MC 61951) and a spindle whorl (MC 61952).
Courtyard room #5 was laid with the first of a series of compact shell-plaster laminations
74.1177 that ran up to to the stones in wall 74.1229 to the east. This surface may relate to the
construction phase of the building since it, like 74.1182 before it, is riddled with pits, postholes and
burnt patches of ash and mudbrick. Due to the fragmentary nature of this surface, it was difficult at
times to determine which pits and postholes cut the phase 22 surface, and which cut the phase 23
surface below it. What is clear however is that the pitting in this area took place over an extended
period of time, transitioning across phases of use, both predating the building, and leading up to its
construction. 74.1177 is cut by postholes 74.1178, 74.1189,74.1185 and by pits 74.1183/1199,
74.1186/1194, 74.1187/1195, 74.1188/1196, 74/1190/1197, 74.1191/1198 and 74.1175/1181. Ash, seed,
and phytolith samples were taken from pits 74.1186 and 74.1187 which were filled with black ash and
dark red burnt soil radiating out from the center. Both appear to have been some sort of burning
installation. Three articulated fish vertebrae were found in 74.1188, along 70+ olive pits from 74.1190,
however it seems we overcut this deceptively shallow pit, and that the olive pits are actually from phase
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23 layer 74.1182 below.
Like the initial surfaces in other rooms, 74.1177 was brimming with small finds relating to the
LB IIB structure, including over a dozen murex shells, a grinding stone, flints, a spindle whorl (MC
62430) and 5 beads (MC 62564). Some of the nicest finds of the season came from this surface,
including a stone signet ring with a crosshatch pattern (MC 62198) and an MB scarab inscribed with
with a spiral/double uraeus design (MC 62418). Perhaps most interestingly, we found the body of a
ceramic figurine (MC 62342) on this surface, the head of which had been found a week prior in the
makeup of floor 74.1101 (MC 61649). As the two pieces are clearly contemporary, it appears we
overcut 74.1101, collecting the head at that point, which lay several cm to the north of the body. This
figurine is a tremendously rare find for the LB II. It was hand-built from clay with a bell shaped bottom
perforated twice, perhaps for tying on legs like some Cypriot Iron Age figurines. The function of a third
perforation in the back of the head is unclear, but may accommodate two strings running from the hole
into the two lower holes where they may have been attached to the legs. By pulling the string, one
could move the legs in a marionette-like fashion. While a cultic or ritual function is always plausible,
we may have an example of a plaything as well.
After the building's initial construction, it appears to have been continuously occupied until its
dismantling in phase 21. That said a number of floor laminations and wall rebuilds are likely to have
occurred over its lifetime. These can be roughly split into an initial sub-phase (A), already discussed,
and a later subphase (B) of continued occupation. In subphase B, a thick fine white shell-plaster floor
74.1101 was laid over 74.1177 in room #5 and up against the stones of wall 74.1229. The relations and
nature of this floor, which comes to a well defined corner in the southeast, have been discussed at
length in square reports from the 2007 and 2008 field seasons. In room #3, walls 74.1240 and 74.1238
were rebuilt as 74.1140 and 74.1145 respectively. “B” floor 74.1192 then sloped up to meet these
rebuilt walls, having been laid in on top of “A” floor 74.1212. It was also cut by a posthole, 74.1184. In
room #4, “B” Floor 74.1161 and occupational debris layer 74.1164 (dug in 2008) were similarly laid on
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top of “A” floor 74.1167. Sometime during this sub-phase, layer 74.1216 was deposited atop surface
74.1223, and layer 74.1239 accumulated outside the southeast corner of the building. A nicely carved
green stone spindle whorl was found in the earlier (MC 62406) and a pierced shell was found in the
latter (MC 62927).
Phase 21:
During phase 21, the LB IIB building was dismantled and was most likely quarried for building
materials to make bricks for the Egyptian garrison wall built to the south. Only a handful of residual
phase 21 units remained this year from the 2008 excavation season, and most were removed within the
first two weeks. These included 74.1152, a fill in room #3 above 74.1192, and 74.1165, a fill in room
#2 above surface 74.1169. It should be noted that while 74.1160 was treated architecturally as a wall in
phase 22, it is in fact a robber trench filled in during phase 21, as was 74.1111. It is also possible that pit
74.1219, which was lined with a highly traceable phytolith layer, may be the very bottom of a phase 21
silo cut by the phase 21 “great cut” (74.1127/1113) above it, which obliterated much of the eastern third
of the square. As this has not been proved definitively, we have kept 74.1219 in phase 22.
Conclusions and Directions for Future Research:
As in years past, the 2010 field season at Ashkelon proved to be a success and the progress
made in square 74 was no exception. Not only were we were able to meet this season's goals of
removing the fills and layers associated with phase 22, but we were able to gain a solid understanding
of the area's function during phase 23 as well as the ritual and practical preparations that went into
readying the area for the construction of a LB IIB courtyard building. With the exception of
understanding the nature of feature 74.1241 and perhaps pits 74 1266 and 74.1268, we were able to
answer the vast majority of questions posed by the square this season. All the same, 74.1219 should be
further investigated in order to determine if it is a phase 21 feature, or dates to phase 22. The higher
elevations of 74.1182 should also be lowered in the west, and the full extent of 74.1263 should be
traced to the north and west beneath it. Given the proximity to cist tombs found in previous seasons and
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solid candidates this season, there is little doubt that further exploration of square 74, especially in
tracing surface 74.1107 under 74.1239 to the south, will reveal further examples.
This season provided us with extensive evidence for food storage, production, personal and
luxury items, as well as objects related to trade. Evidence of small scale industry including textiles,
bone and ivory carving, lithic production and minor smelting also occur at a levels commensurate with
a domestic setting. What is more, the presence of ritual activity and construction methods were able to
illuminate dimensions of daily life not easily observed archaeologically. While much remains unknown
and much work remains to be done, this season has shed more light on what was going on at an
undoubtedly important site during two tremendously interesting periods.
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Jonathon Wylie
17 July 2010

2010 Final Report for
Grid 38, Square 85
The discovery of the phase 20 “shine room” in 38.75 last season prompted a return to
38.85 this season. The goal in 38.85 over the next few seasons is to uncover more of that room.
This is not to say that 38.85 has nothing to contribute in the intervening strata. Excavation in
38.85 this season has already provided important data to our knowledge of Ashkelon in the Iron
II, Persian, Roman and Byzantine periods. Only the indefatigable and goal-oriented work of a
truly excellent cast of volunteers made these achievements possible. Sincere gratitude goes to
Megan Sauter, Mike Actis-Grandé, Susan Jones, Jessie Fletcher and Casey Sharp. Their
enthusiasm, precision and cordiality made excavation this season both productive and fun. A
report of our excavation follows, beginning with the earliest strata.

Phase 17—Late Iron I
In the penultimate week of the season we excavated phase 16 floors and architecture in
the western half of the square. In the process we uncovered several units datable to phase 17.
Below floor U204 and wall U173, in the southern part of the square, we uncovered U207, an EW wall of yellow mudbrick. Excavation of floor U200 exposed U208 and U184, which are
yellow mudbrick features built against U185, and which probably served as a bench against that
wall. U185 is the phase 17 N-S wall that runs along the west baulk. U185 and U170 refer to the
same feature but different phases of that feature’s use. U184 refers to the wall’s initial
construction and its use in phase 17; U170 refer’s to the wall’s re-use in phase 16. Three units—
U211, U212, U214—were opened to refer to the fill beneath the phase 16 floors. U211 was the
fill to the south of U207 between U173 and U191, U212 was the fill north of U207 between
U173 and U191, and U214 was the fill west of U173 and east of U184. After U173 was
excavated, it was clear that U211, U212, and U214 represented the same deposition. I therefore
closed U214 and extended U212 to the east to cover the area north of U207 and U211 to the east
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to cover the area south of U207. All three of these fill layers contain a lot of yellow mudbrick
fragments, and excavation of them so far has exhumed several Iron I sherds. I have therefore
identified these units as phase 17 collapse, probably above a phase 17 surface. There is a
doorway between U207’s west end and U208.

Phase 16
Several rooms from the early Iron II were preserved in 38.85, and excavation of them this
season provided important data for our understanding of that period. I will discuss the rooms in
the western part of the square first, and then the large room in the east of the square second.
Phase 16 built immediately on top of phase 17. Phase 16 floors U200 and U204 were laid
immediately on top of phase 17 collapse and architecture. Further, in at least one case, phase 16
re-used phase 17 architecture. The latter was the case with wall U170, which is a re-use of wall
U185. The phase 16 N-S wall U173 was laid directly on top of the phase 17 wall U207 and phase
17 collapse layers U211 and U212. With the construction of U173 the phase 16 occupants of this
house remodeled the interior of the building by partitioning the rooms with a N-S wall instead of
with an E-W one.
U191 was built in phase 16 as a N-S mudbrick bench. We initially called this feature a
wall, but since U215 cut away a phase 16 wall on the east face of U191, it is more likely that
U191 was a bench built against the west face of the removed wall. We realized at the end of the
season that we had not traced floor U204 all the way into U191. That should be a project for
early next season. There appears to have been a doorway through U191, which means that there
also would have been a door through the wall cut by U215.
To the north of U170, U173 and U191 was U174, an E-W grey mudbrick wall. That
feature was built in phase 16 and re-used in phase 15 as a bench on the north side of U164,
which cut into U174 (see below on phase 15).
Within walls U170, U173 and U174, floor U200 was laid. Occupational Debris U178
accumulate on that floor, and finally, when the phase 16 building was destroyed, collapse U176
fell onto U178. U176 contained a lot of large potsherds and mudbrick fragments. Occupational
debris U178 was opened in 2007 when the excavators of that season uncovered a whole vessel
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(8th c. Torpedo Jar) lying on it. In order to retrieve all that vessel they had to cut through U200
slightly, but they did not assign a unit number to that bottom-most layer of occupation. I opened
U200 to designate the floor beneath occ deb U178 when we uncovered pits U201/U202 and
U209/U210 cut into a lamination beneath U178 but of the same phase of occupation. Pit U201/
U202 contained a sunken cooking jug (RP 11512), which came out entirely intact. Pit U209/
U210 was a shallow pit with some bones and ash.
The central room was bound by and contemporary with U173 to its west and U174 to its
north. To the room’s east was U191. Within this central room was floor U204, occupational
debris U190, and collapse U177. U200 was contemporary with U204, as was occupation debris
U178 with U190, and collapse U176 with U177.
The phase 16 room north of U174 was very poorly preserved. The surface U194 had been
exposed in the baulk for several years, and little of remained. It was very difficult to trace that
surface to architecture, but it appeared to sloped up to U174 and U172 (=U170), making it phase
16. We were unable to associate U194 with an eastern wall, perhaps because it was disturbed by
U165. Cut into U194 was foundation deposit pit U195/U196 that contained a small RSB bowl
(RP 11502).
The eastern half of the square was slightly less straightforward than the two rooms in the
western half, largely because of the disturbance made by the robber trench U215. Nonetheless,
several important pieces of architecture in that room are discernible. First, there is the E-W stone
wall U192 in the northeast of the square. Intersecting U192 at that feature’s east side and running
N-S is U193, another stone wall with a possible mudbrick doorway (see DwgID 15411). It is
likely that U199 was the southern E-W wall contemporary with U192 and U193, and that it
intersected with U193 in the southeast corner of the square. We were not able to explore that
intersection thoroughly at the end of the season. The wall removed by the robber trench U215
would have been the fourth wall to this eastern room, intersecting U192 and U193 at those
features’ western ends. It is yet unclear what U203 is. It appears to be a sort of mudbrick
platform. It is also possible that it is a wall, but then U199’s function would become unclear. This
question should be explored early next season by working in the southeast corner of the square to
see if a clear intersection of U199 and U193 can be uncovered, and by excavating U198 and
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U215 in hopes of tracing a surface toward U199 and U203. Further exposure of these features
should make their function more clear.
We have not yet uncovered the phase 16 floor associated with the architecture just
described. It should be well preserved to the east of U215 and north of U203. U215 should be
excavated early next season. That should provide a good section from which to trace the floor to
its architecture.

Phase 15
Phase 15 in the western part of 38.85 was represented better by walls than by floors. Wall
U169 cut into U170, just as U164 and its foundation trench U213 cut into U174. U174 was reused in phase 15 as a bench on the north side of U164. U165 was built perpendicular and to the
north of U164. The only preserved phase 15 floors were U175 and U166, both of which were
badly eroded due to exposure in the N baulk. U175 was bound by and contemporary with U169,
U164 (with its bench U174), and U165. U166 was bound by U165 and U164 (and bench U174).
We found no phase 15 architecture in the eastern half of the square. It was removed by
Persian and Roman construction. There were two layers that appeared to have been occupational-U187 and U197--both of which were sandy striated layers, much like courtyard surfaces. The
robber trench U215 was most likely cut from U187, though it is possible that we missed it from
above. We had been noticing a disturbance in the area that later became U215 ever since we
removed the Roman drainage system, but we were unable to see consistent cut lines until later in
the season. It is therefore possible that U215 was cut from a later stratum. Below surface U197
was the deliberate fill layer U198, which remains open for 2011. Immediately later than U197
was U189. U189 contained a very large amount of ash and burnt mudbrick. Immediately above
and later than U189 was surface U187.

Phases 13, 12, 11 (Persian)
There was not much left of the Persian period in square 85. Much of it was removed
during the construction of the Roman drainage system. L39 was a fill layer containing a lot of
pottery and bone, and in fact may have been a late Iron II deposition. I have put it in the Persian
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period based on pottery readings. Immediately later than L39 was LF 38, a beaten earth surface.
LF 38 was almost completely excavated in 1997, but the excavators of that season did not see
that LF38 ran underneath F35, an E-W mudbrick wall built along the north side U154. The fact
that LF38 ran beneath F35 indicates that F35 was of a later constructional phase than LF38. The
latest items of Persian provenance from 38.85 were W15 and its foundation trench F41. That
wall cut through F35, LF38 and L39. The 1997 excavators believed that LF38 was contemporary
with W15, but the fact that LF38 was cut by F41/W15 is problematic for that relationship.
There are thus three phases of Persian construction represented in 38.85. LF38 is the
earliest, and therefore can be assigned to phase 13. F35 is later than LF38 but earlier than W15,
and can be dated to phase 12. W15 and its foundation trench F41 is phase 11.

Phase 5 (Late Roman)
Nearly all of the drainage system was uncovered in 1997, but it left in situ until this
season. Assaf Yassur-Landau’s 1997 final report on 38.85 includes a very good explanation of
both phase 5 and phase 3. Our excavation this season confirmed nearly everything he said.
Readers are encouraged to review his report. His chart detailing the stages of construction of
both the Roman and Byzantine drains is also quite helpful. It can be found in the 1997 field
notebook in the notes on F1.
In phase 5, the Roman-period inhabitants deposited U181, a reddish-brown sandy layer
that contained very little pottery. U181 was a pre-construction leveling fill for W13, W14, F25
and F42. U181 was another sandy deposit that we encountered in the northeast corner of W13.
Despite its small size, U181 was a telling component of our understanding of the Roman
drainage system. U181 was the layer into which W13 was cut, and when we uncovered it we saw
that W13 formed an L-shape. There was a very distinct L-shaped cut line with cement on the
west and south sides and the brown sand of U181 on the northeast side. We were therefore able
to infer that there must have been another E-W drain wall that intersected with W14 and ran
along the south side of F42, parallel to W13’s E-W portion (see DwgID 14933 and YassurLandau’s report, which made the same suggestion). The connection between W13, W14, F25 and
F42 in the north of the square with F94 in the south remains unclear because of Byzantine
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cutting. It is possible that they did not connect at all.
Almost all our excavation of Roman architecture this season was in the northeast part of
the square. The one exception is that I assigned U188 to represent the foundation trench of wall
U154.

Phase 3 (Byzantine)
Yassur-Landau’s 1997 report accurately describes the Byzantine drainage system and
other architecture dating to that phase. I added just three new units to the Byzantine period this
season, all of them foundation trenches. U179 was a foundation trench for F40 and contained a
lot of green sand. The green was the effect of sewage seepage from the drain. Our excavation of
F40 and U179 did not result in any solid conclusions on what F40 was. We did find some
unbaked clay that we suspect may have been some kind of piping. This could add support to the
notion that F40 may have been a latrine. U180 was the foundation trench for F6, and it was the
unit under which we excavated Byzantine drain material. It remains on the top plan for next
season, though I think we may have reached the bottom of the drain. Lastly, U183 was opened to
represent the foundation trench for F10.

Suggestions for 2011
While most of the extant stratigraphic relationships in the square are straightforward at
the end of the 2010 season, a few questions remain. One early task for the 2011 season should be
to find and excavate the phase 16 floor associated with U192, U193, and U199. In that process,
time should be spent in the southeast corner of the square in order to understand better the
relationship between U193, U192 and U199. U215 will also need to be excavated as a first
priority since it is a late feature. Wall U165 should be excavated early next season in order to
bring the northern room into phase with the rest of the square. Once those tasks are completed
the square should be in one phase, and I would expect that excavation could proceed
straightforwardly. U211 and U212 should be excavated in order to expose the surfaces beneath
them. In the western part of the square attention should be given to U208 and U184 to determine
their relationship to each other and to U185. Consideration should also be given to U174 to see
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whether it was used initially in phase 17 and re-used in phase 16.

Conclusion
The 2010 season in 38.85 was tremendously successful. We have learned much as a result
of our excavation there this season. The square is now at a good stopping point as we leave it
until next season. Upon our return, 38.85 promises to yield exciting and telling new data that will
contribute significantly to our understanding of Iron Age Ashkelon.
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Grid 47 Squares 34, 45, 55
Final Report 2010
The Leon Levy Expedition to Ashkelon
Dr. Tracy Hoffman

overview of Grid 47 in foreground with the theatre in the background, view to the southwest
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The 2010 field season of the Leon Levy Expedition to Ashkelon marked the third year of
excavation in Grid 47. This season our research goals continued to be the same ones that prompted the
opening of the first 10 x 10 meter square during the 2008 season and then the expansion of the grid to 3
full 10 x 10 meter squares in the 2009 season. First, we wanted to continue to assess the accuracy of
John Garstang's excavation of Roman Ashkelon's civic center in the 1920s. In particular, we wanted to
locate and better understand the walls of the buildings depicted in his 1924 plan of this area. Secondly,
we wanted to asses the relationships between the buildings first excavated by John Garstang and
interpreted as a peristyle, or possible basilica ,with an attached bouletarion and what we now believe to
be a later Severan period odeion which replaced the earlier 1st century structures. Third, we wanted to
delineate the full dimensions of the odeion. To accomplish that we planned to expose the eastern half
of the odeion as well as to identify a closing wall for it. It was hoped that identifying the closing wall
would help determine the building's function which would also allow us to finally conclude whether we
are dealing with a bouleterion, an odeion or a small theatre in the Severan period. Finally, we wanted
to better identify and understand the post-Roman period occupation in these buildings and their
environs. Garstang hinted at the presence of later occupation levels when he published his work, he
even stated he found the city mosque, but provided no evidence for that material. We wanted to
determine if we could find evidence for later reuse and occupation in the former civic center of the
Roman period city. Ultimately, after answering these questions we plan to preserve and restore the
odeion so that visitors to the park will have an opportunity to stroll through one of Roman Ashkelon's
most impressive public monuments.
In order to further these goals the expedition determined it would be necessary to expand the
grid to the east and to the north. This decision was based on several factors. Towards the end of the
2009 season work uncovered a large wall in the southern baulk of Square 54, 54.92, which appeared to
be a third concentric wall, Wall C, belonging to the cavea of the odeion. In addition, the 2009 season
ended without the discovery of the closing wall of the odeion to the north. An examination of
Garstang's plan from the 1920s suggested that he had found that wall, which he identified as Byzantine,
and that an expansion of our excavation area to the north might allow us to asses his interpretation and,
perhaps, identify the closing wall for the odeion. It also became clear that if we expanded to the east
that we would move beyond the limits of Garstang's excavation and, therefore, have a better
opportunity to excavate the full occupational sequence in the odeion. As a result, we brought in
mechanical equipment before the start of the season to remove topsoil layers and well as Garstang's
backfill to prepare Grid 47 for immediate excavation when the volunteer season started on June 6th.
The initial expansion of the grid added three full 10 x 10 meter squares, Squares, 35, 45 and 55,
to the east of previous excavation areas (Squares 54 and 44). In addition, two 5 x 10 squares, sections
of Squares 33 and 34, were added north of previously excavated squares and the Open Air Museum.
During the course of the season we determined it would be necessary to further expand the excavation
area to the north in order to better determine whether we were excavating a theatre or an odeion. The
distinction between the two structures would require understanding the scaenae frons, or stage
structure, which would fall in an area we did not have fully exposed. To that end in Week Three of the
season we used mechanical equipment to open the remaining 5 x 10 meter areas of Squares 33 and 34
as well as to add one final 10 x 10 meter square, Square 32. Grid 47 is currently 1200 square meters, of
which 600 square meters were under excavation this season. The large area of excavation in
conjunction with staffing levels necessitated a methodological shift which bears mentioning. This
season Squares 32, 33, 34 and 35 were all recorded as one square, Square 34. This was carefully noted
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on all top plans and clearly explained in all pertinent notes.
The results of our excavation this season necessitates an adjustment to the phasing done in the
previous seasons. The Grid 47 2010 phases are outlined below along with corrections to the 2008 and
2009 plans.

2010 Phases

Period

2008 Corrected

Phase 7
Phase 6
Phase 5
Phase 4
Phase 3
Phase 2
Phase 1

Hellenistic
Roman (1st c. peristyle/basilica)
Roman (late 2nd /early 3rd odeion)
Late Byzantine
Abbasid
Fatimid/Crusader
Garstang/Modern

–
6
5, 4
–
3
2
1

2009 Corrected
7
6
5, 4
–
3
2
1

When necessary this report will mention units from the previous two years of excavation if their
phasing has shifted and requires explanation.
This season excavation in Grid 47 was directed by Dr. Tracy Hoffman. There were three
Square Supervisors, Ryan Boehm, Robyn Le Blanc and Elise Jakoby. In addition there was one
Assistant Square Supervisor, Mark Lester, several returning volunteers who brought their experience
and enthusiasm to bear and a team of committed volunteers as well as groups of Ethiopian and Bedouin
workers whose efforts ensured that we were able to make extraordinary progress in our assessment of
Ashkelon's city center during the 2010 field season. I trust that anything I overlook in the grid report
will be covered and well explained by the Square Supervisors in their reports as we all work together to
explain the excavation of Grid 47 and I thank them for their diligence. In particular, Ryan and Robyn
are to be thanked for their insight into Hellenistic and Roman period architecture. Finally, I owe a debt
of gratitude to everyone who worked in Grid 47 this summer ensuring that we would have a fun and
very successful season.

Phase 7

Hellenistic Period

This season the remains of the Hellenistic period were limited to a single wall in Square 34,
34.30, which has a different orientation and type of construction from other walls in the grid. This wall
approaches the base of the closing wall of the odeion, 34.10, on a diagonal and cannot be related to any
other architecture in the immediate area. The top course, as it is exposed, consists of large cut blocks
laid vertically while in the second course the cut blocks are laid horizontally. There is a fine white
plaster in between each block and the two courses of the wall. The plaster is quite distinct from the
cement used in the later Phase 6 and Phase 5 walls. At the end of the season we uncovered but did not
excavate 34.62 which may be the foundation trench for wall 34.30. In addition a small layer of fill,
34.61 was assigned to this phase.
As mentioned, the Hellenistic date for this material is based on the wall's position relative to the
odeion walls, its construction methods and its distinct orientation. Therefore, the date must be regarded
as preliminary. Regardless, this well constructed wall, in addition to two walls, 53.36 and 53.41,
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previously uncovered by John Garstang, hints at the richness of the pre-Roman period buildings in
Ashkelon's city center.

Phase 6

Roman, 1st Century (Senate House and “Herod's Peristyle”)

In the article he published in PEQ in 1924 Garstang published a plan of what he called “the
Senate House and Herod's Peristyle” or cloisters. In the plan he showed an apsidal wall which had a
square room on its west side. He assumed a symmetrical plan and hypothesized a second square room
on the building's east side. Extending from the outside walls of those two rooms Garstang projected
two north-south walls extending to the north that served as the two outer walls of what he called a
peristyle. Garstang also excavated an east-west wall closing the two side rooms on their north ends
which then also intersected with the projected north-south walls. To the north of the two rooms and the
apsidal wall Garstang identified a second east-west wall. Adjacent to that large wall Garstang
identified a shorter east-west wall from which two north-south walls, inside the dimensions of the outer
two walls, extend to the north. In the last week of excavation we were able to make a great deal of
progress on assessing Garstang's work in the 1920s and his interpretation of what he found after
uncovering a number of walls which we believe correspond with what is seen in Garstang's 1924 plan
for the Roman peristyle. The majority of this phase was uncovered but not exposed and will require
further excavation to clarify the architectural relationships that emerged this season.
A second expansion of the grid during the 3rd week of excavation uncovered a series of northsouth oriented walls sticking out of the north baulk of Square 34. Walls 34.24 (Garstang Wall B) and
34.26 (Garstang Wall A) are stone and cement walls which include both cut ashlars and more rough cut
stones in their construction. 34.26 extends from the north baulk to the base of 34.10, the later odeion
wall and seemingly intersects it at the same location as one of the north-south walls visible in
Garstang's plan. A parallel wall, 34.24, does not extend as far south from the baulk although it too
appears to be a wall depicted on Garstang's plan. These two walls appear to be the walls that form the
interior walls of Garstang's peristyle or cloisters. 34.24 is noteworthy for the apparent inclusion of
spolia in its construction, perhaps an indication it was reused at a later date. 34.24 was not excavated
this season, however, and additional work will be required to fully understand its relationship to 34.26
and the apparently later 34.10. There is a third north-south wall, 34.25, which extends less than a
meter out of the north baulk. This short wall does not appear on any of Garstang's plans. It may be
contemporary, however, with 34.26 and 34.24 based on similarities in construction and orientation.
The possibility remains that this wall post-dates the peristyle as Ryan Boehm has hypothesized in his
square report. 34.27 (Garstang Wall S5), is a large east-west stone and cement wall, of which only the
top is exposed, that should be the cross wall between 34.24 and 34.26 seen on Garstang's plan. As it is
currently exposed 34.27 does not reach either 34.24 or 34.26 but we believe it may intersect with those
walls and form the southern boundary of the peristyle. We uncovered one final north-south oriented
wall, 34.64 (Photo ID 18577), made of large cemented cut stones, or ashlars. This wall is adjacent to
the west face of the second apsidal wall of the odeion's cavea at the point at which that later wall joins
the west peir of 34.10. This wall is visible on Garstang's plan (Wall N) and is, in fact, on of his
porjected north-south peristyle walls.
The other Phase 6 architecture uncovered this season consists of 55.28=29 (54.67 and 53.31)
which is the continuation of the apsidal wall, of the basilica or peristyle and attached bouleterion
exposed in previous season. The full width of this wall, as seen in Squares 53 and 54 continues
through into Square 55 but at the point at which the wall extends into Square 45, 45.38, only the outer
face of this apsidal wall was preserved. This wall was robbed in later periods although the exact timing
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of that event is obscured by later fills and Garstang's excavation. What we did not find is any sign of
the square room attached to the apsidal wall as seen in the western half of the building in the former
Open Air Museum. We had limited evidence for robbing although there was one Islamic pit, 45.42,
that cut down into the levels where we expected to find the walls of the eastern room. I suspect that the
specific robbing of those walls happened early in the Byzantine or Early Islamic periods and that
process, the early robbing, was subsequently impacted by later fills and trenching in the same area
which in turn obscured the evidence for the initial robbing of the walls.
While we did confirm much of what Garstang put on his 1924 plan of the “Senate House and
Herod's Cloisters” we cannot yet identify the functions of these buildings. Whether the Phase 6
structures are a peristyle and attached bouleterion or a basilica remains unclear and answering that
question will require further excavation in the 2011 field season. We were also unsuccessful in
establishing a firm date for these buildings because the walls were only exposed and excavation this
season did not reach their foundation levels. In addition, we did not uncover any sealed contexts that
can be associated with the construction or, importantly, use of this structure.
Phase 5: Roman, Late 2nd/Early 3rd c. (Odeion)
As we continued our excavation of the odeion this season there were several questions we were
interested in investigating. First, the date and form of the building. The building is currently dated to
the late 2nd / early 3rd c. based on the art historical analysis of the statues recovered during Garstang's
excavation. Such a method of dating is not without its hazards, however, and one of our goals this
season was to find good contexts which would help us to date the building archaeologically. The form
of the building, as mentioned previously, would be important for determining exactly what type of
structure we have in the Severan period. Within the Severan period odeion we wanted to investigate
the construction of the fill and substructures that would have supported the cavea. Finally, we hoped to
find evidence for the end of the building's use and the period in which inhabitants of Ashkelon may
have started dismantling it and the nature of that process. While we have clear evidence of robbing and
pitting in the Islamic period we were particularly interested in identifying the period in which the
marble and decorative stone facades were stripped and the stone processed, for which we have a great
deal of evidence, for reuse in other structures.
We quickly exposed new segments of the second concentric wall of the cavea (Wall B), the
third concentric wall of the cavea (Wall C) as well as the closing wall of the theatre at the start of the
season. Many of these walls will require further excavation to understand their exact relationships and
constructional processes but we can now see much more of the odeion and, therefore, can better
approximate its dimensions. In addition, after three years of excavation we also had the first good
contexts that we could associate with the use of the odeion.
Segments of the third concentric cavea wall (55.14=55.4=54.92=34.51=34.47=45.10) were
found in at least four squares this season. In Square 55 wall 55.14 consists of large rough cut or uncut
stones directly under 55.4 (=54.92) which is the clear continuation of the third wall of the cavea which
is also visible as the reconstructed outside wall of Garstang's Open Air Museum. It is not yet clear
whether 55.14 should be understood as foundation courses for 55.4 or as an earlier wall but further
excavation next season should clear up the exact sequence of these walls. Wall 55.4 is made of well
cut ashlar blocks over which cement was poured (the cement is not visible on the interior face of this
wall). It is quite wide, over two meters and perhaps almost three meters at it widest, and is substantial
enough to serve as the closing wall for the odeion. This wall was either cut or for some unidentified
reason ended before Square 45 just to the north. Wall 55.4 was also cut on its western end, it did not
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connect to 54.92, and a line of stones which extend straight north from this curving wall is currently
our best possibility for an entrance into the odeion. Wall 45.10 is thought to be an extension of this
wall although that relationship is less certain. 45.10 is much more narrow and mostly in the baulk. It
is separated from 55.4 by a later cistern which severs the direct relationships between these two walls.
In Square 34, 34.51 seems to be the northernmost limit of the third cavea wall. 34.51 was separated
from other exposed segments of the third wall by later reuse. 34.47 is the preserved segment of the
third wall in the west baulk of Square 34. This section of the third cavea wall is parallel to the west
end of the pier and while it does not quite connect with 34.48, which is contemporary with the odeion
structure, the possibility remains these two walls meet.
Segments of the second concentric wall of the cavea (Wall B)
(55.6=55.32=53.9=54.16=45.7=34.67) were found in three squares this summer. 55.6=32 is a large
cemented segment of this wall exposed primarily along its top course. This wall, like the other walls of
the odeion, was heavily robbed and so often all we find are the interior rough cut stones of the walls as
well as the plaster from which the facing stones were removed. 45.7 is the further continuation of the
second cavea wall to the north. For the most part only the interior of the wall was preserved although
one section of very large, well cut blocks were preserved behind the Phase 4 occupational material.
The size of the stones in the lower course of 45.7 is similar to what is seen in 55.14, the lower courses
of 55.4. 34.67 is the northernmost extension of the second cavea wall on the eastern side of the odeion.
This extension of the wall was heavily robbed and is much more narrow then preserved sections of the
wall to the south.
The dimensions and placement of the second and third walls of the cavea are now visible and
well identified. So too is the closing wall of the odeion. As mentioned, this wall was first exposed by
Garstang. He placed it in the Byzantine period but excavation this season clearly revealed that one of
the piers associated with east-west wall 34.10, the closing wall of the odeion, is bonded with the second
cavea wall in Square 42 (unexcavated area in former Open Air Museum). 34.10 is a large ashlar wall
which crosses four 10 x 10 meter squares and measures over 30 meters long and two – three meters
wide. It too was robbed so that the front of the wall facing the odeion seats actually steps down almost
like a staircase. The exterior face of the wall is much better preserved and in segments the facade of
well cut ashlar blocks is still visible. Unlike 55.4 and 45.7 where large, rough cut stones are visible in
the lower courses there is no such pattern in this wall. 34.10 is constructed out of well cut ashlars
covered in cement down to foundation levels.
While clearing out Garstang fill from around this wall we discovered an interesting
constructional feature. Examining the interior face of the wall in section, where it appears Garstang
may have cut part of the wall, we discovered that a section of 34.10 was solid stone (the section of the
wall at a higher elevation). There is, however, a gap between it and the lower, front portion of the wall
which is also stone (Photo ID 18569). The gap consists of a leveling fill and supports some poured
cement which extends from the upper portions of 34.10 down to the lower portion. In the gap we
found a fragment of architectural plaster painted a pale yellow that was not found in situ but which may
have come from the odeion. Most of the leveling fill under the cement remains unexcavated, however,
and will need to be investigated more thoroughly next season.
This long closing wall, 34.10, ends in two piers which, looking at parallels from other sites with
an odeion, may have housed staircases for the stage structure. We found no evidence for stairs when
we excavated the west pier but we did uncover a series of layers forming a very thick surface bedding
for a surface, which was not preserved, that was in use with the odeion. 34.29, 34.54, 34.56, 34.57 and
34.38 (Photo ID 18521)were all a part of this surface bedding or floor substructure. 34.29 was a plaster
and shell subfloor that came down on 34.54 which was a layer of clay bedding. 34.56 was a layer of
plaster and silt fill under 34.54 . That plaster subfloor material was above 34.57 which was a sandy
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layer of leveling fill from which we recovered 5 coins as well as pottery that all dated to the Roman
period. Underneath these layers was 34.39=42, a thick layer of hardened kurkar which seems to be the
initial foundation or bedding levels for this layer of material. That kurkar layer sealed 34.59 and 34.65
which were fill layers, probably leveling fills put down for the construction of the kurkar bedding, that
contained pottery that included Iron Age pottery and nothing later than the Roman period.
This kurkar bedding, which in some places may have a thin plaster coating its surface, appears
in a number of locations within Square 34. 34.28 is a large area of kurkar bedding just to the north of
34.10 at the same level as the base of the wall. Kurkar bedding, 34.76, is also visible in the north baulk
of Square 34. Towards the end of the season we also started finding the kurkar bedding near the bases
of some of the odeion walls and while inconclusive, there is a growing sense that this kurkar material
may be part of the initial construction of the odeion.
Beyond this series of subfloor structures and bedding found in the west pier the only other
material we found which may be associated with the construction of the odeion is 45.29 which is a fill
that contains Roman period pottery and which may be part of the construction fills laid to support the
seating in the cavea. The layer was not fully excavated, however, and it is unclear exactly where it fits
in the use of the odeion.
There are some other features from this period that we cannot yet fit in with the odeion structure
itself but which appear to be contemporary with it. There are two such east-west oriented walls in the
west baulk of Square 34. 34.50 and 34.49 are both stone and cement walls which do not extend far into
the grid and about which we can say little. 34.48, mentioned previously, is an east-west wall with a
construction similar to other walls in the odeion, that lies just beyond the west pier. The larger segment
of the wall appears to be oriented north-south but there is a more narrow segment which extends eastwest. At this time it is impossible to say whether it is a north-south wall that was heavily robbed and,
therefore, poorly preserved or if it is in fact two bonded walls. 34.68 is another north-south oriented
wall, this time discovered in the northeastern section of the square, whose exact relationship to the
odeion remains unclear although it too is of similar construction to other walls in the structure.
Finally, there is an enigmatic wall (?) located in the southeastern corner of Square 55. 55.13
(Photo ID 18341) is preserved two courses high with only one row extending out from the baulk. It
has a clean face on its southern side and does not appear to have been robbed along that face. It's
function is unclear although at present it does seem to be curving along the same lines as the other
odeion walls.
We now have a much better sense of the odeion structure. We have identified eastern portions
of the second and third cavea walls. We have identified the closing wall of the odeion, and its
associated piers, and our investigation of the area to the north of that wall indicates that there isn't a
larger stage structure, that we in fact are dealing with an odeion and not a small theatre. We can see
that the odeion does seem to have replaced an earlier structure although the reuse of apsidal wall of the
earlier structure as an ambulacrum in the odeion is not longer certain.

Phase 4:

Byzantine

This season for the first time we were able to identify Byzantine occupation levels or use inside
the walls of the odeion. When first identified this season, we thought the Byzantine material may have
indicated the renovation and reuse of the odeion as an odeion but there is increasing evidence that it
marks the end of odeion. That evidence comes from not only this season's results but also the
reassessment of material excavated in the 2008 and 2009 seasons which is now being assigned to the
Byzantine period and which seems to mark a fundamental change in the use of the building. This
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conclusion will need to be verified next year by an examination of the ceramics recovered from the
units we are re-phasing but it now appears as if we have a much clearer idea for when the odeon went
out of use.
Some rather enigmatic material was found in Square 45 where there was a large mound of
plaster 45.9, determined through chemical analysis to be gypsum, laid up against 45.7, the earlier
odeion wall. The plaster mound was interesting for a number of reasons. The upper portion, which did
not reach the face of 45.7, appeared to be a mound of plaster with little stratification, maybe even a
trash heap or something similar. The lower portion of the plaster, however, had clear horizontal
striations easily recognized as bedding for the plaster. That bedding consisted of cobbles, plaster
chunks and red clay-like material. While the plaster itself did not seem to reach wall 45.7, the bedding
for the plaster did. That relationship clearly indicates the plaster mound was constructed and used with
wall 45.7. The excavation of the plaster mound revealed the upper portion was full of rocks, plaster
chunks, roof tiles and only a few sherds which returned a Byzantine date. The mound of plaster came
down on 45.45, a thin layer of fill which contained numerous large fragments of lead. That layer of
fill covered a marble tile floor, 45.44, which is clearly the surface for which we could see the bedding
in the lower third of the plaster mound. Interestingly, as we came down on 45.44 we also identified the
remains of some vertical plaster facing, at its southern extent, from a wall that was no longer there. As
we worked to exposed the full extent of 45.44 we also discovered a hole in the floor level that revealed
a gap between the floor 45.44 and a loose fill underneath it. That loose fill, which was not excavated,
lies at least 10 – 20 centimeters below the tile floor which is somewhat confusing since it seems likely
that gap would cause the floor to collapse..
Next year when we have a chance to excavate the remainder of the plaster as well as the fill
underneath we will have an opportunity to better understand the exact sequence of events before the
floor was laid and than while it was in use. What we can say right now is that when floor 45.44 went
out of use the room it was in, for which no walls except the reused 45.7 exist, was backfilled with
gypsum. The gypsum hardened, perhaps by being exposed to water, and stuck to everything around it
including the plaster facing of one of the walls bordering that room. Some time in the Islamic period
that wall was robbed leaving the plaster facing which was adhered to the hardened gypsum the only
evidence there was ever even a wall there. It is possible that robbing was part of the construction of the
Phase 3 building we found in Squares 45 and 34.
We uncovered further evidence for occupation in the Byzantine period further to the north. In
Square 34 we uncovered a large, white tile mosaic floor, 34.2 (Photo ID 18197, floor partially exposed)
which along its western extent appears to be sitting on a series of bedding layers, cobbles, plaster
chunks and red clay-like dirt, similar to what is seen under 45.44. To the north the floor is bedded on a
thick layer of cement. The walls that bounded the room holding 34.2 were completely robbed although
we cannot determine exactly when that happened, although we suspect in the Islamic period, because
one of Garstang's cuts later impacted this area. What we did find, however, where large chunks of the
mosaic floor and its bedding in the fills to the north and east of the floor. A second floor of similar
construction, perhaps even the continuation of 34.2, 34.69, is visible in the north baulk of Square 34
indicating, perhaps, that the floor was once much larger than it is currently preserved.
Due to the similar construction of the bedding for these three floors, 34.2, 34.69 and 45.44, and
the Byzantine date of the pottery covering 45.44 we have placed these features in the Byzantine period.
It remains possible, however that the white tile mosaic floor was part of the odeion. The subfloor
structures and bedding layers in the west pier shared a similar pattern with 45.44 and 34.2 and clearly
date to the construction and use of the odeion. In addition, 34.2 fits within what we believe to be the
boundaries of the pier walls. We have not, however, excavated 34.2 and we hope that further
excavation next season will further clarify the dates of these floors, 34.2 in particular, and whether or
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not they are best understood as use of the odeion as odeion, thereby fitting in Phase 5, or as a structure
adapted for another purpose, a Phase 4 reuse of the earlier architecture.
We uncovered one other floor that appears to be Byzantine in date. In the northwest corner of
Square 34 we uncovered a mosaic floor, 34.43 (Photo ID 18441), constructed out of ceramic and stone
tiles. The design, as exposed, consists of a circle in which there is a spade shaped leaf. At this point in
time the floor cannot be related directly to any other architecture in the grid but stylistically placement
in the Byzantine period seems reasonable.
As mentioned, we have also rephased material from the 2008 and 2009 season which we now
believe belongs in this Byzantine period reuse of the odeion. In 2008 excavators dated 54.24, a single
course, north-south oriented wall bonded with wall 54.35, identified as the first cavea wall (Wall A)
and subsequently reused, to the Islamic period. We now know that 54.35 was in fact not an original
odeion wall but rather a Byzantine rebuild on the earlier odeion wall, 44.27, which is clearly visible at
the bottom of 54.35. 54.24 and 54.35 were associated with a marble tile floor, 54.23, which sloped up
to 54.24 clearly associating the two features as well as a second, better preserved section of the floor,
54.13. Excavation during the 2009 season uncovered Byzantine period material near wall 54.35 and
excavators identified a plaster surface, 44.15=45.78, that lipped up to 54.35 and its extension, 44.5.1
It is increasing clear that the odeion ceased to function as a theatre during the Late Byzantine
period. While some walls were left standing and visible, perhaps explaining the reuse of some odeion
walls in the Byzantine period, other parts of the building, such as the seats and the decorated
superstructure were long since gone or were certainly in the process of being dismantled. We will need
to re-examine the ceramic evidence next year but we are certainly in a position to better understand
how this building went out of use.

Phase 3:

Early Islamic (Abbasid)

In previous seasons of excavation this phase was present but much more ephemeral in terms of
its architecture. There was, however evidence for the robbing of the earlier odeion walls as well as the
construction of extensive fills in preparation for the construction of new buildings. This season we had
less evidence for robbing, perhaps due to the continued use of parts of the odeion in the Byzantine
period and the clear reuse of odeion walls in the Islamic period. We did still have some evidence of
robbing and pitting, however, typified by 45.42 which was a deep pit that cut down all the way through
45.9 and robbed, if it hadn't already been taken, the east-west wall that once bounded floor 54.44.
There was also more limited evidence for fills, such as 45.33=34, put down in preparation for new
construction. This season we actually uncovered substantial architectural remains dating to the early
Islamic period. In this phase we clearly see the reuse of odeion walls in a process that first involved, as
mentioned, the robbing of the earlier walls, the placement of leveling fills, the construction of new
walls on top of earlier odeion walls and the digging of a well, a silo and a sump. Many but not all of
the Islamic period features remain unexcavated and while some of the features can be securely dated
based on ceramic evidence there are some for which the date must be regarded as preliminary until
1 Each square matrix from 2009, Squares 53, 44 and 54, has been updated to show this new phasing. In Square 54 one of
the floors associated with walls 54.35 and 54.24, which we now believe to be Byzantine reuse, sits on a fill, 54.53, that
returned a Late Byzantine date although a few Early Islamic sherds were identified. That fill was in turn equated with a
number of other fills in the grid which produced Islamic period ceramics as late as the Abbasid period. It is not clear,
however, that the floor sealed the fill layer below it and, in turn, that the other fills were not disturbed by later activity. It
will be necessary to re-examine these fills and their pottery next year in order to finalize the Byzantine date of the walls
and associated floors.
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further work next season.
Part of the second wall of the cavea, (55.6=53.9=54.16=45.7=34.67), was used as the
foundation for a later, ashlar wall, 45.40=34.9 which reused stones robbed from the earlier odeion
structure. The reuse of the earlier odeion wall may have necessitated the placement of a fill, 45.20,
between odeion wall, 45.7 and the plaster mound, 45.9 which did not quite reach the wall at its upper
courses. It is equally possible, as Robyn LeBlanc hypothesizes, that the fill was necessitated by the gap
left between the plaster mound 45.9 and the odeion wall 45.7. That fill produced one of our most
interesting finds of the summer; the fragment of a marble table leg in the shape of a lion-griffin's paw.
The Islamic period rebuild 45.40=34.9, which veered from the earlier odeion wall to follow more of a
straight north-south orientation, intersects with two cross walls on its eastern face. Those walls, 34.36
and 45.8, are both made of rough cut stone with no evidence for plaster or cement in their construction.
They both extend from wall 45.40 and 34.9 all the way to the east baulk of Squares 34 and 45 and
together these three walls seem to form a building with at least two rooms. In the northern of the two
rooms there is the remnants of a plaster floor, 34.4 which was unexcavated this season. It seems that
the earlier Phase 4 floor 34.2 may have continued in use or at least remained partially exposed to the
west of 45.40=34.9. This is evidence by the construction of a small stone wall, 34.45, that may have
served as a fire pit. The fill around this construction returned a Phase 2 or later Islamic date but there
are no ceramics to securely date 34.45 independently.
A well, 45.27 (Photo ID 18333), was constructed at the same time as this building on the
western side of 45.40=34.9. The well was built with a round shaft and a square super superstructure
which also reuses stones robbed from the odeion. The well is particularly well built with hand holds
cut into into the sides of the well to facilitate easy access into the well. It also represents quite a serious
building program as it cut through the earlier Phase 4 plaster mound (45.9). The presence of the well
to the west of 45.40=34.9 indicates that this area, inside the second wall of the cavea and south of 34.2,
was outside of the Islamic period building. We have further evidence to support that conclusion with
45.14=18, a stone lined silo built just south of the well which also cut through the same plaster mound.
The area south of 45.8 was also an exterior area where we found 45.1 Photo ID 18199), a sump
contemporary with the Phase 3 building uncovered in this area. The construction of the well is similar
to the stone wall 45.40=34.9 but it has not been excavated and it is possible that the well belongs to the
later phase of Islamic occupation.
This Islamic period occupation appears to be domestic in nature based on the material culture
finds, cooking pots, oil lamps, nails, and objects of every day daily life, as well as the scale of the
architecture and the absence of clear evidence for industrial or craft use. There is, furthermore, no
evidence for the mosque Garstang claimed to have found. Of course, it is always dangerous to argue
from the absence of evidence and so the excavation of this phase next season may offer more clues as
to the exact functions of these buildings.

Phase 2:

Middle Islamic (Fatimid/Crusader)

This later Islamic phase also came into clearer focus this summer. The extensive robbing and
large leveling fills absent in Phase 3 are much more apparent in this later Islamic period occupation
which continued to mine the earlier odeion walls for stone to use in new construction. All the squares
excavated this summer had large fills assignable to this period which most probably served as leveling
fills although this can be difficult to discern in some areas do to the later work of Garstang. 55.5=8,
55.3 are examples of such fills. These fills, like many throughout the grid, were full of rubble,
architectural fragments and building debris, such as roof tiles, painted plaster, plaster fragments and
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floor tiles, as well as metals, glass and ceramics.
This period saw some changes made to the early Islamic period building of Phase 3. That
building, of which two rooms were exposed, had the northern room go out of use. It was replaced with
a cistern, 45.3=45.4=34.5=34.6, and the leveling fills put down for its construction, 45.5 and 45.6 as
well as 45.21 and 45.22. As we understand it right now, the cistern was built in between the east baulk
(and presumably the third wall of th odeion) and 45.40=34.9 and 45.8 and 34.36, essentially converting
the former room into a cistern. The cistern and the first two leveling fills, 45.5 and 45.6, are only
visible in east baulk and are not preserved into the squares except in the plaster lining put down on
walls 45.40=34.9. Around the same time the cistern was built it seems that 34.2 and the stone
installation built on top of it, 34.45 the construction of which may date to this phase or possibly the
earlier phase of Islamic occupation, went out of use. Wall fall, 34.16 and 34.18 partially covered the
earlier floor and signaled the end of its use.
In addition to the new cistern inserted into the room of the early Islamic building a second
cistern was built further to the south. 55.9=45.12 and 55.18, a second cistern and its foundation, lie in
the east baulk and remains unexcavated as the greater portion of the cistern is to the east outside of the
current grid dimensions. The two cisterns were separated by two newly built walls. 45.41 is a northsouth cobble wall which was built over the earlier sump, 45.1. It cornered with 45.26, a large east-west
cobble wall, which looks almost like a terrace wall, inserted between the two earlier odeion walls, 45.7
and 45.10. 45.1 was clearly constructed before the two later walls but it is certainly possible that it
continued to be used in the later Islamic period. Another sump, 45.35=36=30, was dug in this period to
the northwest of the well 45.27 which may have continued to be used as well. Unfortunately, no
ceramics were excavated from the interior of the well so it is impossible to determine when it went out
of use. What we did find was large cut ashlars and big chunks of plaster suggesting that the well was
put out of use deliberately.
During this phase the silo dug in the previous Phase 3, 45.18/14, went out of use and was
perhaps used as a garbage dump. We recovered a treasure trove of items from the silo including glazed
pottery, oil lamps, marble floor tiles, a gutting knife with part of its wooden handle still intact and a
pair of scissors. In addition, a large amount of bone was collected from the fill in the silo.
The only other feature from this phase is 34.11, a four stone north-south wall that lies on the
very edge of one of Garstang's trenches. It has been hypothesized that this wall is fall or no longer insitu but such a conclusion will require excavation next season.
In Square 55 we have evidence for the extensive robbing and backfilling of the odeion walls
and the space between them. 55.7 and 55.12 were both robber trenches that robbed the much earlier
Phase 5 odeion walls. There were a number of large fill layers including 55.25, 55.5=8 that contained
later Islamic period ceramics. With the exception of the aforementioned cistern, 55.9=45.12, there is
no evidence for occupation in this square such as we see further to the north in Squares 45 and 34.

Phase 1:

Garstang/Modern

The only architecture we have from this period is a wall, 55.2, visible in the south baulk of
Square 55. It is associated with an unnumbered plaster floor which served as the floor level from
which a modern park retaining wall was built. These features both clearly post-date even Garstang
and, in fact, were removed by the bagger before the start of the season.
The remaining material from this phase consists of Garstang fills which are quite extensive. In
Square 34 units 34.1=13=14=17=20=21=22=23=31=35=53=55=58 are all either attributed to Garstang
activity or cannot be separated from Garstang activity. In Square 45 and 55 there are far fewer units
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attributable to Garstang but the influence of his earlier excavation is undeniable.

Conclusions
This season we identified occupation in seven distinct phases. The earliest phase, Phase 7
consisted only of one wall and its associated foundation trench as well as a layer of fill. Little can be
said about this material other than the well-constructed wall hints at the richness of the pre-Roman
buildings in Ashkelon's city center.
In Phase 6 we uncovered more of Garstang's “Senate House and Herod's Cloisters.” Whether or
not this was a peristyle with attached bouleterion or a basilica we cannot yet say. What we can say is
that we have found most of the walls drawn in the southern section of Garstang's 1924 plan of the
basilica and that we do have a monumental structure that pre-dates the Severan odeion of Phase 5.
The Phase 5 odeion is now much more complete with much of its eastern extent exposed, albeit
obscured by later Islamic period rebuilds, and its northern closing wall identified. It seems clear that
the closing wall is not part of a larger stage structure, i.e. something belonging to a theatre. There are
two piers on the ends of that closing wall one of which, the west pier, is bonded with the second apsidal
wall of the cavea. That west pier produced the first good contexts excavated in Grid 47 and they gave
us a Roman date for surface beddings within the odeion.
Phase 4 is a newly identified period of Byzantine reuse of the odeion, represented by several
floors as well as a wall rebuilt on one of the earlier odeion walls. This reuse must have happened after
the seats of the cavea were removed, which was probably the same time the superstructure was being
stripped of its decorative elements, allowing the cavea fill to collapse thereby exposing much of the
substructure for that fill as well as the lower odeion walls which were then reused in the Byzantine
period. The exact sequence of events will require further excavation and analysis of the ceramics but
there is mounting evidence for major functional changes in the odeion dating to the Late Byzantine
period.
Phase 3 is marked by some robbing of the earlier odeion and the reuse of robbed stones in walls
that were founded on the earlier odeion walls, namely the first and second cavea walls, as well as the
construction of new walls. There is at least one building in this phase in which one floor was
preserved. In addition to that building, there is a well, a sump and one silo that date to this initial
Islamic period occupation of the odeion. At present this occupation is best characterized as domestic.
Phase 2, marked by a more systematic robbing and leveling of the earlier odeion structure, sees
some significant changes in the occupation of this area. In the northern building one room goes out of
use and is converted into a cistern. A second cistern is built further to the south. A new sump is dug
and the silo just south of the well goes out of use. It seems likely that the well continues to be used
until the end of this phase when it appears that it was deliberately put out of use as evidenced by the
large stones and plaster chunks thrown in. There is also some significant robbing and pitting associated
with this phase and much of that can be explained by the need for stone and the stone mining that
occurred throughout the city in the Fatimid and Crusader periods.
Phase 1 consists of remains of Garstang's excavation and subsequent modern activity.
We made great progress in advancing our research goals this season. The results of the 2010
season showed that Garstang was more right than wrong in the plan that he provided of the buildings
he uncovered although their functions, much debated in the past and still today, remain a matter for
debate. We can now clearly see the full dimensions of the odeion, the eastern half of which is now
partially exposed, and we have also found the walls Garstang says belonged to the peristyle. We also
determined that the east- west oriented wall first excavated by Garstang, and dated to the Byzantine
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period, is in fact the closing wall of the odeion. While we revealed more of the odeion and the walls of
the earlier peristyle there are still many questions about the exact relationship of the buildings as well
as their functions which will require additional excavation to resolve. There is little doubt, however,
that we have a much better understanding of the monumental architecture in Grid 47 after this season.
This season we also made great progress on identifying and understanding the occupational
sequence in Grid 47. For the first time we were able to identify a Late Byzantine period of reuse of the
structure which probably marks the end of the odeion. We identified two distinct phases of occupation
in the Islamic period which proved to be much more extensive than what was seen in our previous
work as well as in Garstang's excavation. It is now clear that long after the odeion went out of use and
the Roman civic center changed it nonetheless remained an important part of the urban fabric of
ancient Ashkelon.
There is still work to be done in Grid 47. Next year we hope to fully expose the first cavea
wall, by removing the later Phase 3 rebuild, as well as the second and third cavea walls. In doing so,
we should be able to better understand how each of those walls intersect, assuming the third wall does,
with the closing wall of the odeion. It is to be hoped that further excavation in the eastern half of the
odeion will reveal an entrance(s) into the building which would help us to relate the building to other
structures around it. This work, of course, will necessitate the removal of the later Byzantine and
Islamic phases which we hope to better date and understand the function of once we start excavating
those phases more thoroughly. A major goal next season will be to further expose the peristyle walls
uncovered at the end of this season. This will be necessary in order to understand the relationship
between the Severan odeion and the earlier 1st century peristyle or basilica with attached bouleterion.
Indeed, one of our goals next season certainly will be to try to answer the question about the function
of that earlier building. We will also try to better understand the Byzantine period and exactly how and
when the odeion went out of use. These and many other questions will be investigated next season as
we further explore the civic center of ancient Ashkelon. Ultimately, we hope to finish excavation next
season and to fill in the details as we prepare to end excavation in Grid 47 in order to make way for the
restoration of one of Roman Ashkelon's most prominent public monuments.
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GRID 47, SQUARE 34 FINAL REPORT 2010
THE LEON LEVY EXPEDITION TO ASHKELON
Ryan Boehm

I. Season Objectives and Overview
From June 6th to July 16th 2010 the Ashkelon Expedition resumed investigation of the monumental
public architecture in Grid 47, located in the civic center of the Roman period, probably
immediately southeast of the intersection of the cardo and the decumanus of the Roman city. This
was the third season of excavation in Grid 47. The 2008 season focused on the western half of
square 54, with the goal of clarifying the limits of John Garstang's excavations in the 1920s and
excavating a clean sequence of occupational phases from the Roman-Islamic periods, most of which
were only very cursorily documented by Garstang. In 2009, the eastern half of square 54 was
excavated down to the level of the western half, and square 44, most of which was in the limits of
Garstang's previous excavations was also opened, along with a narrow triangular strip of square 53
that united square 54 with the exposed area of Garstang's open-air museum.
In 2010 we opened three new areas with the goal of continuing to understand the sequence
of occupation in this area and to further the horizontal exposure of the Severan odeion and the
earlier Roman building that Garstang called a bouleterion or curia. With this broad aim in mind, two
new 10x10m squares were opened east of the previously excavated areas, squares 45 and 44. Four
10x10 m squares in the north of the grid: 47.32, 47.33, 47.34, 47.35, as wall as the small part of
47.42 north of Garstang's museum wall, which we removed in order to unite the open air museum
with the new excavation area. This report describes these squares. Much of this area lay within the
limits of Garstang's excavations, with the exception of 47.35. Because this was such a large area,
and because we expected major features to span many squares, these squares were all recorded as
one, 47.34, in order to facilitate the recording process.
Our chief goals for this excavation area were to identify the northern limit of the Severan
odeion and to investigate the closing wall and stage of the odeion as well to determine whether the
walls Garstang planned as belonging to the attached peristyle of the earlier building (“Herod's
Cloisters” as he called them) were preserved in this area. In the eastern area of this area, in square
35, we hoped to get a clean stratigraphic sequence from the Islamic to Early Roman phases that
would help us identify secure dates for the structures under study. Because so much of the
excavation area over the past three years had been disturbed by Garstang's excavations and
subsequent backfilling, our best chance for good contexts was the this eastern square, along with
47.45 and 47.55. In the eastern area we also hoped to expose the second and third walls of the
cavea and the eastern side room of the Early Roman building. Although we were not able to realize
all of these goals, we were able to achieve most of our aims, exposing most of the northern limit of
the odeion, identifying and excavating sealed contexts that provide the first clean dates for the
structure, exploring the relation of the “peristyle” of the earlier building to the odeion, and
documenting several phases of later reuse and robbing in the periods after the building had gone out
of use.
A few words should added about the method of excavation from the outset. Because we
had demonstrated in the previous season that several meters sterile overburden resulting from the
fills of Garstang's excavations and subsequent park fills overlay the excavation area, we removed this
material by means of a backhoe prior to excavation. This disturbed some of the material in the
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eastern portion of the excavation material, making some interpretation difficult in the latest phases.
After excavating modern fills for several weeks in the northern and eastern areas of 47.34, we again
demonstrated the depth of Garstang's excavations and the fact that we were still in the area of his
backfills. Consequently, we brought the backhoe back and removed several meters of fill from the
area of excavation north and west of wall 10, which still did not bring us out of the area disturbed
by Garstang. Otherwise the excavations were conducted with the greatest care possible.
What follows is a brief account and preliminary analysis of the phases of occupation and
main stratigraphic relations encountered over the course of the season, which will hopefully orient
future researchers and excavators resuming work in Grid 47. I would first like to thank all the
volunteers of Grid 47, whose hard work and diligence made such a successful season possible, as
well as the workmen, without whose effort moving so much dirt would not have been possible.
Thanks are also due to the two other square supervisors in grid 47, Elise Jacoby and Robyn LeBlanc,
for their helpful conversations and collaboration and to Dr. Tracy Hoffman, grid supervisor of 47,
for her diligent supervision and support throughout the season. In addition, I would especially like
to thank Mark Lester, assistant supervisor of 47.34, for all his help and excellent work over the
season.

Phase 7:
Phase 6:
Phase 5:
Phase 4:
Phase 3:
Phase 2:
Phase 1:

Preliminary Phasing
Building phase predating the early Roman building (Hellenistic?)
The Early Roman Public Building (First Century CE?)
The Severan Odeion or Small Theater (Late 2nd/Early 3rd Century CE)
Late Byzantine: Fairly Extensive Building Phase and Reuse
Early Islamic: Major Building Phase
Late Islamic Activity: Robbing and Reuse (Fatmid Crusader Period)
1920's – Present (Garstang's excavations and Park Fills)

II. Phase 7: The Monumental Hellenistic Wall
The earliest phase encountered in 47.34 is represented mainly by U30, a finely-constructed diagonal
wall north of U10, the closing wall of the Severan odeion. Wall 10 appears to be built directly on
top of wall 30, and wall appears to continue under wall 10 to the south, though its southern extent
cannot be determined. Wall 10 appears to be directly built on top of wall 30 in this place. Wall 30 is
oriented N by NE relative to wall 10, at a completely different orientation than the other buildings in
this area. To the north it is either completely robbed out or preserved at a lower elevation It is very
well constructed and the ashlars are joined with a fine white plaster mortar. The ashlars quite large
(approximately 69 x 23 x 38 cm) and on the first course these are set upright as orthostates, except
for the row furthest to the east, which is laid as stretchers; on the second course, the ashlars are
oriented like stretchers. We excavated the W face of the wall down to two exposed courses on the
west side where it forms the east limit of the probe we opened to look for the peristyle on
Garstangs's plan. On the west side we have only exposed the line of the wall. At the close of the
season, at the bottom of this probe, we were also able to identify two other units belonging to this
phase: U62, the distinct line of the cut for the foundation trench of wall 30, and U61, a loose sandy
fill cut by U62. Due to time limitations we did not dig the foundation trench for wall 30, and
consequently we do not have a secure date for this wall. Stratigraphically, it clearly precedes the
odeion, and it is likely it also precedes Phase 6, the Early Roman public building, but this cannot be
incontrovertibly demonstrated at this point. The only evidence pointing in this direction is the
orientation, which, as stated above, is not in line with any of the architecture from the Roman public
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buildings, and the method of construction, which is very different from the Roman-era construction
style, utilizing no concrete and fine limestone ashlars rather than kurkar. This wall appears to be
parallel to one of the walls of Garstang's “Hellenistic” phase, labeled T5 on his plan (Garstang 1924:
plate I). Garstang interpreted a number of the walls he found as belonging to an earlier phase based
solely on their orientation, which are labeled T1-T5 on his plan. Though his report lacks detail on
this phase, he interpreted these walls as belonging to a Hellenistic gateway and collonade. (Garstang
1924: 31). A photograph from his excavations shows part of what he considered the gateway, but
its construction and form, though they seem to resemble the construction of U30, are hard to
discern from this picture (Garstang 1924:30). So far we have only revealed these walls in 47.53 (U36
and U41), which were always exposed in the open air museum. These walls do appear to be cut by
the Phase 6 apsidal wall of the earlier Roman building, making a Hellenistic date likely for them. If
wall 30 does in fact go with these walls, this would be good evidence for a date predating Phase 6. A
major goal of the next season should be to excavate the foundation trench U62 of wall 30 in order
to date this wall and establish a likely terminus post quem for the Phase 6 building.
III. Phase 6: The Early Roman Public Building
Clarifying the plan, date, and function of the phase 6 Roman public building has been a major goal
of the excavations in Grid 47 since they began in 2008. The western portion of the apsidal wall and
side room were always clearly visible in the open air museum, and the excavations in 47.54 in 2008
revealed the continuation of the apsidal wall running through this square (54.67=53.31) and traces
of a smaller, inner apse were revealed in the 2009 season (see the 2009 grid report). After digging a
long N/S probe through 47.44 in 2009, which revealed the curved walls of the so-called “Well of
Peace” (47.44.28=47.44.31), there was no sign of the large east-west closing wall of the apsidal
portion of the phase 6 building, casting some doubt on the accuracy of Garstang's plan. Thus,
because of Garstang's questionable methodology of trenching for walls and the lack of detailed
documentation of his finds, along with the demonstrated inaccuracy of his plan in terms of where
his trenches were located, a major goal of the current season was to determine whether the walls of
the attached peristyle present on Garstang's plan could be located. This goal was almost entirely
successful. After clearing the backfill of Garstang's excavations north of closing wall of the phase 5
odeion, and cleaning down to a level where wall 10 was floating, we exposed the top of three walls
(U24,U26, and U27) that proved to be parts of the inner “peristyle” described by Garstang. Initially
the relations of these walls were unclear, and it was only evident that they were at roughly the same
elevation and oriented along the same plan. U27, a substantial stone and concrete east-west oriented
wall has only been partially exposed and is either preserved at a lower elevation to the east and west
or completely robbed out. Wall 10 is built right at the south edge of U27 and wall 10 floats at
approximately the same elevation as the top of U27. Thus, it is apparent that wall 10 was
constructed using this east-west wall as a guide, just as the phase 5 apsidal walls used the phase 6
apsidal walls as guide for construction. U24 and U26 did not reach wall 27 and thus we were not
able to relate these walls precisely. However, after conducting a probe north of wall 10, in the
corner where wall 26 should corner with wall 27 according to Garstang's plan, we demonstrated that
wall 26 extends all the way to the edge of wall 10, and although we were not able to reveal the
corner of this wall and wall 27, it is more than likely that continued excavation would reveal this
connection. In the final week of the season, due to time limitations, we also decided to conduct a
second probe to look for the outer wall of the “peristyle.” The limits of the probe were as follows:
to the east it extended to the western side of the west pier of wall 10, to the south it extended to the
N face of Garstang's northern open-air museum wall, to the west it extended to the west baulk and
to the north is extended roughly to U48. After removing the backfill of Garstang's excavations
(U58) we revealed a number of phase 5 features (see below) and came down on a north-south wall
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U64 that bonded with the outer wall of the west room of the early Roman building, demonstrating
the accuracy of Garstang's plan. This wall was also used as a guide for the western edge of wall 10.
Thus, the 2010 season substantially contributed to our understanding of the phase 6 monumental
building. The overall plan is still not entirely clear, but the general accuracy of Garstang's plans
when it comes to the walls has been confirmed, and it seems very likely that the east-west crosswall
of this building that should run through 47.44 and 47.43 does in fact exist. Garstang's section
shows it at a much lower elevation than the preserved walls of the apse and the side rooms, and it is
possible that the cutting action of the so-called Well of Peace may have robbed out the wall in this
area and this is why it was not identified in the 2009 season; however, while cleaning for final photos
this season, we may have identified a portion of this wall in the probe in 47.44, and it is accordingly
clear that this wall should be reinvestigated in a future season.
IV. Phase 5: The Severan Odeion
The main goal of excavations in 47.34 this season was to investigate the stage building and/or
closing wall of the odeion or theater. From the outset of the excavation season the top of U10, the
large east-west wall was visible, and we began by excavating the fills on either side of the wall in
order to expose its full extent. At first we excavated these areas as separate units (U13, U19, U20,
U23), but is soon became clear that this material was all the same Garstang backfill. This
consideration, and the fact that it had become clear that wall 10 was in fact too narrow to represent
the foundation for both a stage and scaenae frons for a theater, led us to prioritize clearing a wider area
to the north in order to determine whether there was another wall in this direction that could
represent the wall of the scaenae frons. After bringing back the JCB on 6/22, we extended the
excavation area to the N and to the W, and after considerable cleaning we had exposed almost the
entirety of the wall. It became immediately apparent that there was no parallel wall further to the
north, confirming in large part our suspicion that the Severan structure was an odeion rather than a
small theater and that wall 10 was the foundation for the closing wall and stage of the odeion. After
cleaning the overall plan of the wall was considerably clarified.
Either end of the wall terminates in a large, roughly square pier. On the east side the mosaic
tessera pier was on top of this pier (U2). The west pier, after removing much of the backfill that
remained, proved to be criss-crossed by Garstang's trenches, but a small, narrow section of a plaster
floor and its subfloor bedding remained standing on the SE portion of the pier, cut on all sides by
Garstang's trenches. After cleaning the sections of this bedding, and overcutting it slightly to
prevent contamination from the adjacent fills, it was clear that the sequence of layers in it was
strikingly similar to the layers in bedding under the mosaic tessera floor. We continued to remove the
Garstang backfill until about .50 cm in the interior of the walls of the west pier we came down on a
hard-packed crushed kurkar surface (U39=U42) that was cut N-S through the interior of the walls
by one of Garstang's trenches (U41). The strip of sub-floor bedding sat on this surface and thus
gave us a clear sequence of the constructional material of the interior of the pier. After excavating
the backfill from Garstang's trench and removing the remainder of the E-W wall of Garstang's
open-air museum that proved to be built over the S wall of the west pier, we proceeded with
excavating the contexts undisturbed by Garstang's excavations. U29, was a thin layer of gray-white
plaster with many shell and small pebble inclusions, mixed with small kurkar cobbles. Unfortunately
no diagnostic pottery was collected from this context, and although none of the small body sherds
collected looked later than Roman, it was not possible to arrive at a good date from this sample.
The layer below this, U54, a compact red-brown clay sealed by U 29 was relatively sterile and only a
few fragments of roof tiles came out of it, and again no good pottery. The end of U 54 was clearly
demarcated by a thick layer of gray-white plaster chunks (U56), and again the ceramic material from
this layer was composed completely of roof tiles. U57, the last layer of this sequence before the
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kurkar bedding, was a thick, loose reddish-brown fill, which finally yielded diagnostic pottery and
five coins. We collected four buckets of pottery from this unit, all of which provided a Roman date,
strongly suggesting that these constructional fills are contemporary with the construction of the
odeion and providing the first indication of the date of the structure outside of stylistic indications
from the sculpture and architectural fragments. Below this, we cut a section through the kurkar
bedding. U39=U42, the kurkar surface, provided little diagnostic pottery but had a generally Roman
date, while in the next layer in the bedding, U59, a compact gray fill, the latest pottery dated to the
Iron Age. In U65, the last layer in the bedding, some of the buckets had a Roman date, but again
some had a date of Iron age.
N. of wall 10 are a series of surfaces and fills that bear a strong resemblance to the method
of construction observed in the interior of the west pier. U76 is a hard layer of a crushed kurkar
surface that extends from the N section. This extends out slightly from the section, covering U75,
the bricky red bedding for the surface. It is clear from a distinct line of yellow kurkar visible on the
N side of wall 10 at precisely the same elevation, that this surface extended all the way to the wall
and reached it. Another layer of this kurkar surface is visible at a lower elevation (U77 and U28),
which seem to have to followed the clay as a series of bedding layers. We are currently tentatively
phasing this surface with the odeion as a possible surface or road associated with this structure, but
because of its state of preservation and the fact that we did not have time to excavate any of this
material during the 2010 season, this is quite insecure. However, the method of construction is very
similar to the layers of bedding inside the W pier, and these contexts had a Roman date. In addition,
a very similar surface was revealed in the probe west of the w. pier. U63 is part of this kurkar
bedding, apparently cut on the south and east sides by Garstang's trenches, but to the north it
reaches an east west wall, U48, that appears to be the closing wall, possibly for an entrance to the
odeion. To the west this surface reaches U47, a large wall mostly in the W baulk that is clearly the
continuation of the third apsidal wall of the odeion. It seems likely that this surface and those to
the north of wall 10 belong to the same phase of construction as the odeion, and these surfaces are
also notably at the same elevation as the point on wall 10 where the facing noticeably changes. The
most likely interpretation for this is that the rougher facing of the lower portion of wall 10
represents the foundation courses, while the somewhat better facing indicates that this portion of
the wall is above the foundation level. This seems to be confirmed by the presence of these kurkar
surfaces at this elevation and may indicate street level.
U69 is a plaster floor or subfloor visible in the N baulk of square 34. It is the upper level of
a sequence of subfloor layers (U69-74) visible in section after enlarging the excavation area on 6/22.
It is unclear whether these layers were cut by the Garstang excavations, or by the JCB when clearing
the upper meters of fill, but it is most likely that they were cut by Garstang's excavations. These
subfloor layers seem to mirror the sequence of subfloor fills below the tessera floor (U2). In section
in the N baulk 6 distinct units are visible: U69, a plaster layer about .21m thick; U70, a bricky red
clay about .10m thick; followed by U71, a layer of gravel-sized plaster chunks about .03 m thick;
then U72, a crushed kurkar lay about .015 m thick; followed by U73, another bricky clay layer .17 m
thick; and finally U74, another crushed kurkar layer .015 m thick. This is very similar to U2 and also
the method of construction apparent in both the standing strip of subfloor material on the W pier
(U29, 54, 56 and 47), and the large bedding on the interior of the W pier (U39, U59 and U65).
These units all seem to belong to the same phase of building due to the similarity of their
construction and should all be contemporary with the Severan theater/odeion. However, the major
problem with this interpretation is that this series of layers clearly lies outside the limits of the
building, and it is difficult to imagine a scenario in which these strata relate to the odeion. This
feature may be a part of Alternatively, this floor in the section is approximately at the same
elevation as the mosaic tessera floor.
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In the E portion of the trench, we also identified a wall U51, again mainly in section, that
appears to be the continuation of the third apsidal wall of the odeion, and also an associated plaster
surface U52, that reaches this wall. However, due to the very limited amount of excavation
conducted in this area, it is impossible to determine with certainty whether these walls actually
belong to the odeion and the phasing must remain preliminary. Along with these walls, U25, a small
N-S wall north of wall 10 also has no clear relation to anything else, and we can only tentatively
phase it to the odeion. The same is true for U68, another small N-S wall uncovered in cleaning at
the end of the season. In the western end of the trench, continuing into the W baulk are two small
E-W walls U49 and U50. These are of different construction and neither can be related to anything
else. They are built up against one another, but at this stage it is not possible to determine which is
earlier.
V. Phase 4: The Late Byzantine Period
One achievement of the 2010 season was to clarify the picture of the Byzantine phase of
occupation and reuse in this area. Previously we had not been able to isolate secure Byzantine
phases and clearly delineate the nature of the reuse of the area in this period and this early process
of transforming the odeion once it had gone out of use. While this process is best represented in
square 45, important details also emerged from several contexts in 47.34. Of primary importance is
the mosaic tessera floor. This floor is at roughly the same level as the marble tile floor in 47.45, and
the current interpretation is that both of these floors belong to a period of late Byzantine reuse of
the area. However, without digging through these floors, which we did not undertake in the 2010
season, we cannot sercurly rely on this interpretation. In 47.45 the marble floor was covered with a
large plaster slump with a ceramic date of Late Byzantine, which provides a terminus ante quem for its
use and the fact that this floor should be under the seats of the cavea seems to exclude its use for
the odeion. In 47.34, U18, and area of plaster collapse, was localized only on top of the tessera
floor. This seems to represent the collapse of some wall associated with the tessera floor, and the
latest ceramic material collected dated to the Byzantine period. As with the marble tile floor, there is
really no conclusive evidence to date the tessera floor itself to the Byzantine period, and the
sequence of layers in the subfloor fill is very similar in appearance in section to the subfloor layers
on the western period, which where able to date to the Roman period and phase with the odeion.
At this point we are phasing the tessera floor to the Byzantine period, but further excavation may
change this interpretation. Finally, in the westernmost, portion of the excavation area, continuing
into the baulk, we uncovered a portion of a fine mosaic floor U43, of marble and ceramic tesserae
and decorated with an ivy motif. This segment of floor unfortunately cannot be related clearly to
anything else, and is still surrounded by Garstang's backfill on all sides. However, stylistically is
seems to belong to the Byzantine period and does not seem to relate to the odeion.
VI. Phase 3: The Early Islamic Period
The 2010 season confirmed and elaborated the picture we had already had from the previous two
seasons of a major early Islamic building phase in this area. In 47.34 this is best reprsented by U9, a
a large, deeply founded N/S wall partially reusing the second cavea wall of the odeion. In square 45
this wall is partially built on the cavea wall but diverges into a straighter line in 47.34. We exposed
many courses of well-drafted masonry on the west side of the wall, where we began excvating at a
lower elveation, and at the close of the season we still had not reached the bottom of the wall. On
the eastern side of the wall, U9 is reached by a partially-preserved plaster floor (U4) and a smaller,
less well built inner wall abutts it (U36). This wall along with 47.45.8, a similarly constructed wall in
the adjacent square represent a room. This room was later reused for the construction of a cistern
(see below). The fill below the level of the floor excavated in 47.45 (U22), yielded an Abassid
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ceramic date, confirming the overall date of this complex.
VII. Phase 2: The Late Islamic (Fatimid/Crusader) Period
In addition to the substantial building activity in the early Islamic period, there was evidence for
extensive robbing and reuse of the area in the Fatimid/Crusader period. This is best represented by
the many robber trenches cutting many of the features of the earlier period, especially in the eastern
portion of the excavation area. U2, the mosaic tessera floor was cut on all sides by trenches, which
seem to have robbed out portions of wall 10 and later Byzantine/Islamic period walls. On the
northern end of U2 a trench was identified (U14/15) that was filled by material of mixed ceramic
date. This may be either a Phase 2 robber trench or, more likely, the cut of Garstang's trench that
followed the top of wall 10. However, robber trenches of more secure Fatimid date cut the east end
of the floor (U46=34) and to the south, where the actual original edge of the floor seems to be
preserved, the wall may be robbed out by U33, however, this material was not excavated in the 2010
season, so this area is not entirely understood at this point. On top of the the mosaic floor were 3
distinct units, the collapse of a wall or a terrace wall that covered both the robber trench
U33=34=46 and extended onto the floor. The ceramic date of this material was Islamic/Crusader
and seems even to postdate the robbing of the walls. U45, a small installation reusing the tessera
floor, consisting of a row of three drafted blocks set directly on the floor, with evidence of burning
on the western side, also likely dates to this phase. Although no pottery was collected from this
context, it seems to belong to this phase of robbing and reuse, when this area was outdoors. A
robber trench for the second apsidal wall of the cavea of the odeion (U37=U32) also dates to this
phase.
In terms of construction, this phase is best represented in 47.34 by a late cistern built within
the limits of the early Islamic walls U9, U36, and 47.45.8. The remains of this cistern were only
visible in the east section of 47.34 and 47.45, but the construction technique of this feature is
nevertheless clear. It is composed of a cobble outer wall (U5=47.45.), coated on the interior with a
waterproof plaster (U6=47.45.). The feature sits on a thin bedding of fine yellow sand (U7=47.45.)
This feature sits on an unexcavated fill of uncertain date (U8).
VIII. Phase 1: Modern Activity
A number of the large fills excavated in our area proved to be contaminated by Garstang's backfill.
Though they were excavated separately, we ultimately demonstrated that these were all the same
mixed fills resulting either from Garstang's backfill or the subsequent activity of the park in leveling
this area for public use. These units are as follows: U1=U3=U13=U14/15=U17=U19=U20=
U21=U22=U23=U31=35=U40=U41=U53=U55=U58. Further details can be found under the
relevant unit in OCHRE.
IX. Future Objectives
Although the season was very successful in clarifying a number of aspects of the the main phases in
this area, it also raised a number of new questions. In future seasons, the subfloor material below
the tessera floor (U44) that is partially exposed but remained unexcavated at the end of the season
should be excavated in order to provide a date for the material on the east pier and to determine
whether this would match the results from the layers excavated this season on the west pier. In
addition the kurkar surfaces to the west and north of wall 10 need to be excavated to determine how
these extensive features realte to the odeion. The stray walls in this area also need to be investigated
and properly phased. The inner peristyle walls also need to be exposed further, so that their precise
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relations can be demonstrated. As for the earlier buildings, the material south of U2, should
continue to be excavated in order to see if the Roman fills evident in 47.45 continue into this area
and to try to reveal the East side room of the Phase 6 building. Another clear priority should be
digging the foundation trench of wall 30, the “Hellenistic” wall and exposing the other wall from
this phase on Garstang's plan to attempt to determine the date and function of this phase.
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The Leon Levy Expedition to Ashkelon, 2010
Final Square Report, Grid 47 Square 45
Robyn Le Blanc
Introduction & Goals
Excavation in Grid 47 in the 2009 season successfully argued for the expansion of the area in 2010
in order to continue to expose the walls of the Roman odeon and earlier apsidal building. Three new
squares were opened with the twin goals of exposing more of the monumental Roman architecture and
excavating in areas untouched by John Garstang. Square 45, directly to the East of Square 44 (excavated in
the 2009 season) was an attractive candidate for this expansion, both because Garstang's trenches had left
this area almost entirely untouched and because it was an ideal location to expose architecture from both
the Roman odeon and earlier apsidal building. Thus, 47.45 was opened with three main goals in mind:
first, to trace the extent of the second odeon and early Roman apsidal walls; second, to investigate an area
of the odeon that was not, according to John Garstang's plan, upset by his excavations; third, to search for
architecture and construction material associated with both Roman phases..
All three of these goals were addressed in some manner, though each was complicated by the twin
problems of pervasive reuse of the space in later periods (Byzantine-Fatimid/Crusader) and by the related
lack of secure, closed contexts by which to date the standing Roman monumental architecture. We were
able to successfully uncover a substantial portion of the second odeon wall in this square (including a later
Islamic-period rebuild), though the earlier Roman apsidal wall and proposed flanking room (the twin of
the one exposed in the open air museum) were largely revealed to be robbed out when the building went
out of use at some point in the Byzantine period. Robbing activity and later rebuilding also heavily
impacted what we were able to reveal of the odeon architecture and its construction fills, with no
substantial additional architecture (aside from the apsidal wall) uncovered. Though we luckily avoided
much of John Garstang's backfill, Byzantine and Islamic re-use of the area largely prevented us from
obtaining sealed Roman contexts while the mechanical removal of the topsoil and portions of the later
period fills and architecture confused our understanding of the relationship between the fills belonging to
these later periods. Overall, however, the 2010 season was incredibly productive in adding to the goal of
mass horizontal exposure of the Roman monumental architecture, and was especially useful in contributing
to our understanding of later reuse of this space.
The goals and successes enumerated above would not have been possible without the tremendous
effort made by volunteers Emily Dawes, Michael Goble, Ryan Goble, Amy Ramsland, John Stevenson,
Travis Hildenbrand and Aaron Kaufmann. Ryan Boheme, Elise Jakoby and Mark Lester provided
invaluable advice and good humor, and Katie Hooge tirelessly produced daily top plans. Tracy Hoffman's
many years of experience and her expertise with Islamic period architecture and pottery proved
enormously helpful and educational.
What follows is a summary of the results of the 2010 season by phase, proceeding diachronically
from the earliest (Phase 6—Early Roman) to the latest (Phase 1—Modern).
Phase 6—Early Roman Apsidal Building (Likely 1st century BCE/CE)
One of the most important goals of the season in 47.45 was to trace the continuation of the early
Roman apsidal wall into this area and to reveal the twin to the rectangular flanking room which Garstang
uncovered in the Open Air Museum. Work in 47.54 during the 2009 season proved that this apsidal wall
continued for some length, and also revealed the existence of an outer “addition” built against it, perhaps
in a later part of that phase. 47.45 was uniquely positioned to contain traces of both the apsidal wall and
the flanking room, but excavation in the area where these walls should have been was largely
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disappointing—both sets of walls were found to be almost entirely robbed out, probably during the early
Islamic period. U38 is the sole remnant of this phase in the square; this small portion of wall (less than
one meter wide and long) appears to be the addition to the apsidal wall, and is covered by traces of
cement/mortar which, in 47.34, yielded ceramics dating to the Byzantine period. No trace of the flanking
room was found at all in the southwest corner of the square, though several cuts (see U43 and U42) can
likely be associated with their removal. It is possible that portions of these walls exist under fills that have
not been excavated down to the level of the early wall, or perhaps on the eastern side of wall U7.
All told, 47.45 was of little help in understanding either the date or extent of this early Roman
building except to underscore how pervasively later use of the space had disturbed the architecture
belonging to this phase.
Phase 5—Roman odeon (2nd/3rd centuries CE)
Excavation in 47.45 was much more successful in effectively elucidating the extent of some of the
major architectural features in this phase, which roughly dates to the 2nd/3rd centuries CE. Wall U7 is the
most substantial of these features; preserved to a height of 3.57m at its highest point and 1.64m at its
widest, this wall functioned as the second apsidal wall for the cavea of the odeon. We had previously
argued that it also supported a series of barrel vaults for a sub-cavea corridor, but both the lack of any hint
of barrel vaulting, and the fact that no inner wall exists to support the other side of a corridor makes this
interpretation untenable. The earlier apsidal wall—including U38—was likely covered over in
constructional fill, or used for added support beneath the cavea. We have tentatively identified two such
fills, U29 and U39. Ceramics taken from U29 are nearly exclusively Roman 2nd/3rd centuries CE, with a
handful of sherds that, at the moment, appear to be contamination from later material or due to the
heavily trafficked nature of this area of the square. U39 is currently unexcavated, but the color of the soil
and the fact that both U39 and U29 are cut by the same trench makes it possible to tentatively consider
these units contemporary at this point.
A small portion of the third apsidal wall, heavily preserved but cut by a Phase 2 cistern in 47.55,
also exists in the square as U10. Though only one meter of this wall projects into the square before
disappearing into the east section, the construction technique, mortar and the use of nicely carved kurkar
blocks clearly indicates that this wall is Roman and similar to U7. Also, based on comparable theaters at
Shumi and Elusa, it seems likely that this space—between the second and third apsidal walls—is a more
likely candidate for a barrel vaulted ambulatorium, though, again, no evidence exists for this type of
construction. Later Phase 2 and 3 architecture and fills prevented the immediate investigation of this
hypothesis this year, but it seems that this should be a priority in future seasons.
Phase 4—Late Byzantine Reuse
This phase was newly created this season both to accommodate several important architectural
features and in tacit acknowledgment of several persistent questions concerning the reuse of the space in
the Late Byzantine and Early Islamic period. In the 2008 and 2009 seasons a massive pottery-rich fill was
uncovered in 47.54 in connection with leveling for the construction of an Early Islamic building. These
fills, which were excavated in crates rather than buckets because of the huge concentration of pottery,
contained almost exclusively Late Byzantine (especially Gaza storage jars) pottery, though a handful of
early Islamic buff wares were also found in every crate. These fills indicate that the odeon as such was well
out of use by at least the Early Islamic period, if not earlier. Several features uncovered this year
underscore this point, and have also served to establish a tighter threshold for the last phase of use of the
theater as such, the removal of the seats and architectural decoration and the reuse of the space for other
purposes.
U9 is the first of these features. It was uncovered during the JCB cut of the square in the preseason, and is located directly to the West of Phase 3 wall U7. It originally appeared to be some sort of
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bedded plaster slump related to the construction of the Roman odeon, but excavation of Phase 3 silo
U14/18/19 revealed that the plaster mass laid directly atop a surface with marble tiling. The plaster was
removed from this surface—U44--revealing that it was the floor, rather than the plaster, that was bedded
on the series of crushed kurkar, clay and pebbly striated fills that we had noted in section. The plaster
itself contained several Byzantine diagnostic ceramics, though the majority of the pottery collected from
this unit was rooftiles. Several large (approximately .20m across) chunks of lead were also found tossed
into the plaster, which proved to be extremely compact and chunky as it was removed. Below the plaster
was U45, a layer of plaster and sand that laid directly on top of U44. This unit, which we have identified
as some sort of partially tiled marble surface, is constructed in a similar manner as the mosaic floor U2 in
47.34 (both surfaces are at the same level) and the bedding in the west pier in 47.34. The surface itself is
largely just cement, with three different types of marble set into it—two pieces of rectangular grey marble
slabs lay unassociated with one another, while four pieces of yellow-cream marble in the South of the unit
and a handful of purple marble tiles in the Southeast appear to be more cohesive attempts at decorative
flooring. The surface appeared to run directly against wall U7, though confirmation of this fact would be
obtained by the removal of the plaster in the north in future seasons. There was also no diagnostic pottery
collected from U44, and because U45 is likely simply a less compact layer of U9 it is not useful for
establishing a date for the use of the surface.
The plaster mass has caused several problems in our understanding of this area of the square and
the nature of the Byzantine reuse of the odeon in general. We had previously understood that the theater
was standing in some capacity until the Early Islamic period, and had hypothesized that the theater was still
in use as an odeon proper until this time. U9, which initially bore some striking similarities to comparable
plaster masses in 47.54 (U66) cannot be associated with the construction of the odeon, and, due to its
location in what would be the sub-cavea of the Roman odeon, is unlikely to be part and parcel of some
Byzantine renovation to the odeon. The location of the surface is also troubling—we have tentatively
assigned it to Phase 4, under the assumption that there was simply no reason for a floor or surface to exist
in this part of the odeon while it was in use. The date of the Byzantine plaster and the Roman fill U29
(which appears to be one of the bedding fills used for the surface), however, provides a useful window
during which the odeon must have gone out of use.
These dates indicate that the odeon was probably still in use at the beginning of the Byzantine
period but, over the course of the sixth and seventh centuries CE, was robbed of its seats and marble
facing. By the end of the seventh century, much of the sub-cavea fill had been either scraped away—this
must surely be the case, as Byzantine ceramics were found in the cement directly on top of the earlier
Roman apsidal wall in 47.55—or had simply washed into the center of the orchestra (perhaps explaining
the lack of late period remains in that area). The exact nature of the Byzantine reuse in 47.45 is unclear,
but it appears to be a long rectangular building which likely utilized the pre-existing odeon and
bouleuterion walls. U9 terminates in the South in a vertical face of plaster, indicating that this plaster had
once been bounded by a wall in this area long enough for the plaster to compact and hold its shape after
the robbing of the wall. Other signs indicate the existence of a East/West running wall bounding the
south of U9 and U44; the Roman odeon wall U7 appears to be cut at an angle for the addition of an
abutting wall that is now totally gone. U29 is cut exactly on this same line, which, we suggest, is the line of
the Phase 6 flanking room. It seems likely that the Byzantine reuse of the building made do with the preexisting odeon wall (U7) and bouleuterion wall, both of which were taken out in later periods. It is unclear,
however, why U9, U44 and U45 do not extend further to the West; if this Byzantine building was
systematically reusing the earlier Roman walls it seems likely that the surface would extend to the edge of
U29, which is clearly cut by the robbing of the bouleuterion wall in the West.
It is still difficult to identify the original function of the plaster and how it came to be deposited on
top of U44 and U45. FTIR spectroscopy in the field indicated that the plaster was made of gypsum, a
type not generally found in outdoor construction. The most likely depositional sequence sees the plaster
not as collapse or tumble, but as deliberate fill that was compacted through exposure to weather and water.
This plaster perhaps hardened into a mass with a vertical facing where it was bounded by a wall, creating a
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vertical facing. Collapse or tumble may still be a possibility considering the high number of rooftiles found
jumbled in the plaster, but their wild distribution throughout the plaster mass makes this unlikely.
Phase 3—Early Islamic (Abbasid) Reuse
This phase is marked by a series of architectural features which completely transformed the space
to the east of the Roman odeon wall. The second apsidal wall was still visible in this period, and suggested
itself as a natural foundation for a later rebuild, U40. This wall, which uses smaller kurkar blocks nicely
faced with plaster (perhaps taken from the Roman wall proper—U32, a robber trench along the west of
U7, dates to this period) formed the western wall for a series of small rooms subdivided by radial walls (U8
in 47.45 and U36 in 47.34). The exact nature of this building is extremely unclear, though the west side of
U40 and the South of U8 appears to have been in some sort of courtyard or outside space, based on the
discovery of silo U14/18/19, sump U1 and the lack of any hint of a plastered floor in the section in these
areas. A poorly preserved plaster floor (47.34 U4) was found to the north, though it did not trace into
47.45 either as a result of later fill or because of the JCB removal of the fill from atop it; even so, we can
understand that it likely contained into 47.45, with U22 as its related subfloor fill.
As was the case in 47.54 in 2008 and 2009, silos and wells characterize this period—U27/23 is a
particularly nicely constructed example. This well is cut through U9 and constructed, it appears, as part of
the original phase of U40. Measuring approximately one meter across, the well is constructed of cut ashlar
blocks of .30-.40m across, with a squared pier at the top and a circular shaft that was excavated down to a
level of three meters. Five scaffolding or hand holes—probably related to the original construction of
U27—were noted in both the east and west. The well was backfilled at some point in this phase with large
kurkar blocks and very little pottery.
A series of pits and robber trenches also date to this period, though they are largely located to the
west of U7 and U40. U16=U31 is the largest of these fills; located in the southwest corner of the square,
this fill was composed of many different lenses of material, including ash, shells, crushed kurkar, rubble,
pottery and plaster. It appears as if this area was left open during this phase and used for periodic
dumping, perhaps, based on the frequency of ashy lenses, related to some sort of industrial building
nearby. The spread of these many lenses gave the impression that these were simply bucket-fulls of waste
or fill that were deposited over time but originating from the same few areas. One pottery-rich fill was
found as part of this fill which contained a significant amount of early (Roman and Hellenistic)
diagnostics, but Byzantine and early Islamic sherds were likewise found as well. The presence of fills in
this area further argues for the interpretation of this portion of the square as some sort of outdoor area in
the Early Islamic period. It seems like that U28, U33, U34, U42 and U43 are part of this same
phenomenon of pitting and filling, though the purpose is, again, extremely unclear. U32, for its part,
represents a robber trench associated with one of the many robbings of Roman wall U7. U20 was also
originally understood to be part and parcel of this dismantling process, though this interpretation seems
unlikely given the preserved height of the Roman wall along this trench, and the fact that the plaster mass
does not appear to be cut here. In fact, U20 is more likely understood as a gap created by the settling of
the gypsum plaster that was filled during the construction of U40. The majority of the pottery from this
fill dated to the Byzantine period, though several buckets contained Fatimid pottery.
U14/18/19, which was mentioned in brief above, is perhaps the most intriguing of the features
located on the outside of the Early Islamic building. This stone lined silo extends approximately 1.5m
through plaster mass U9 and its associated bedding, including U29. Pottery collected from the excavation
of the stone lining was Roman and Early Byzantine in date, though this was likely contamination from the
surrounding striated fills, as the silo was cut through the gypsum plaster mass after it had hardened and
thus, not likely in the same phase that this plaster was deposited. The fill of this silo, U19, was incredibly
rich in Fatimid ceramics, and included a host of unique material culture goods, including an iron gutting
knife with a copper inlaid wooden handle (MC61926), a complete pair of iron scissors (MC61857) and two
whole oil lamps (RP11441 and RP11442).
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A second stone lined pit was uncovered belonging to this phase cut into fill U17. The exact date of
this fill is unclear, and it was left unexcavated at the end of the season. As we have argued that this area
was located outside the Islamic building this fill might simply belong to some sort of leveling or fill
deposited at the beginning of the period after the construction of U40. This pit—actually likely a sump or
settling pit—U1 is located directly to the east of U7, and, though largely unexcavated, may be connected to
some sort of subterranean drainage or sewer. Removal of debris and the collapse of part of the stone
lining at the end of the season revealed what appeared to be a channel—now filled with collapse—running
to the southeast approximately half a meter below the surface. We were unable to investigate this further,
though the implications of such an interpretation of course point to substantial building and infrastructure
in this area.
Phase 2—Fatimid/Crusader Activity
Phase 2 is represented by a number of different activities in this square, largely related to the reuse
of both the Roman and earlier Islamic architecture to the East of U7 and U40 with a focus on features
located in outdoor spaces. In this phase U26=U41, another radial wall, much smaller and using field
stones without mortar, was constructed directly south of U8 and abutting U7 and U10. This wall forms a
corner at the edge of the Phase 3 sump U1 indicating that those building the wall were deliberately
respecting the earlier pit. The function of the space between U8 and U26=U41 is unclear in this period,
though we might still argue that this area was a courtyard based on the lack of floors and the existence of a
large sump. U12, which appears to be the outside of a plastered cistern to the south of U26=U41, was
also located outside this building, though its exact relationship to the units around it was obscured by the
JCB cut. Further north, another plastered cistern U3/U4 was built atop a series of leveling fills (U21, U6
and U5) between Phase 3 Islamic walls U8 and 47.34 U36, effectively covering the patchy plaster floor that
likely covered this area. These three fills—a pebbly seashell layer (U21), a sand layer (U6) and, immediately
below the stone lining of the cistern, a crushed kurkar layer (U5)--acted as leveling fill and prevented water
drainage for the cistern. The area on the west side of U7 and U40 was probably also still outside the
bounds of the large Phase 2 Islamic building in this phase, as indicated by the sinking of yet another stonelined sump, U30/35/36. Because the major architectural features of this period appear to be generally
cisterns and sumps, it is likely that the Phase 3 Islamic building was out of use by this point or had been
converted into a courtyard or subsidiary space for storage, drainage and sewage.
Another characteristic of this phase, both in 47.45 and at Ashkelon more generally, is the tendency
towards robbing earlier walls. U37 and U25 are two such robber trenches, located on the northwest of U7
and the SE of U7, respectively. U25, which is cut into unexcavated fill U24, was likely responsible for the
removal of several meters of nicely cut kurkar block from U7 (bringing it down to its present height,
significantly lower than other portions in both 47.45 and 47.54), which had probably been exposed with
the Islamic addition up to this point.. U37 appears to likewise have been intended for the robbing of the
Roman wall, which narrows and diverges from the Islamic rebuild here, likely because of this robbing.
Phase 1—1920's and Modern Activity
47.45 luckily avoided much of the later fills and pitting activity that marred the understanding of
later reuse phases in 47.54 and 47.44. Garstang's trenching and backfill, particularly, was absent in this
square, and the majority of the modern fill here was mechanically removed in the pre-season. U2
represents the JCB removal of fill from the square, and is a completely artificial designation which
knowingly conflates several different fills from both the modern and Islamic periods. U15=U13 and U11
are units essentially representing clean-up from the removal of U2 in the West and on top of the second
odeon wall, respectively. Ceramic material taken from these units contained no modern material but both
the lack of control over the removal of these units and the unclear identification of these units and their
relationship to the units that lay below argued for the placement of these units into Phase 1.
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An important note concerning U13; excavation of this fill uncovered a sizable marble lion's paw,
likely belonging to the legs of a heavy marble table of the type common in the Roman period (MC 61712).
It is unclear whether this fragment belonged to the Roman, Byzantine or Islamic building at any point, and
it seems most probable that it was simply thrown away into U13 or one of the units immediately below it.
Future Goals
The results of excavation in 47.45 in the 2010 season were especially encouraging in several aspects:
first, it indicated that closed, secure contexts likely exist below the numerous Islamic period robber
trenches and pits; second, it argued for continued investigation into the many phases of reuse of the
odeon, especially into its immediate renovation or reuse in the Late Byzantine (Phase 4) period; third, it
confirmed the continuation of three of the walls belonging to the Roman period building and. Future
excavation in this square should focus on the excavation of those fills that we have tentatively assigned to
the Roman period (U29 and U39) and on the removal of the fill and later material to the East of U7 in
order to test the hypothesis that this area functioned as an ambulatorium for the Roman theater. Equally
important, however, is a better understanding of how this area was reused in later periods, and expansion
into other parts of the grid, particularly the east, stand a likely chance to add exponentially to our
knowledge of the Phase 2, 3 and 4 buildings.
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Fig.4Photo989482:Square73(1998)viewtoSouth.
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Fig.5Photo18247:84.U36,38ǡviewtoW:
Fig.6Photo18533,viewtoSW
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FunctionalityandParallels
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FlooringandSubflooring
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 ǲǦ ǡ 
ǳǡ 
 ͷͳǡ 
Ǥǡ
 ȋʹȌǡǡ  Ǥͳʹ 
   ǡǡ  
 Ǥ

SubfloorChambers

 ȋͳͺ͵ʹͻǡFig.7Ȍ
  ǡ74.U262ǡ
  74.U233Ǥ




Fig.7Photo18329,viewtoW.  ȋ
Ȍ74.233ȋȌ74.262ȋȌǤ
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HeatSources(ortheReturnoftheKiln)
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PhaseIII:LateHellenistic/EarlyRoman
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Fig.8.WholevesselsrecoveredfromthebackfillofPhaseIVinstallations.

ǣȋ͓ͳͳͷʹͷȌǡȋ͓ͳͳͷͶȌǡ

 ȋ͓ͳͳͶͺ͵͓͵ͲͲʹȌǤ




 Ǧ Ǧ 
ǡ  ʹǦͳ ǤǤ
ȋ65.U,75.U24ǡͷǤU22). Ǧ 
 ǡ ǡǡǡǤ
  ͷǡ65.U4ǡ
 ʹǦ͵ ǡ
 Ǥ 
ȋFig.9)ǡ
Ǥ

   
ȋ ʹ ǤǤͳ
ǤǤǡ 






Fig.9RhodianStampedHandlesfromSquare65,backfillofPhaseIVinstallation.

MC#63206ȋ͓ͳͺͺͷǡȌMC#63106ȋ͓ͳͺ͵ǡȌ
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Ȍǡ 
 ȋFig.9,ȌǤ
ǡMC#63206ǡǲ'$02.5$7>+6@”
(Damokrates) the name of a licensed manufacturer of Rhodian wines between 200-185
B.C. The stamped handle (MC#63106) on the right, beautifully preserved, reads
“I332.5$7(86” (Hippokrates), whose shop is typically dated to between 183-150
B.C. V. Grace and others have even suggested a relationship between the two, with
Hippokrates being either the son or successor of Damokrates.20 
  ǡ
 ǡ ǡ
ǤOne additional Rhodian (or possibly Knidian) handle was discovered in
the nearby street (75.U14) bearing the partial inscriptions ANI[ and a caduceus, a symbol
more typical of the late second century B.C. (MC # 62249).21

   
 Ȃ  
  ǤͳͺǤͷǦͳͺǤͺͲǡǦ75.U18ǡ
͵Ǥʹͷ
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ǡȋ75.U38+75.U16=85.U9Ȍ Ǧ
(75.U21=35=37=4322;85.21).  
ȋ ǦȌǤ
 
ǡ 
 Ǥ


PhaseIV:Hellenistic/LateHellenistic
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ʹ͵SedimentSample#467ǣ
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 74.U24674.U253.
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Ǥ  
ͳʹ 
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ȌǤǡ 
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 Ǥ


Excursus:Wall74.U245anditsAncestors



Fig.10MassivestonewallinEastsectionofNEroom(Photo18599)


Fig.10ǡǡ ʹͲͳͲ
ʹͲͲͻ 
ͶǤǡ ǡ
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 Ǥ  ȋ74.F205=206Ȍ 
 74.LF193  ǡ
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PhaseV:LatePersian/EarlyHellenistic
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PhaseVI:Persian
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Fig.11PhaseVIMudbrickFloorsintheCC,CWandSWroomsofBuilding1.
ǣǡ͵ǤʹͶͷǢǣǡ͵Ǥʹ͵Ǣǣǡ͵ǤʹͶǤ
Ǥ
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ʹͲͳͲ   ǡ
ͳǣ73.U264,73.U24573.U247ǡ ȋ
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Fig.12IronChiselhead(MC#62499)
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Fig.13IronPlowshare(MC#62719)
ȋͳͺͷͲͻȌ

  Ǥ ǡ
ȋMC#62719Ȍǡ 73.U219
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PersianPeriod:TheDuplexQuestion
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Fig.14PhaseVIMudbrickBuildingshowingpointsofaccess.
ȋ    ǤȌ
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     Ǥ
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  Ǥ
  
 ȋǡ73.F244ǡ
74.F16973.U240ȌǤ ǡǡ
Ǧ73.134=74.201=211Ǧ73.F225
Ǥǡǡ
 Ǧ  
 Ǥǡ 73.244ǡ
Ǥ
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 ǡ   ǡ
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 Ǣ ǡ
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͵ͶǦǤȋFig.14Ȍ 
 insulae ǡ 
ǡ  
Ǥʹͷ  ͳ 
ȋǡ Ȍ
Ǧ73.244+73.225=73.260Ǥ

PhaseVII:EarlyPersianȋ ǤͷͲͲǦͶͲͲǤǤȌ

 ͳ
Ǥ ǣ
  Ȁ
74.F211=74.F201=73.U134, and shared the mudbrick/fieldstone foundation wall
74.F169. The earlier Phase VII surfaces in these rooms may have run up to the
foundation stones of these walls, rather than the mudbrick superstructure. The NC room
was limited on the west by the well-founded stone wall 73.F244, and the NE room
limited on the east by the equally substantial ashlar and cobble wall visible in the Square
74 East baulk. (See Fig. 10). The CE room was subdivided into its eastern and wstern
halves by a N-S wall 74.U282, shallowly founded and thoroughly robbed out prior to the
construction of the Phase VI mudbrick floors in the room. Its southern wall was
obliterated by the construction of the Phase VI wall 73.200=215.


ʹͷ

ǡǦ   
74.F169ǡǡ   
Ǥ  ǡǤ
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PhaseVIIEarly

  
ͳǤǡ ǡ
 ǡǤ 
 Ǥ
ǡ ǡ
    Ǧ 
ǡ ǡ Ǥ

   
Ǥ74.U200ǡ ʹͲͲͺǡ 
  ǣ 74.LF284ȋ 
 Ȍ74.LF287.  
ǡ74.LF287ǡ 74.U280Ǥ
   
ǡȀǤin
situǡ 
ȋ ǡǡ  Ȍǡ
throughout. The surface ran up to a layer of shell-covered mudplaster which covered the
exposed foundation stones of the east-west wall 74.F211=74.F201=73.U134, which
bounded the room to the north. Similar mudbrick-plaster with shell facing may have
been applied in the CW room, over the cobblestones of the western face of 73.U240,
poorly preserved only in the south.

   Ǧ
73.LF268Ǥ ǡ    
  ȋ 73.U265ǡ ȌǤ 
    
 Ǥ 
  73.U267 Ǥ
   
 Ǧ Ǥ

PhaseVIILate
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 Ǥǡ
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  ǡ ǡ
 Ǥ 
 ȋ73.LF267Ȍǡȋ73.LF259Ȍǡα
ȋ73.LF255=74.LF277ȌǤȏ 
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ȋ73.U254;Fig.15ȌǤʹ 
 ǡ ǡα
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Fig.1573.U254ǡ   73.LF259Ǥ 
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Fig.16BlankScarabbead(MC63239,left)andfritBastetamulet(MC#63252,right)
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  ǡ 
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FutureGoalsforGrid51
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 ͷͳǤ  ǡ 
ͷʹͲͳͳǤ 
Ǧͺ͵ǡͺͷͺͶǤ
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ʹǤǤǡExcavationsatDor,FinalReport.VolIB.AreasAandC:TheFindsȋ

ͳͻͻͷȌǡǣ
ͳǦʹǢǤ ǡExcavationsatTelMichal,IsraelǤȋǡͳͻͺͻȌǡͳͶ͵Ǥ
ʹͺ  74.LF287/74.283

Ǣ  
73.200=74.215Ǥ
ʹͻǤǡ  ȀʹͲͳͲǤ
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Ȃ 
 ǡ
 and chronology. In Squares 73E
and 74W Phase VII will be fully exposed and excavated throughout Building 1.
Thanks are due to directors Larry Stager and Daniel Master for the continuing
opportunity to participate in the new phase of the Ashkelon Expedition.
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Grid51Square742010FinalReport
LarryLargentJr.


ExcavationofGrid51Square74beganthisseasonwithexpansionofsquare74totheeastand
themechanicalremoval,underthesupervisionofJoshWalton,ofroughly1.5metersofmaterialfrom
theuppermostelevationoftopsoil(74.L237).Theundifferentiatednatureofthedebrisleftoverby
thebulldozermeantthattheartefactualremains,suchaspottery,werelargelydiscardedinthe
openingtwodaysofcleaning.Assuch,excavationinthemajorityoftheeasternhalfofsquare74
(henceforthreferredtoas“74Upper”)wasopenedataheightofroughly18.85meterswiththe
carefulcollectionofmaterialindiscreteunits(74.L231,L268,and,L232).Thewesternhalfofthe
square(henceforthreferredtoas“74Lower”),havingbeenexcavatedoverthecourseofthelast
decadeandhalf,openedthe2010seasonataroughelevationof17.6meterswhichmeantthatover
thecourseoftheseasonlittletonomaterialfromtheeasternhalfofthesquarecouldbeconnected
withpresentexcavationsinthewesternhalfofthesquare.Thisalsomeantthatthefullextentof
square74doesnotappearonanytopplansbesidesthosewhichdepicttheentiregrid.Indeed,the
easternhalf,74Upper,appearsontopplanswiththewesternhalfofSquare75,andthewesternhalf,
74Lower,appears,ashasbeentheconventioninthepreviousfiveseasonsofexcavation,withthe
easternhalfofsquare73.

Thebifurcatednatureofexcavationthisseasonmirroreditstandemsetofgoals.For74Upper,
excavationthisseason,soughttoexposeanddefinetheareainitslatestlevelofoccupation(largely
Byzantine)inpreparationforsubsequentseasonswhichcouldbringthismaterialintophasewith74
Lower.Secondarily,anyexcavationofprimarycontextsinthisupperareasoughttorefinethe
characterizationoftheselaterphasesofoccupationnowfullycognizantoftheterracinginplace.For
74Lower,excavationthisseasonsoughttoremovemuchofthePhase6mudbrickfloorbuilding(s)in
hopesofexposingandremovingthePhase7surfacesknowntoexistfromthesectionsinsideProbe
U200.Secondarily,ourhopewastomovethesquareevenclosertotheultimategoalofexcavatingthe
assumed7thc.destructionlayeralsovisibleinthesectionoftheprobe.Whilenotallofthesegoals
weremetduringthe2010seasoninSquare74noneofthemwouldhaveevenbeenapproached
withoutthedirectionofgridsupervisor,KateBirney,steadfasthelpofassistantsupervisor,Patricia
Kim,thegoodspiritofourvolunteersLaurenBogdan,ZachGrossman,andPaulMathis,theguidance
ofgridarchitect,KatieHooge,thedeterminationofourworkmen,andtherestofthevolunteersand
staffwhocametojoinusinourpushtoreachthosegoals.

“74Lower”


Workin74Lowerthisyearlargelydealtwiththreephasesofoccupationrangingfromthe5thc.
totheearly3rdc.B.C.Theearliest,Phase7,seemstohavebeendominatedbyanumberoflarge
mudbrickwallswithstonefoundationsandassociatedwithaseriesoffloorsineachoftherooms
withinthelimitsof74Lower;North:Center(NC),North:East(NE),Center:East(CE),South:Center
(SC),andSouth:East(SE).Thenextphaseofoccupation,Phase6,reusedmanyofthesewallsin
associationwithnewmudbrickflooring,whileotherswallswereputinplacetofurtherdividethe
spaceandnewdoorwayswerecuttochangethesyntaxofthebuilding(s).Finally,besidesnew
informationgarneredfromthediscoveryofanumberofdoorwayswhichcontinuedinuseinPhase5,
thefinalphaseexcavatedthisseason,remainedconsistentwithwhathasalreadybeenrecorded
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duringpreviousseasons.

PhaseVIIPreMudbrickFloorBuilding(Persian)


Asindicatedabove,Phase7seemstomarktheearliestknownconstructionofmajormudbrick
wallsalongtheroomplanestablishedinthepreviousyear'sexcavationseason.Thoughfew
foundationtrencheshaveyetbeendiscernedforthewallsofPhase7,theappearanceofanumberof
stonefoundationsatorimmediatelybelowthefloorelevationsinmanyoftheroomsofsquare74
wouldindicatethatthishorizonshouldbesoughtduringthefollowingyearofexcavation.Forthetwo
roomsinthenorth,NCandNE,occupationseemstohavebeenfairlyuniform.Bothroomsare
dominatedbythethickmudbrickwall(oneheaderandonestretcherin
width)74.F201=74.F211=73.U134.TheNCroomwasclosedtothewestbyanroughlyhewnashlarand
cobblewall73.F244andontheeastbythecobbleconstructionofwall74.F169.Thesewallsbounded
athinlayerofashydebrisandphytolythlaminationsidentifiedasfloor/surfacematerial74.LF278and
ranthroughthewesternbaulkintosquare73as73.LF241.Thissurfaceseemstohavebeenfounded
onalevelingfill,74.L288(unexcavatedthisseason).Itisunclearifamudbricksuperstructurevisible
ontopofthecobblefoundationsofF169whichabuts74.F211=74.F201=73.U134,wasfunctional
contemporaneouslywiththisfloorbuildup,oriftheyrepresentalaterrebuildjustpriortothe
occupationofthePhase6mudbrickfloorbuilding.Whilethereisnoindicationofafoundationtrench
fortherebuildinthenorthernsection,ifthemudbricksuperstructurewastobeassociatedwithLF278
thenthestonefoundationforthissuperstructurewouldextendsome60cmmetersabovethelevel
LF278,thelatestPhase7surfacetobeassociatedwithF169.Whatisclear,isthatF169seemstohave
beenconstructedimmediatelypriortothedepositionofLF278asafoundationtrenchisvisibleinthe
northernsectionimmediatelybelowthisfloor/surface,cuttingL288.

ThesamesituationistruefortheNEroom.HereF169actsasthewesternclosingwallfor
anotherashybeatenearthsurface,74.LF279whichisfoundedonalevelingfill,74.L289(unexcavated
thisseason)andboundedonthesouthby74.F211=74.F201=73.U134.IntheeastLF279lipsuptoa
wallvisibleonlyintheeasternsectionbetween74LowerandUpper.Thiswall,nowonlyidentifiedby
itslatestattestedrebuild,74.F245(Phase4,in74Upper),seemstohavebeenconstructedinPhase7
inasimilarmannertothatofF169,namely,severalrowsofcobbles,whichabutU211=U201=73.U134
tothesouth.1

IntheSEroomthecharacterofthePhase7occupationchangesmarginally.Here,thefloor/
surface74.LF277=73.LF255depositedimmediatelyabovealayerofbrickyfill,74.L280(also,
unexcavatedthisseason),islesscharacteristicofinternalspace.Indeed,LF277isnotcomposedof
singularbeatensurfacewithashyoccupationalmateriallikethenortherntworooms,butisinsteada
striatedsurfacewithasignificantamountofcompressedshellandashylaminationsintermingledwith
thisshellyandbrickymatrix.Theonlywallknowntohavebeencontemporaneouslyusedwiththis
surfaceseemstohavebeenitswesternclosingwall73.F251.Inthenorth,LF277iscutbythePhase6
constructionof74.F215,makingitdifficulttodeterminewherethenorthernlimitsofLF277would
havebeenduringthePhase7occupationofthearea.Thedifferenceinoccupationalcharacter,
however,betweenthisSEroomandtheCEroomalongthesamelineasF215,givesusevery
indicationthatweshouldexpecttouncover,perhapsathinnerwall,orrobbertrench,immediately
1 See Figure 1
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belowF215tobeassociatedwiththesePhase7floors.Inthesouth,LF277runsintothesouthern
baulk.Theeasternclosingwallisalsounattested.Instead,LF277seemstopeteroutalongthesame
northsouthlineroughlythreemetersfromtheeasternsectionbetween74lowerandupper.More
investigationofthisareawillbenecessaryinfutureseasonstodeterminethenatureofthis
disturbance.

TheCEroomoffersperhapsthemostintriguingsequenceofPhase7occupationintheareaof
74Lower.Here,theearliestknownoccupationseemstohavebegunwiththeconstructionofanorth
southwallofcobblesandasinglewellhewnashlar,74.F282,whichdividestheroomintotwospaces:
CEEastandCEWest.Thiswallwasconstructedtoabutthealreadypresentwall,
74.F211=74.F201=73.U134,tothenorth.OnthewestofF282occupationaldebrisforan,asofyet,
unexposedfloorwasdiscoveredintheextremewesternpartoftheroom(InSquare73)andidentified
as73.L256,whichseemstohavebeenincontemporaryusewithalargemudbrickwalltothewest
73.F225andthelargethiswasthencoveredoverandputoutofusebyafill73.L271=74.L266.

EastofF282theseriesofPhase7occupationisbetterdefined.Heretheroomcontaineda
numberoffloors,theearliestbeingrepresentedbyaredmudplasterorbeatenearthsurface
(74.LF287)withthickashandphytolythlaminationsbuiltup,particularlyagainstthenorthernclosing
wall74.F211.Here,intheprocessofremovingtheoverburdenagainstthesouthernfaceofthewall
downtotheelevationofLF287,andarticulatingthefoundingstonesimmediatelybelowthemudbrick
superstructure,startingatanelevationof16.6meters,weencounteredalargenumberofshells.
Unfortunatelyitwasrealizedtoolatethattheseshellsthemselvesrepresentedthesouthernexterior
faceofthewallandnotthestonesthemselves(atleasteastofF282).Itwouldseemthatfollowingthe
constructionofthemudbricksuperstructureamudplasterwasappliedtothefaceofthestones
belowthiswasthendecoratedbypressingbivalveshells(convexsideout)intothemudplaster.The
floor(LF287)itselfwaslargelyleftunexcavatedattheendoftheseason(beyondtheremovalofthe
uppermostlaminationsofoccupationaldebrisforflotation)duetotimeconstraints.Onehopesthatin
futureseasonsmoreofthisshelldecorationcanbeexposedandbetterpreservedasLF287is
excavatedandthesurfaceeastofF282isexposed.LF287clearlyrunsintotheeasternsectionbetween
74lowerandupper,andpassesunderwallF215,indicatingthattheclosingwallshouldbesought
furthersouthfollowingtheremovalofF215.Immediatelyabovethissurfaceathinlayerofashybricky
materialimmediatelybelowasecondbeatenearthfloorwithpatchesofredmudplasterorburning,
74.LF284.Thisfloorseemstohavebeencutonthenorthsideoftheprobe74.U200byashallowly
constructedpit,74.F285.

WhileanumberofbeadswerefoundduringflotationofLF284,therichestmaterialcamefrom
theoccupationaldebris,74.283whichfilledthepitF285andcoveredLF284.Thisthicklayerofashy
debrishadasignificantnumberofcobbleinclusionsandprovedthatthatthephase7occupationwas
influencedbyanegyptianizingmaterialculture.EvenamongfindstypicalofthePersianperiod,such
asapreservedfaceonapieceofAtticRedfigureware(RP11618),anumberofthesmallfindscanbe
associatedwithmaterialbestknowninEgyptanditstradepartnersinthesouthernLevant,including,
astoneScarab(MC63239),afritamulet,likelyofBastet(MC63252),andapieceofcoreformedglass
(MC63264).Twoweightswerealsofoundamongstthisoccupationaldebris,oneroundandstone
(MC63219),thesecond,acuboidpieceofcopperalloy(MC63262).
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FollowingthisrichlayerofoccupationaldebrisintheCEEroomanumberofthinlaminations
ofoccupationlikematerial(possiblywasheddownfromahigherelevation),74.L275builtupbefore
beingcoveredoverbyatanbrowncompactfill,74.L293.Thisfillseemstohavealsofilledpitlike
disturbance(74.F276)butthenatureofwhichisunclear.Indeed,F276couldbeseenintheeastern
sectionofprobeU200,tobecutting,nearlyvertically,bothfloorsandtheiroccupationaldebris.
InitiallythisleadustobelievethatF276representedtherobbertrenchofthesouthernclosingwallfor
theroominphase7.Uponexcavationofthematerial,however,U276didnotcontinueatthesame
depthintotheeasternsectionbetween74LowerandUpper.Rather,thetiplineofF276awayfrom
theeasternsectionmeantthatimmediatelyagainstthesectionmaterialfrombothLF287andLF284
continuedbelowthepitandremainedvisibleintheeasternsection.Thelastlayerthatcanbeshown
toclearlybelongstothephase7occupationofthearea(thatis,canbeshowntocontinuebelow
74.U215tothesouth),is74.L292thislayerofashydebris,onlywellattestedintheeasternsection
seemstohavecoveredoverU293immediatelybeforethedepositionofthelargefillswhichbrought
aboutthereoccupationoftheareainPhase6.Itsnatureisunclearasitdidnotseemtoextendover
alloftheCEEroom.

PhaseVI–PersianMudbrickFloorBuilding(Late5thEarly4thc.B.C.)


FollowingtheearliestknownPersianoccupationofsquare74(Phase7)anumberofslight
changestothegeneralroomplanwereimposedinthefollowingreoccupation.Thismeantthata
numberofneworlargerwallswereconstructed,doorwayswereinstalled,changingthebuilding(s)
syntaxandmudbrickflooring,thehallmarkofthisphase,wasinstalledineveryroomexceptforone.

Itwouldseemthatthemajorarchitecturaldifferencebetweenphase7andphase6,identified
thisyear,istheconstructionofthemajoreastwestcobblewall,74.F215=73F200,abutting73.F164,
and73.F225totheeast,andinsodoing,dividingtheCEandSErooms.Thoughfoundationtrench
linesarenotwellattestedforthiswall,thereareanumberofrelationshipswhichindicatethatitwas
likelycutinfromthislaterphase.First,thephase6compressedshellandashsurface,74.LF277,in
theSEroomdoesnotappeartoextendallthewayto74.F215inthewesternbaulk.Additionally,while
moreinvestigationofthisareawillbenecessaryinsubsequentseasons,F215appearstocutthe
highestpreservedcobblesofthetemporaryphase7northsouthwall,F282intheCEroom,formally
puttingF282outofuse.Finallythereissomeindicationthat74.F274,asemicircularcutintothe
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lowestelevationsofofthefillimmediatelyabove74.LF277mayinfactbethecutofafoundation
trench.Moreinvestigationofthisissuewillbenecessaryasthefillsbelowthephase7floorsare
removedagainstF215.

TheconstructionofthismassivecobblewallinanareawherenoPhase7wallis,asofyet,well
attested,issomethingofanenigma.Itmayberelatedtothedevelopmentofterracinginandamong
thephase6buildings.Thebestevidenceofthisis,infact,aPhase6rebuild,73.F153,ontheearlier
phase7westernclosingwalloftheSEroom,73.F151.Followingthisrebuildandtheconstructionof
74.F215=73.F200alevelingfill,74.L221=74.L273wasdepositedintheSEroom,againstthesewalls.A
shallowtrench,visibleinthesouthernsection,wasdugintothisfillfortheconstructionofathingray
mudbricknorthsouthwallofpoorquality,identifiedinpreviousseasonsas74.F131.Assuch,theSE
roomwasdividedintotwofunctionalspaces.Eastofthiswallthemudbrickflooring,74.LF190,
characteristicofthisphase6occupationwaslaiddowninorganizedrowsimmediatelyadjacentto
74.F215.EitherthroughthefateofpreservationorbecausethewesternsideoftheSEroomserveda
differentfunction,nomudbrickflooringisattestedinthisspaceabovethelevelingfill,
74.L221=74.L273.ItwasthoughtinpreviousseasonsofexcavationthatthewallF131wouldcontinue
downtoalowerfloor,justifyingwhynomudbrickwasencounteredonitswesternside.Following
excavationofbothfillsL221tothewestandL273totheeastitquicklybecameapparentthatF131
didnotcontinuedownandthatthetwofillswerereallyequivalent.Indeed,wewereleftwiththe
upperhorizonof74.L221=74.L273continuingbeneathF131throughthewesternbaulk,intosquare
73,as73.L201andcominguptothelaterrebuild73.F153ofthewesternclosingwall.Thefactthat
thishorizonistouchingthisupperrebuildisimportantbecauseitmeans,notonlythat74.LF190must
havebeendepositedfollowingthisrebuild,butalsothatinorderforthemudbrickflooringinsquare
73(SC,CC,andCErooms)tobeconsideredcontemporarywiththemudbrickflooringof74(roughlya
halfmeterhigher),somesortofterracingwasinplace.

ThelargelevelingfillsthatareattestedintheSEroomarealsoattestedintheCEroom.Here,
74.L266seemstohavebeendepositedinpreparationforthemudbrickflooringofthisroom,74.LF173
and74.LF198.Goneisthedivisionofspacerepresentedby74.F282.Indeedtherewasnoindication,of
anykind,thattheCEroomcontinuedtofunctionasabifurcatedspaceduringtheoccupationofthe
mudbrickfloorbuilding,themudbricksofLF198andLF173extendingasfarsouthasF215,through
thewesternsectionas73.LF169toreusethephase7wall73.F225,asfarnorthasthenorthernphase
7wall74.F211=74.F201=73.U134,andintotheeasternsectionbetween74lowerandupper.

Itispossiblethatpriortotheconstructionofthemudbrickflooringasecondhorizonexisted.
Nowvisibleintheeasternsectionbetween74upperandlower,materialthatwasremovedasL266
mayinfactrepresenttwodistinctyetsimilarfills.Onthewesternsideoftheroomthiswasattested
throughthepreservationofpatchyphytolythlayersandafewflatlyingsherdsatroughlythesame
elevationasthatofthehorizonintheeasternbaulk(thesamehorizondoesnotappearwellinthe
westernbaulk).IfthisisthecasethenthelowerfillmayrepresenttheclosinglayerofPhase7andthe
horizonfromwhichF215wasconstructed;theupperfill,representingthePhase6levelingfillforthe
constructionofthemudbrickflooring.

Thesamehorizonisnotwellattestedinotherroomsofsquare74however.IntheNCroom
immediatelyabovethebeatenearthsurfaceofthePhase7occupationauniformfill,74.L263,was
depositedagainstthecontinuationofphase7wall74.F201tothesouth,andcontinuedintosquare
73,againstthewesternclosingwall,73.F244.Intheeast,thisfillisdepositedagainstboththe
relativelyhighcobblefoundationof74.F169andit'smudbricksuperstructure,Indicatingthatevenif,
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thesuperstructureisrelativelylate,thatisaphase6rebuildonthephase7wall,thentherebuildwas
conductedpriortothedepositionofthelevelingfill.Immediatelyabovethisfillalayerofmudbrick
flooringwasinstalled74.LF212withrelativelythickmortarjointsand“patches”74.LF210aroundpits.
Thismortarisalmostindistinguishablefromthecolorofthebricksthemselves,andappearstohave
alsoactedasathinsubfloorbeddingforthemudbricks,asisvisibleinthenorthernsectionofboth
theNCandNErooms.

IntheNEroomalevelingfill,74.L269,seemstohavebeendepositedimmediatelyabovethe
phase7floor/surfacematerial,andagainst74.F169tothewestand74.F211=74.F201=73.U134tothe
south.Intheeastthefillappearstohavebeendepositedagainstthelowestrebuildofthewall
identifiedin74upperasF245.Followingthedepositionofthethefill,L269,foundingcutismade,
visibleinthenorthernsection,forthereconstructionofthewallwithnicelyhewnashlars.Adoorway2
alsoseemstohavebeencutintotheinitialearliestcobblewallandlinedwithaniceashlardoorjamb
inordertoallowpassagethroughthewallandinaspace,presumably,in74upper.Followingthis
renovation,mudbrickflooring,74.LF204=74.LF205=74.LF206,wasinstalledwhichcanbeseeninthe
northernsectionbothrunningtothelowestelevationoftheashlarrebuildintheeastandpassing
throughthedoorway,particularlyonthesouthernsideofthedoorwayimmediatelyadjacenttothe
southernclosingwalloftheroom,74.F211=74.F201=73.U134.Themudbrickflooringseemstohave
functionedasathreshold.





Figure1
PhotoID18599
Viewtotheeast
74.F245isvisibleasthehighestwallrebuildofmudbrickand
stone.Thelowestrebuildofcobblerepresentsthewalltobe
associatedwiththePhase7floor,74.LF279.Themudbricksof
74.L205canbeseeninthenorthernsectionrunningtothethin
lineofashlarsaswellasthroughthedoorwayimmediately
belowthelargeashlaronitssouthernside.








AseconddoorwayseemstohavebeencreatedbetweentheNEandtheCEroomthroughwall
74.F211=74.F201=73.U134,furtherchangingthesyntaxofthebuilding(s).74.F211,havingbeenthe
2 This doorway only became visible this season due to significant erosion of the eastern section allowing the uppermost
mudbricks and stones of 74.F245 to be visible. With the expansion of the square to the east it was decided that the rest of
the overburden remaining against this wall in section should be removed so that the Phase 6 and 7 floors of this NE
room could be exposed to their fullest extent within the square.
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northernclosingwallforthelowerphase7floors(LF287andLFU284)oftheCEroomandthe
southernclosingwallforthefloors(LF279)oftheNEroom,wasagainusedcontemporaneouslywith
theoccupationofthemudbrickfloorbuilding.Followingthedepositionofalevelingfills(L266inthe
CEroomandL269intheNEroom)theupperelevationsofthemudbricksuperstructureremaining
werecutawaybytheactionof74.F286onF211'seasternmostknownextent.Adoorjamb(now
identifiedas74.F294)wasthenbuiltonthewesternsideofthedoorwayusingaverypoorqualitygray
mudbrick,laidinasuccessivecolumn,theareawestofthisdoorjambwhichhadbeencutawayby
F286wasthenbackfilledwithauniformgraybricky“wallpatch”material(Nowidentifiedas74.F296).
TotheeastofthedoorjambthemudbrickflooringoftheCEroom,74.LF173,waslaidthroughthe
remainingopeninginwallF211.Thiswasthenfollowedbythedepositionofanadditionalmudbrick,
74.F295tofunctionasthresholdasoccupantsmovedbetweenthethePhase6floorsoftheNEandCE
rooms.3






Figure2

PhotoID18602

Viewtothesouth













PhaseV–EarlyHellenistic(350–290B.C.)



Theonlyadditionalinformationgainedthisseasonregardingmaterialsrelatingtophase5
camefromtherevelationofthesetwodoorwaysintheNEroom.ThesoutherndoorwayinwallF211,
seemstohavefunctionedwith,atleast,theearliestsurfacepresentlyassociatedwithphase5inthis
area,74.LF193.Followingthedepositionofthemudbrickflooring,LF173,andthethreshold,F295,a
thinlayeroffillisvisiblebeforetheredmudmudplasterwithsomeevidenceofburning,LF193,can
beseencomingthroughthedoorway.Thisdoorwayseemstohavefunctioneduntilitwasputoutof
usebyagraybrownfill,74.F291,andultimatelybythereconstructionof74.F211=74.F201=73.U134

3 See Figure 2
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withstones,74.F199alongthesamealignment.4LikewisethedoorwayontheeasternsideoftheNE
roomseemstohavecontinuedtofunctioninPhase5.ThoughLF193isnotwellattested,the
uppermostPhase5surface74.LF191,aclaylikesurface,visibleinthenorthernsectionrunningtoand
lippinguptotheashlarreconstructionin74.F245canalsobeseenrunningthroughthedoorwayin
thesectioncreatedbetween74lowerandupper.Ultimately,thismeansthatthephase5occupation,
oftheareafollowedmuchofconstructionplanofthePhase6building(s),andthatweshouldlook
forwardtorefiningthehorizonbetweenphase5andphase6as74upperisexcavatedinsubsequent
seasons.

“74Upper”


Whilethelatterhalfoftheseasonwasspentworkingin74lower,thefirsthalfoftheseason
wasspentcleaning,defining,andexcavatingtheareaof74upperfollowingthemechanicalremovalof
topsoil.Whileallthephasesofoccupationidentifiedintheareaof74upperhavebeenrepresentedin
previousseasons'excavationofthewesternhalfof74,significantworkstillneedstobedonetotie
thesetwoareastogetherintoacoherentwhole.Furthermore,timeconstraintsmeantthatwewere
abletodolittlemorethanexposethediscreteunitsofgoodcontextandremovesomeofthelater
periodmaterial.Indeed,muchofthephasingforthisareaisbasedsolelyonstratigraphicobservations
andfutureseasonscanlookforwardtorefiningthissequencebasedonpotteryanalysisofclosed
contexts.Spacehaslargelybeendivideduponaconsistentpatterofnorthernroom(NU:North
Upper),ofwhichtherearelittlematerialremains,acentralroom(CU:Centralupper)andasouthern
room(SU:southupper)

PhaseIV–LateHellenistic/EarlyRoman(3rd2ndc.B.C.)



Theearliestphaseofoccupationidentifiedthisseasonin74upper,thatoftheLateHellenistic/
EarlyRoman,isdominatedbytheconstructionoffieldstoneorcorepillarwallsinassociationwitha
redbrickymudplasterflooringmaterial.Tworoomshavebeenidentifiedwithsuchanoccupation,
one,NU,northofthemajoreastwestwall,74.F222,andoneimmediatelytothesouthofit,CU.
OccupationofNUisonlyattestedbyasmallpatchofthisredmudplastermaterial,74.LF246inthe
extremenorthwestcornerof74upper,therest,presumablyhavingbeenovercutbythemechanical
removalofmaterialattheonsetoftheseason.Thisisbeddedonalayerofbrickyfillwithshell
inclusions,74.L259,andseemstolipuptothemixedmudbrickandashlarconstructionof74.F245to
thewest.Boththefloorandthewallseemtohavebeenputoutofusebythedepositionofalayerof
fill,74.L242,attheendofthisoccupationalphase.Nosouthernoreasternwalliswellattestedforthe
NUroomatthisheight(18.99meters)andbothwerepresumablyrobbedaway(east:74.LF223)and
overcutbytheJCB(south:74:F222).

TheCUroom,southofF222liessome40cmlowerthanthatoftheNU,possiblyindicatingthat
slightterracingexitedacrossF222atthistime.HereconstructionpattersaresimilartothatoftheNU
room.Threeofthefourwallsarewellattested,thefieldstoneconstructionof74.F222tothenorth,
4 The phasing of LF193 as Phase 5 might be reconsidered in future investigations based upon how this later Phase is to be
defined. If it is to be identified with the reconstruction of walls with cobbles, such as that of F199, then LF193 should be
associated with a reoccupation of the Phase 6 building in the NE room. This would then make the earliest Phase 5 floor
known in the area to be the clay-like surface of 74.LF191.
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thecobbleconstructionof74.F228totheeast,andthecorepillarconstructionof
74.F260=74.F241=74.F240totheeast.Inthesouth,itispossiblethatthelaterbyzantineconstruction
of74.F251cuttheearlierwallandthatasinglebricklinevisibleinthelevelingfill(74.L249)belowthe
Phase4surfaces(74.LF253)representsthenorthernfaceofthislowerwall.Priortothedepositionof
thisfill,however,thesouthernfaceofF222seemstohavebeensupportedbyabuttressing,74.F254,
ofasinglelayerofroughlyhewnthinashlarsabovecobbles,thenatureofwhichisnotentirelyclear.
Againstthis,wasdepositedthelevelingbrickyfillwithasignificantamountofshellinclusions,L249.
Thefloormaterialitself,74.F253seemstohavebeendepositedoverboththislevelingfillandthe
uppermoststonesofF254,possiblyindicatingthattheredmudplasterflooringmaterialand
“buttressing”wallwasactuallymeanttosupportaheavierflooroffinercraftsmanship.

The“buttressing,”F254,isalsointerestingforanotherreason,in1999,awallrunningeastwest
alongthelineofF222inwhatisnow74Lowerwasidentifiedas74.F46.Thiswallwasdescribedas
beingconstructedofroughlydressedfieldstoneswithaninteriorliningimmediatelytothesouthof
stones,74.F63atroughlythesameelevationsasF222makingitlikelythat,together,F222andF254
representthecontinuationofthiswalltothewest.ThisisfurtherevincedbythefactthatF46was
foundedimmediatelyaboveawallofnicelyhewnashlarconstruction,74.F70,thesamebeingvisible
immediatelybelowF222inthesectioncreatedbyitsIslamicrobbing,74.F223.IneithercaseF253,
canbeseenrunninguptoF222inthenorth,andF260totheeast.

Thecontinuationofthisroomtothewestisinterruptedbytheconstructionoflaterwalls.That
beingsaid,materialveryakinto74.L249,74.L281(fill)and74.LF253,74.LF272(redmudplaster)can
beseenrunningtothewesternwall74.F228.Itispossiblethatthiswallshouldbeconsideredonlyan
intermediaryroomdivisionandthatthetruewesternclosingwallfortheCUroomshouldbe
associatedwith74.F10tothewest,identifiedinthefirstseasonofexcavationinthearea.Sucha
connectionistentativeatbest,however,andmoreworkisneededtoplacethismaterialintothenew
phasingscheme.

PhaseIII–EarlyRoman/Roman(Late2ndc.B.C.3rdc.A.D.)


Thefollowingphaseofoccupationisnotwellattested,and,largely,consistsofstratigraphic
sequencesthatfitneitherwellintothephasebeforenorthephaseafter.Subsequently,manyofthe
layersidentifiedasphase3mayneedtobecollapseintoeitherthephaseaboveorbelowbasedupon
futureexcavationandpotteryanalysis.

Intheeastof74upperthisphaseisdominatedbytheinstallationofaburningarea,what
wouldlaterbecome“thekiln”knownformpreviousexcavation.Indeed,itwouldappearthata
numberofstones,mudbricksandashlarswereinstalledwhichwouldbeusedtocontainthe
installation,themajorityofwhichwasexcavatedintheareaof74lower.In74upperthisinstallationis
representedbythenorthernclosingwall,74.F225whichappearstobethingrayandashymudbricks
placedimmediatelyabovetheeasternextensionofcobbles,likely,relatingtothethebuttressing,
74.F63ofthenorthernwall.5Thisisabuttedbyarowofnorthsouthstone,74.F226whichis
subsequentlyabuttedbyarowofeastweststonesonitssouthernside,74.F227.Theentire
installationappearstohavebeensunkin,cuttingthenorthernextensionof74.F228,andearlierfill
74.L281,andconstructedagainstthewesternextensionof74.F222.Thisinstallationwasthenfilled
5 See Photo ID 18597
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withalayerofcobblesintermixedwithasignificantashdeposit,74.F225=74.F105.As,previous
seasonsofexcavationwereunabletogetadiagnosticpotteryreadingfromthislayerofcobbles(F105)
itwillbevitallyimportantforsubsequentexcavationoftheareatotakeasmuchcareaspossibleto
betterlimitthechronologicalhorizonsofthisinstallation.Asimilarcobbleconstruction,74.tothatof
74.F225=74.F105isalsovisibleimmediatelybelowthesouthernsideofthelaterbyzantinepier
constructionof74.F233.Unexcavated,thislayerhasbeenassociatedwiththisphasesolelyonits
similaritytothenortherncobbleinstallationandit'spositionbelowF233.ItispossiblethatF264
simplyrepresentsatypeofbeddingforF233atwhichpointF264wouldneedtobephasedwiththis
laterconstruction.

Twowallshavebeenalsoassociatedwiththisphaseofconstruction.Thefirst,74.F255,isa
cobblewallorfoundationwhichappearstohavecut74.L249totheeastand74.L281tothewest,a
foundationtrenchforwhichwasvisibleintheuppermostelevationsofL249.Thesecondwall
associatedwiththisphaseistheroughlyhewnashlarconstructionof74.F230=75.F10.Thiswall
appearstohavebeenconstructedwiththeeyeofcontinuingthealignmentof
74.F260=74.F241=74.F240immediatelytothenorth(thoughwithahighlyobtuseangletothewest).
Theconstructionofthiswallinphase3islargelybaseduponthedepositionofafill,75.L48,against
74.F230=75.F10'seasternfacewhichcontains,cleanly,romanpottery.Moreinvestigationwillbe
necessaryinsubsequentseasonsasthelaterbyzantinefloorswhichhavebuildupagainst
74.F230=75.F10onitswesternfaceareremoved.

PhaseII–Byzantine(4th7thc.A.D.)



Thefollowingphaseofoccupationisbrokenlyattestedintheareaof74upper.Thereagain
appearstohavebeenterracinginthearealikethatoftheearlierHellenisticperiodoccupation.Indeed
floorsattributedtothebyzantineperiodoccurintheNUroomroughlyameterhigherthanthose
attributedtothebyzantineperiodintheSUroom,southof74.F251,withnearlynoattestationof
materialrelatingtothisphaseinthetheCUroom.6

IntheNUroomoccupationisonlyknownfromaseriesoffillsandfloorsintheextremenorth
westcornerof74upper.Heretheearliestsurfacetobeattributedwiththislateroccupationisathin
ephemeralgraybeatenearthsurface74.LF238.Followingthis,ashallowfillwasdeposited,74.L235
priortotheconstructionofathickshellplasterfloororsubfloorbeddingidentifiedas74.LF234.

ThebyzantineoccupationoftheSUroomismuchbetterattestedthoughsometimesbroken
duetotherobbingactivityofthelaterIslamicphase.Theearliestknowndepositionseemstobethat
ofatanlevelingfillleftunexcavatedthisseason,74.L271.Thisappearstohavebeencutintoonits
northernextentfortheconstructionofaneastwestwall(abuttingtheearlierwall74.F240tothe
east),thelowestelevationsofwhichareattestedbyalayerofshellplasterbedding,74.F270,
depositedinthetrenchandsurroundinganumberofroughlyhewnfieldstoneswithashellymortar,
74.F251.TheeasternextentofthisfillwasrobbedbythelaterIslamicactivityof74.LF257.

Thesouthernextentisinterruptedbythedepositionofashell,andstonepier74.F233the
6 There does appear to be some evidence that occupation of this room did occur in the CU room but that it may have been
over-cut by the JCB. Indeed, the eastern section of square 75 shows that a shell plaster floor continued across nearly the
entirety of the eastern section. Though this building is likely one which is across the street from that of square 74 the
existence of the same floor material in both the NU room and SU room makes it likely that the same continuity between
spaces also occurred in square 74.
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functionofwhichisnotentirelyclear.F233appearstohavebeenconstructedimmediatelyabovethe
depositionoftheearliercobbleandashsurfaceofF264.Itisconstructedofnicelyhewnashlars,
74.F229withathickshellplastermortarandathicklayerofshellplaster,F233runningoverthetopof
thestonesaswellasatanfill,74.L244whichappearstohavebeendepositedfollowingthe
constructionofthestonepier.Intermixedinthisthicklayerofshellplaster,abovethestonepierare
fragmentsofceramictiles,particularlyvisibleontheeasternedgeofF233,wheretheyappeartohave
beencut.ThewesternextentofF233isintegratedintotheconstructionofanorthsouthstoneand
mortarwall,74.F243,whichwaslikelyrobbedoutintheIslamicperiodbytheactivityof74.LF257and
74.LF6.ThesouthernmostextentofF233appearstohavebeenboundedbyaneastwestwall,which
closedtheSUroombutwascompletelyrobbed,74.LF265intheIslamicperiod.

AgainstF233,immediatelyaboveL271,andrunningtowardsandlippinguptoF230,tothe
east,wasathinlayerofcrushedshellplaster,74.LF262whichappearedtofunctionasasubfloor
beddingforceramictiles,visibleimmediatelyagainsttheeasternfaceofF233(some1520cmbelow
theceramictilesontopofF233).TherelationshipbetweenLF262andF270/F251isunclearatthis
point.ThehighestelevationofF270isbelowthelowestelevationofLF262.Indicatingthatitwaslikely
thatplasterofLF262ranuptothestonesofF251.Unfortunately,someofthestonesofF251were
robbedoutbytheactivityof74.LF256disturbinganyrelationshipbetweenthetwounits.Onthe
otherhand,itisclearthatLF262wascutonitswesternmostextentbytheactivityofanasofyet
unexcavatedpit,74.F267.

ImmediatelyaboveLF262intheeast,andimmediatelyadjacenttoF230,alineofstoneswith
amudplastermortar,74.F239=75.F30,wasdepositedbuttressingthiseasternwall.Thoughstones
associatedwithF239areonlyattestedforthefirstmeteralongthesouthernofF230,theplasterof
LF262failedtoaccumulateathinlayerofcrushedkurkarandbrownsoil,aselsewhereintheroom,
leavingaclearlinewherethestonesofF239wouldhavebeen.Itispossiblethatthesestones,along
withfinerflooringwhichLF262andF233appearstohavesupported7wererobbedout,thoughno
robbertrencheswereidentifiable.Indeed,itwouldseemthatthebuildingwasexposedtothe
elementsforsometimeasathicklayerofstriatedashybrownanddarkbrownalluvium,74.L261built
upimmediatelyaboveLF262,andagainstthenorthernfaceofF229/F233,effectivelyputtingthe
spaceoutofuse.

PhaseIIslamic,FatamidCrusader(10th12thc.A.D.) 



PatriciaKim


Thefinalphaseofoccupationintheareaofsquare74seemstobedominatedbytherobbing
activityoftheIslamicperiod,withlittleindicationofsustainedoccupation,asseemtobethecase
acrossmuchofthetell.Indeed,uponourinitialbulldozercutandinvestigation,weencountereda
numberoffeatures,namelyrobbertrenchesandpits,whichcharacterizeIslamicpresencethroughout
74upper.Thesefeaturesaswellasseveralotherlayershavebeenpositivelyidentifiedassuchboth
stratigraphicallyandviapotteryreadings.8

Thematerialremnantsofthisrobbingactivityremainedfairlyconsistentacrosstheareaof74
7 A significant number of ceramic tiles were found throughout the fills above LF262, as well as few marble tile fragments
in the southern area of LF262, between F239 and F233, where LF262 was most disturbed and difficult to trace.
8 Though much of this material has been removed it should be noted that the robber trenches 74.LF223, 74.LF257
and 74.LF265 were not all completely excavated due to time constraints and continue down below their present
elevations.
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upperwithasimilarcompositionofloose,sandy,andgrayishgravel(sometimeswithcobblerubbleat
thelowestelevations).Thelargestofthesetrenchesseemstobe,74.LF223=74.LF252,robbingthe
northwestcornerofF222totheeastandF260tothesouth.Thistrenchalsoevincesawallwhich
likelyextendedintothenorthernsectionalongthelineofthatof74.F260=74.F241=74.F240.The
depthtowhichrobbingtookplaceinthisareaissimplyamazing.Thoughnotfullyexcavated,this
robbingactivityremovedawallwhichwasinuseatleastasdeepastheflooringofthephase6
mudbrickbuildingandprobablylower!Therobbingactivityofthesouthernmostwall74.LF265
appearstohavebeenequallysignificant.Totheeast74.LF257seemstohavedisturbedbothnorth
southwalls74.F243and74.F228.Muchoftherobbingactivityinthesouthof74uppercanbe
associatedwiththepreviouslyidentifiedrobbingactivityjusttothewest74.LF6and74.LF14.Indeed,
itseemslikelythatLF257andLF265wascutatthesametimeasLF6andLF14,asisevincedbythe
continuationofmaterialrelatingtoLF265intotheareapreviouslyexcavatedasLF6andLF14.It
appearsasthoughthetrenchforLF265wasleftopenforsometime,and,eitherawidertrenchwas
cutinordertoretrievestonesextendingintosquare75totheeastorsquares84/85tothesouth,or
thetrenchofLF265wassimplybackfilledwithalayerofashydebris,74.L250.

Afewshallowerpitsandtrencheswerealsodugintheareaof74upperduringtheIslamic
period.IntheCUroomapitwasdug74.F247,cuttingthePhase4fill74.L249,butlikelycutfroma
muchhigherelevation,andsubsequentlyfilledwitharubblyfill74.L248.Justtothesouththestones
of74.F251wereremovedleavingthesignaturegraygraveltrenchof74.LF256.Finally,immediatelyto
thesouthofF251andagainstF230totheeastwasdepositedacompactsandyfillrepresentingthe
latestIslamicmaterialinthearea.

FurtherResearchQuestions


Whilesignificantstridesweremadetowardstheattainmentofourgoals.Anumberofissues
shouldbegivenparticularattentioninfutureexcavationofSquare74.First,in74upper,considerable
effortshouldbeexpendedinsubsequentseasonstoremovethematerialremaininginthebottomsof
theIslamicrobbertrenches.Theextremedepthofrobbingwhichtheyrepresentmeansthatthey
offersignificantwindowsintofurtherexcavationandthedepthsatwhichweshouldcontinueto
expecttofindmaterialrelatingtotheHellenisticandRomaninsulaeinthearea.Furthermore,
excavationofthetheByzantineperiodsubfloors,leftexposedattheendofthisseasonshouldbe
carriedoutinanefforttoconfirmtheirphasing,andbringtheCUandSUroomsof74intophasewith
oneanother.Suchaneffortmightgofartounderstandtheextentoftheterracingintheareaalready
knowntohaveoccurredacrosswallsrepresentedbyF222andLF223,andrefinethephasingatthese
difficultinterfaces.Finallymanyofthequestionsregardingthephasingofwallrebuildsin74lowercan
beexplainedastheircontinuationsinto74upperareexcavatedwithgreatercare.In74lowerfuture
seasonscanlookforwardtotheremovalofthePhase7Subfloorfillstoreachthenexthorizonof
occupationvisibleahalfmeterdowninthesectionofProbeU200.Carefulattentionwillneedtobe
paidtothesefillsimmediatelyadjacenttothephase7wallstodetermineifanyfoundationtrenches
canbeidentified.
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Sean P. Burrus
During the 2010 season the western half (5m x 10m) of 51.75 was opened for excavation. 51.75
represents the furthest eastward excavation of Grid 51 undertaken to date, in line with the goal of
increasing horizontal exposure and reaching the 604 BCE destruction level in a broader expanse
on the southern tell. Broadly stated, the season goals were to expose and uncover more of
Hellenistic and Roman Ashkelon on the southern tell, while moving further toward the long term
Expedition goal of excavating Iron and Bronze Age periods in Grid 51. Prior to excavation,
heavy equipment was brought in to prepare the area for digging by removing the modern topsoil
which had accumulated to a depth of approximately 21m above sea level. During the season, the
square was excavated under the direction of Grid Supervisor Kate Birney, Square Supervisor
Sean Burrus, Assistant Supervisor Cathleen Chopra-McGowan, and with the help of two
exceptional volunteers Mitchell Esswein and Colby Wilkason. Thanks go to all those involved,
and especially to our volunteers for an exciting and productive season. This season yielded
promising information for understanding the extent and nature of the tell in the Hellenistic period
and later, as well as some data to consider in determining where and how to excavate in the
future.
The excavation area of 51.75 was dominated by a N/S alleyway that bisects the square
more or less into two halves, on either side of which are well constructed (and heavily robbed)
walls (U10 and U39) which are understood as exterior walls. In the center of this alleyway, a
stone lined drain (U16) was cut. On the eastern side of wall U39, which provides the eastern
boundary of the alleyway, a small window of what seems to be an insula with mudbrick
installations was uncovered. Evidence for four phases of use and occupation spanning the
Hellenistic to Islamic period were uncovered this season. The major finds and features of this
season in 51.75 all date from the Hellenistic (Phase 4) to Roman periods (Phase 3), and include
the N/S street or alleyway with the stone lined drain cut into it, as well as a series of mudbrick
installations or rooms on the eastern side of wall U39, running into the baulk. The later
Byzantine (Phase 2) and Islamic (Phase 1) phases are restricted to a number of pits and robbing
actions, as well as some limited rebuilding and reuse of earlier spaces.
Phase One: Islamic
The Islamic period in 51.75 is characterized primarily by robbing and pitting actions, just
as in the remainder of Grid 51. Two pits, U9/U13 and U28/U29, as well as robbing of both the
N/S drain (U16) in the center of the excavated area (robber trench U2/U3) and an E/W wall in
the southwest corner of the square, robbed in two phases in the Islamic period (robber trenches
U8/U17 and U34/U49). Only a single fill, the uppermost silty deposit (U15) in the drain (U16),
is not related to such robbing and pitting, though it is most likely a natural accumulation. This
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fact could point to a general lack of Islamic habitation in the area, though caution should be
exercised in general given the aggressive removal of topsoil this season.
Turning first to the non-pitting and robbing related evidence of the Islamic period in
51.75, we have U15, the uppermost deposition inside of the drain (U16). This fill demonstrates
that the drain (U16) which was most likely a Roman construction (see discussion of the drain
below, Phase 3), was partially open in the Islamic period such that U15 was able to accumulate
inside. U15 was a gray silty layer, very fine and loose in composition with very little, if any
pottery and no organic material or color. Based on its contents (especially the lack of organic
matter) and composition, the likeliest interpretation is that U15 collected after the drain went out
of use. Thus, at least up until the Fatimid period (based on the pottery readings), the drain was
still standing complete, and if not functioning, open at least at the north.
On the other hand, we have good reason to suggest that the drain did not remain intact
throughout the Islamic period, but was rather robbed out across its entire span at some point after
the accumulation of U15. Thus, a single robbing action was suggested by U2/U3. U2 was a
narrow cut that tightly hugged the uppermost stones (U16) of the drain, while U3 was the fill
immediately inside of this cut, atop the stone lining (U16) and spanning the center of the drain.
Because of the narrowness and shallow depth of U2, we can understand this cut only as a
robbing action which removed the upper courses and/or pavers that closed the drain. The
composition of the fill (U3) inside of this cut (U2) would seem to confirm this hypothesis. This
fill was gravelly in consistency and lacked any organic deposition, but rather contained many
floating medium to large size stones that must have been part of the stone lining of the drain
(U16). This fill dated to the Islamic period, though somewhat earlier (Abbasid/Tulunid) than
might be expected given that U15 (above) demonstrates that the remain was intact up until the
Fatamid period. Based on U15 then, which underlay U3, we should place this robbing of the
drain sometime during or after the Fatamid period.
In addition to the robbing of the drain represented by U2/U3, a robber trench (U34/U49)
was excavated in the southwest corner of the square, running west into the adjacent square (see
51.75 report by L.Largent, U265). Based on the continuation of this trench in 51.74, the robbing
action must have removed a sizeable E/W wall that probably corresponded with the N/S wall
U10. The pottery of this robber trench dates to the Fatamid period, putting it in the same period
as the suggested robbing of the drain (U16).
Three Islamic period pits were discovered 51.75. Pit U8/U17 (which extends into 51.74
as U250) was cut into the robber trench (U34/U49) noted above. This pit was extremely loose,
and contained several stones (U17) that were intitially interpreted as a feature, but which were
later determined to be floating in the fill of the pit. Pit U9/U13 was excavated in the northeast
corner of 51.75. The upper levels of the pit were not excavated, but because of its location in the
square, the lines of the pit could be seen in section approximately 2m above the first excavated
height. This fortunate preservation in section reveals that U9/U13 is initially cut through what
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has been labeled (in section only), as the Byzantine shelly/mortared floor. Thus, the cut (U9) of
this pit is quite deep and wide, and reached down to Phase 3 levels, cutting, at its lowest
elevations, fill U24 (see below). The fill (U13) of U9 was an extremely loose, homogenous
deposit of light gray-brown earth and a plethora of large, coarse-ware sherds dating to the early
Islamic (Umayyad) period. The second Islamic pit noted above, U28/U29 was a circular, shallow
pit filled with a shelly, sterile matrix that ran across the drain (U16). This pit was initially missed
in the excavation of the drain, and by the time it was discovered, its central portion had been
excavated as part of the drain fill. Nevertheless, the cut and fill of the pit remained on either side
of the drain which allows us to stratigraphically date the pit to the (later) Islamic period, as it cut
through several several features associated with this phase, including the Islamic fill of the drain
(U15) and the Islamic robbing and collapse of the upper levels of the drain (U2/U3). Thus,
U28/U29 must be dated to the Islamic period or later.
Phase II: Byzantine (Cathleen Chopra-McGowan)
The Byzantine occupation in 51.75 is characterized primarily by pitting and robbing
actions. One reason is that on account of the bulldozer cut at the commencement of the
excavation season, we missed the upper courses of Byzantine occupation that may have provided
clearer evidence. However, Byzantine occupation is, in fact, evidenced in other areas of the grid.
In addition to the pits and robbing actions, there is also limited evidence for some construction
phases, primarily U27 and U30.
U27 is an example of occupation and reuse of a drain that was constructed during the
Early Roman occupation (see below Phase III). The fill (U27) was silty, dark organic green in
coloration, suggesting that it relates to a time when the drain was in active use. This fill seems to
have been accumulated over a period of time, and as a result, pottery from the highest elevations
of this unit is Byzantine but at the lower levels, it contains some LH/ER pottery as well. Since
there is no clear striation between the appearance of Byz vs. LH/ER ceramics, this unit has been
assigned to Phase II.
Only one example of a Byzantine constructed wall seems to be evidenced, namely U30.
This wall comprises a single row of hewn stones that are bound together by concrete mortar. U30
abuts wall U10, and corresponds to feature U239 in Square 74. Since we did not excavate to
lower levels on either side of U30, we date this wall based on evidence from square 74, wherein
feature U239 sits atop a Byzantine floor surface U262.
While there are limited architectural features in Phase II, there is substantial evidence for
other features, namely pits and robber’s trenches. U4, a teardrop shaped pit in the Northeast area
of the square, was filled with a cobble fill, U5. The fill was very shallow, suggesting that the
bulldozer may have inadvertently removed some of the fill. Stratigraphic location suggests
Byzantine occupation, but ceramics from the fill were undifferentiated. It appears that this pit cut
into U12, which was the area between the drain and the Eastern side of the baulk. Located in the
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North East corner of the square was a second pit, U25, with a loose gravel fill, U26. This pit was
cut by a later Islamic pit (U9/13), which obscured the cut line in the Eastern region. The base of
this pit was a vibrant orange colored mud brick plaster surface that turned out to be a floor
surface (U55; see Phase IV) of an earlier use of the area.
U31 is the cut of a robber’s trench, while U32 is the fill of this cut. The relationship of
this robber’s trench to the surrounding units was difficult to ascertain at first. It is clear from
excavations that this trench is immediately next to a wall, U39 in the NE corner of the square. It
is likely that the trench robbed out this very wall. The upper layers of U32 appear to have been
unintentionally removed by the bulldozer action, but one might hypothesize that this robber’s
trench ran further south than originally understood. The reason for this hypothesis is that there is
a clear depression running from North to South along the lines of U39 (see Phase III for
discussion of secondary robbing of U39). It also appears that the trench continues to descend to a
lower elevation, suggesting that the robbing activity took place over different time periods. There
is also a possibility that a secondary robbing action removed part of U18. However, we cannot be
sure of this since the JCB cut removed the upper boundaries of this unit.
Phase Three: Roman/Early Roman
There is only limited evidence of Roman and/or Early Roman habitation in 51.75. No
doubt, this is due in large part to the aggressive removal of topsoil that must have destroyed any
possibility of catching Roman strata from inside the insula on the eastern side of the alleyway.
Instead, data from the Roman period in 51.75 is limited, by and large, to the alleyway (defined as
the space between two N/S walls U10 and U39) that bisects the square. This includes the
construction and initial use of the drain (U16) that cuts through the center of the alleyway, some
street build up (U6/U7, U35/U37 and U21), and pitting action (U19/U20). Roman evidence from
the eastern insula that bordered on the alleyway is non-occupational and limited to the
backfilling (U22, U24, U50) of the installations inside of the eastern insula and the initial
robbing (U46/U47) of part of the external insula wall (U39; U39 was later robbed out a second
time in the Byzantine period, though to the south and to a shallower depth, see above discussion
of U31/U32).
With the exception of the drain, the architecture of the alleyway was not completely
excavated this season. Thus, for the moment, the initial construction of western wall U10, wall
stub U11, and the enigmatic kurkar feature U36 (see below), all of which are on the eastern side
of the alleyway, can only be dated during or prior to the Early Roman period based on the fills
which accumulated against these features (see especially U21, U35/U37, the lowest levels
excavated). Those architectural features on the western side of the alleyway (essentially a
continuous wall line represented by U39, U52 and U41) must predate Phase 3 however, as the
occupation on the interior (east) of this wall line dates to Phase 4 (see below). This fact may
suggest that, after further excavation, the eastern architectural features of the alleyway,
especially the major N/S wall U10, will be dated to an earlier phase. However, the construction
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style of these two walls was dissimilar, with U10 being a much finer and somewhat thinner wall
than U39. Thus, the two walls may ultimately date to separate phases.
Of the architectural features of the alleyway, only the drain (U16) was fully excavated
and provided clear information for the use of this portion of 51.75 during the Roman period.
This drain, which runs N/S through the center of the excavated portion of 51.75 and continues
both north, into 51.65 (unexcavated), and south, into 51.85, sloped rather steeply from the north
to the south. The lining of the drain was accomplished with unhewn or roughly hewn fieldstones
of widely varying sizes, and the drain lacked a finished bottom. While the latest use of the drain
included some robbing and collapse in the later Islamic periods (see above, U2/U3) and some
reuse in the earlier Islamic periods (U15; see also the final report of 51.85), the drain appears to
have been initially used and constructed in the Early Roman period. Prior to arguing such a
construction date, it is important to note that dating of the construction and initial use of the drain
is complicated by the manner in which the drain was excavated. While a 1.5m length of the drain
was left untouched as a control section in the north of 51.75, on June 22nd the entire grid helped
to remove the majority of the remaining drain including its lowest fill (U27), stone lining (U16),
and the drain cut and fill (U38/U12/U42). The decision was made because the drain seemed to be
continuing downwards with no end in sight, and it was conceivable that we would spend the
entire season excavating it. All material from this group effort was collected as part of U16, and
stratigraphic control was only minimally exercised. Thus, evidence for the construction of the
drain is best limited to that taken from the control portion left in the north of 51.75. This section
was excavated stratigraphically and yielded the following results which point to an Early Roman
construction date as most likely.
First, the earliest fill inside of the drain points to an initial use in the Early Roman period,
though the upper elevations of this fill yield Byzantine pottery (see Phase 2, above). This fill,
U27, was a dark green organic fill of a silty composition that accumulated to a depth of nearly
70cm in places. The ceramic evidence from U27 suggests that this fill was deposited gradually
between Phases 2 and 3, such that its highest levels yielded predominantly Byzantine pottery,
while its lower levels yielded clean Early Roman pottery. As might be expected with
accumulation in a drain, no clear differentiation within U27 was revealed either during
excavation, or in section that might help to subdivide the unit by periods.
Second, the evidence relating to the construction of the drain, including the material
collected from both the stone lining (U16) and the fill of the cut (U38/U12/U42) in the control
portion likewise points to an Early Roman construction date. The sole bucket (B6220) which was
collected and read from the stone lining in the control portion yielded a Hellenistic date. Another
bucket (B6221) was collected but subsequently lost. On the other hand, the buckets collected
from the fill of the foundation cut of the drain (U38) in the control portion consistently yielded
Early Roman dates.
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Stratigraphically, an Early Roman date for the construction of the drain makes sense. The
cut of the drain is overlain on the west by strata (U6/U7, U35/U37) which date to the Roman
period and are likely the latest layers from this period (see below). Because of the overcutting
involved in removing the drain as a group effort, the relationship between U21 and the cut of the
drain is unclear. On the eastern side, the drain was cut into U14/U43. The boundaries of this unit
were poorly understood originally, and excavation included several late trenches and pits which
were separated out after the fact. The most consistent reading for this unit, however, is
Hellenistic/Early Roman, and those buckets which read otherwise are generally localized to
specific, contaminated areas. Thus, while it is impossible to say for sure, the revised U14/U43
should most likely be dated to the transition between Hellenistic and Early Roman periods.
Further excavations in U43 in the future offer an opportunity to confirm this understanding. At
its bottom elevations, the drain was cut into U33, a sandy Persian period fill.
Several units already referenced point to the use of the alleyway in the Roman period,
especially early on in this period. Of these units, only the earliest, U21, can be confidently
identified as relating to the intended use of the alleyway, while the later units, fill U6/U7, robber
trench U19/U20, and fill U35/U37, all seem to have accumulated during a period of
abandonment. We will proceed from latest to earliest in discussing the deposition in the
alleyway. On the western side of the drain, U6 and U7 accumulated against the wall line of U10,
inside of the proposed alleyway. The two units may be equated as they are of identical
consistency and color (moderately compact, light brown fill with no great concentration of
pottery), and only marginally divided by the wall stub U11. With the exclusion of the first bucket
taken from U6 (B5514) which was collected from articulation of U11 and likely contaminated,
these two units provided clear evidence of Roman build up in the alleyway. Given the
composition of this stratum, and the general poverty of material culture, it seems most likely that
U6 and U7 accumulated in a period in which the alleyway had gone out of use. Similarly and
below U6/U7 in the north of 51.75, a striated, sterile sandy layer, almost certainly representing
natural accumulation, was excavated originally as two units, U35 and U37. This layer built up
around an enigmatic kurkar feature (U36) that may have functioned somehow with the drain.
Below U6, a small, ash and sand filled pit (U19/U20) was uncovered. This pit was cut
into an earlier, also Roman stratum (U21) that provided the best evidence for actual use of the
alleyway. Based on the richness of the material culture found and the amount of charcoal flecks
embedded within this unit, U21 is much more indicative of occupation and use of the alleyway.
The pottery from this unit suggests that the alleyway, like the drain, was used in the Early
Roman period. Given that much information was lost in the removal of topsoil, it is impossible to
say if the alleyway continued in use in the later periods.
The remaining evidence from the Roman period in 51.75 relates to the insula on the
eastern, interior side of wall U39. This data, from U22, U44, U50 and U46/U47, suggests that the
insula was abandoned and at least U39/U52, what must be one of its major exterior walls, was
partially robbed out at some point in the Roman period between the 1st c. BCE and the 1st c. CE
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(see B6603 which represents the lowest elevations of U24 atop the occupational strata of the
installation), while further robbing took place in the Byzantine period (see above). U50, U24 and
U22 (north to south respectively) all backfill a contiguous row of mudbrick and mudplaster lined
installations that abut the eastern side of wall U10. These three units are all similar in
composition, color, function and richness of material culture, which points to a single
depositional act. These fills were amazingly rich in whole and semi-complete vessels, including
Attic black-glazed fine wares, unguentaria, amphoras, and even an amphoriska. U24, the backfill
of the center installation, was the richest of these fills and yielded the most complete vessels,
despite the fact that a large portion of this fill was robbed out by the late Islamic pit U9.
Also in the Phase 3, U39/U52 was robbed out to the north by robber trench U46/U47.
The remarkable preservation of the mudplaster lining (U23) of the central installation, even
where the wall had been robbed, made it easy to excavate this unit. The ceramic evidence for this
trench points to an Early Roman date, and it is not impossible that the robbing action was
concurrent with the backfilling of the rooms. The trench was not completely excavated, but in
the northern most portion, after excavating approximately half a meter down, stones (U52)
suggestive of the continuation of U39 were unearthed, suggesting that only a small portion of the
robber trench remains.
Phase Four: Late Hellenistic/Hellenistic
The vast majority of material dating to Phase Four comes from the sliver of interior space
excavated between wall U39 and the eastern baulk. In this space were two (or three) bins (noted
above), constructed of mudbrick walls (U44, U51) with mudplaster (U23, U45) and fine plaster
surfaces (U40, U58). Moving from north to south, the first of these bins (and the last one
excavated) ran into the both the northern and eastern baulks, leaving only the southwest corner,
formed by a low, E/W mudbrick partition wall (U51) which must have abutted the robbed out
portion of N/S wall U39. Immediately underneath the Phase Three fill U50 were uncovered a
sequence of a thin, 2-4mm ash deposit (U57), a poorly preserved white plaster floor surface
(U58) and a mudbrick or mudplaster subflooring (U59). None of these units were excavated this
season (hence the hesitation about the character of U59), as only a small portion was uncovered
on the last day of excavations. The same sequence was found in the bin immediately adjacent to
the south. In this bin, both the northwest corner (shared with the northernmost bin, just
described; mudbrick wall U51 and wall U39), and the southwest corner (comprised of an
identical, E/W low mudbrick partition wall U44 and N/S wall U39) were uncovered. Just as in
the adjacent bin, directly below the Phase Three backfill (U24) a similar sequence of ash (U54),
plaster floor (U40) and subflooring (U55 and U56) were excavated. Because this sequence was
fully excavated, more information about the construction of these bins can be gathered from this
central bin. A mudbrick surface (U56) with a few flat pavers mixed was lain first atop fill U60
(not excavated) to create a level surface for the bins. Immediately atop this surface, which
abutted wall U39, were constructed the mudbrick partition walls (U44 and U51). A contiguous
layer of mudplastering (U23, U55) was then laid down across the bin, against the face of walls
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U39, U44, and U51. Finally, a fine white plaster surface (U40) was lain in, atop which was found
the ash deposit (U54). The interpretation of these two installations is somewhat enigmatic. Both
show clear evidence of firing on the mudplaster surfaces and mudbricks. Moreover, soil
sampling revealed that these surfaces had been exposed to firing in the range of 300-600 C. Such
a high firing temperature is somewhat more than would be expected in a residential context, and
yet, somewhat lower than necessary for the firing of pottery and/or other industrial applications.
Into this bin was neatly lain a later, yet still Phase Four wall of hewn stone (mostly
kurkar; U18) atop a cobble foundation (U53). The wall was set immediately atop the ashy layer
(U54), and against the mudplaster facing (U23) on wall U39 and mudbrick wall U44. More
pottery than might be expected was found in the construction of this wall, providing a conclusive
Hellenistic date for this reconfiguration of space. Further excavation to the east may help to
clarify the purpose of this renovation, however, soil sampling of the kurkar demonstrates that
wall U18/U53 was not exposed to the same firing temperatures as the mudbrick (U44) and
mudplaster (U23) it was lain in against, suggesting a new use for the space.
To the south the central bin and low E/W mudbrick partition wall (U44) lay another
potential bin, defined by N/S wall U22 which seem to be extant remains of robbed out wall U39,
and a N/S line of mudplaster (U45) which did not show the same evidence of firing as
mudplaster U23 to the north. However, limited excavation of the Phase 3 fill (U24) of this space
did not turn up any evidence of a similar ash, plaster and mudplaster occupational sequence
uncovered in the northern and central bins. It is possible that we did not excavate far enough this
year, as the space afforded by the baulk was simply too narrow for much comfort.
Outside of this evidence related to the bins inside (east) of wall U39, fill units U48 and
U14/U43 have been tentatively identified as Phase Four. U48 is unexcavated, so this
determination is based on stratigraphic considerations alone. As to U14/U43, the problems with
associating this fill with Phase Four have been noted above (see discussion in Phase Three).
Briefly stated, the boundaries of U14/U43 were not immediately understood, and material from
later pits and robber trenches (especially U46/U47 to the north, and U31/U32 to the south) was
collected in general pick passes over the area. When the distinctions between these units and
their boundaries became clear, U43 was created to reflect a cleaner context. Unfortunately, no
buckets were ever collected from this context, leaving an important project to be taken up at the
start of next seasons excavations. Regardless, those buckets that can be best estimated as being
from true U14/U43, as well as the most consistent readings, all reflect a Phase Four date. Thus,
both U48 and U14/U43 will likely prove to be street accumulation in the Hellenistic/Late
Hellenistic period.
Phase Six:
Phase Six is presently represented in 51.75 only by the fill (U33) at the bottom of the
drain, out of which a single bucket was collected (B6612). This material dated exclusively to the
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Persian period, and as such may provide a window on just how close we are to the Persian period
(approximately a half meter separates the majority of the square from the bottom of the drain, as
excavated). Because this fill is only uncovered as it underlay the drain cut, no relationships can
between U33 and the rest of 51.75 can be ascertained.
Preparing for Next Season:
Further excavation of the alleyway is the most critical goal left for next season. Because
of time constraints, and the desire to understand better the interior context to the east of wall
U39, excavation of the alleyway came to a halt shortly after the removal of the drain at the
midway point in the season. As a result, a number of architectural features, especially on the
western side of the drain (including U10, U11, U30 and U36), remain poorly understood. The
lowest elevation and foundation trenches for these features have yet to be uncovered, and doing
so will reveal more information about the dating and use of the alleyway. In particular, portions
of U38/U12/U42 remain on the eastern side of the drain cut, which must be removed before U43
(nee U14), can be excavated. Excavation of U43 will confirm or disprove the current hypothesis
of Early Roman construction date for the drain. On the western side of the drain, several strata
are clear in the artificial section created by the group removal and overcutting of the drain. U48
was not excavated at all this year, and some differentiation in the surface of this layer was
suggestive but not conclusive in subdividing the unit further. Thus, the first pass in U48 should
be tentative. The excavation of U35/U37 is yet to be completed. Likewise because of time
constraints, neither robber trench U34/U49 nor robber trench U46/U47 were fully excavated.
Instead, both trenches were excavated somewhat less than a meter down to prevent
contamination, before further work was undertaken in surrounding contexts.
Besides the goals remaining in the western half of 51.75, there is good reason to suggest
excavation of the eastern half of the Square in the coming season. In the process of removing
topsoil with heavy machinery, several occupational layers were unintentionally missed. These
strata are clearly visible in the eastern baulk of 51.75. The first of these, a shelly mortar level,
begins at ___ m, only a meter below modern topsoil. The elevation and composition of this level
correspond to a securely dated Byzantine occupational surface in the western part of Grid 51.
Above this level in the section, the fill is loose and generally undifferentiated. This suggests that
our latest coherent occupation in the area of excavation is Byzantine, with the Islamic period
activity limited to heavy robbing and pitting action, an assumption confirmed by the results of
excavation in the other squares of Grid 51. The levels excavated this season in 51.75 generally
dated to between the Early Roman and Hellenistic period, with signs of later disturbance, reuse
and robbing. The section, on the other hand, reveals at least 3 or 4 other occupational layers
between the Byzantine surface (at ___ m) and those excavated this season. These occupational
levels are found only in the eastern baulk of 51.75 and probably pertain to the insula on the
eastern side of the N/S alleyway. Thus, when and if 51.75 is expanded eastwards to a full 10m
square, removal of topsoil should not go below ___ m. Stratagraphic excavation of these levels
presents an opportunity to securely and confidently date the Late Hellenistic/Early Roman
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transition at Ashkelon, and the chance to collect more complete and nearly complete vessels out
of the rich backfill (especially U24) of the installations in the eastern insula, crucial to a pottery
publication on the period. Moreover, an eastward expansion could provide further information on
urban planning and occupation in the Hellenistic and Roman periods.
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2010 Final Report: 51.84 and 51.85
Sara Hoffman

The 2010 season marked the beginning of excavation in the northeast quarter of 51.84 and the
northwest quarter of 51.85 as part of a larger eastward expansion of the grid.1 This broader horizontal
exposure will allow us continue to refine our understanding of latest occupational phases, whose
architecture has not always been well-preserved due to extensive robbing, as we work toward the longterm goal of reaching the 604 B.C. destruction and Iron Age occupation across the grid. In 51.84 and
51.85, our goal for this season specifically was to fully expose the Byzantine architecture and, if
possible, to remove it. I worked toward these objectives with the help of two industrious volunteers,
Daniel Lowrey and Annie Zhaing, and the generous assistance of grid supervisor Kate Birney.
Topsoil
Prior to the 2010 season, a bulldozer removed the topsoil, and we began by clearing away both
the loose debris (51.84.U43 and 51.85.U2) as well as several thin but significantly harder patches of
light brown fill (51.84.U35, 51.85.U3, and 51.85.U4) that had been packed down during the process of
preparing the new squares for excavation. 51.84.U35 and 51.85.U4 were completely removed.
However, 51.85.U3 was not fully excavated this season because we wanted to avoid uncovering a
surface associated with 51.85.U5 prior to removing the drain (51.85.U9), which we intially considered
the latest feature in the square. Furthermore, we did not excavate the western edge of 51.84 so that this
area could serve as a path to the other squares in the grid.
Phase I
There were no signs of preserved Islamic architecture in either 51.84 or 51.85. Rather, Phase 1
was characterized by extensive robbing of the walls and flooring of a large Byzantine building, and the
ambiguous boundaries of these intersecting pits and trenches made it difficult to establish the
relationships between them. In 51.84, U50/U51 and U52/U53 robbed an east-west wall (51.84.U49)
along the southern edge of the square. Because of its proximity to the gate, we did not excavate
U50/51, nor were we able to identify its full extent. For the same reason, we were only able to excavate
51.84.52, whose loose, grey-brown fill included large quantities of pottery, chunks of shell concrete,
terracotta tile fragments, and stones (51.84.U53), in a small area in the southeast corner of the square.
While this robber trench did not continue further east into 51.85, its rubble fill was visible in our
southern balk and clearly continues further west in 51.84, and further work next season may show that
U50/51 and U52/53 designate a single trench. To the north, an extremely shallow pit (51.84.U41)
containing a compact, relatively clean light brown fill (51.84.U42) cut into two more substantial
pits/trenches (51.84.U44/U45 and 51.84.U40/U47) that robbed the flooring of the Byzantine room,
cutting through extensive subflooring that included terracotta tiles (51.84.U38), shell concrete
(51.84.U36 and 51.84.U54), multiple layers of fill (51.84.U38, 51.84.U46, 51.84.U55). While U44/U45
was completely removed this season, U40/47 was deeper and was not fully excavated, though the
subfloor fill beneath it (51.84.U55) is now visible along its southern edge. Finally, in the northeastern
corner of the square, we identified an additional east-west robber trench (51.84.U39/U57 =
51.74.U250), which also cut through the shell concrete (51.84.U36) and compact orangish-brown
1 Due to previous survey error, the first squares opened in Grid 51 in 1997 were given the designations 73 and 74, although
they are actually squares 62 and 63 respectively. To avoid the confusion of excavating multiple squares with the same
designations, we have continued following the original numbering system, identifying these two new adjacent 5x5 areas as
part of squares 84 and 85 even though they are technically in squares 73 and 74 in the Ashkelon grid.
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subfloor fill (51.84.U38). However, because the fill of this robber trench was extremely loose, the
excavation of the corresponding unit 51.74.U250 made it impossible to maintain our northern balk, so
we chose not to remove 51.84.U39/U57 this season in an attempt to partially retain a section along the
northern edge of the square.
In 51.85, we uncovered three additional intersecting pits/robber trenches along the western side
of the square.2 The southernmost of these pits (51.85.U12) contained an extremely loose, grey, ashy fill
(51.85.U13) and cut into a larger north-south robber trench (51.85.U10/11). The northernmost pit
(51.85.U14) contained a dark brown, relatively clean fill (51.85.U15) that was not completely removed
this season, and its relationship to U10 remains unclear. 51.85.U10 was the largest of the three,
probably cut to rob to the southern extent of the ashlar wall 51.85.U6 and potentially also the upper
courses of the earlier stone well (51.85.U23). The eastern side of 51.85.U10 cut into 51.85.U21, sandy,
striated street material built up against the eastern side of U6. Just as in 51.84.U40/47 and
51.84.U44/45, the western side of 51.85.U10 cut through multiple layers of subflooring for the
Byzantine building, including layers of shell concrete above (51.85.U7) and below (51.85.U25) a
terracotta tile layer (51.85.U8) as well as a compact dark brown fill (51.85.U26) on the northwest side
of the square and a hard, orangish-brown bricky fill on the southwest side (51.85.U16). The fill of the
trench (51.85.U11) was extremely junky, containing chunks of shell concrete, terracotta tile fragments,
small stones, and a large amount of pottery, and its similarity to the 51.84.U40 intially caused us to
consider the possibility that 51.85.U26 was part of 51.85.U14/U15 and that 51.84.U47 and 51.85.U10
constituted a single large robber trench. Cutting 51.85.U26 back to the eastern balk just north of
51.85.U7, however, made it clear that two separate trenches had been cut into this compact, dark brown
subfloor fill (designated U26 in 51.85 and U55 in 51.84) and that 51.85.U7/U8/U25 were not part of
the rubble fill within a much larger pit but rather were preserved in situ with slight buckling caused by
51.85.U10's tunneling beneath them. 51.85.U10/11 was not fully excavated this season.
Phase 2
Despite the extensive and systematic robbing of the Islamic period, remains of a room from a
large Byzantine building were preserved in both 84 and 85. The only wall left at least partially intact in
these squares was 51.85.U6 (=51.75.U10), an ashlar block wall from phase 3 that was reused as the
eastern north-south wall of a large Byzantine building. Although most of the southern east-west wall
51.84.U49 (along with the adjacent flooring and subflooring) was robbed out by 51.84.U50/U51 and
51.84.U52/U53, the partial collapse of large stones from U49 into U44 prior to the filling of this pit by
U45 marks the presence of this wall just south of the northeast quarter of 51.84.
Both the effort expended to rob the flooring materials so the thoroughly and nature of the
subflooring indicate that the original floors of the Byzantine building must have been substantial. In
squares 84 and 85, the subfloor layers are the most well preserved elements of this building, and the
patches of thick black ash encountered above and below the terracotta tile layers (51.84.U38 and
51.85.U8) suggest that the building was, at some point, rebuilt after a major fire.
In 51.84, the tiles of U38 are the highest preserved subflooring with a layer of shell concrete
(51.84.U36) running beneath. Immediately below this shell concrete, a hard orangish-brown brick fill
layer (51.84.U48=51.84.U37) is visible in patches where the shell concrete has worn away and in the
northern and western sections of 51.84.U47, and the compact, darker brown layer with a steep east to
2 In the northwest corner of the square just east of the row of cobbles (51.85.U17) connected with the shell concrete in
square 84 (51.84.U36), we uncovered a compact brown layer (51.85.U24) immediately below U2. Since this material is
confined to a small area between 51.85.U17 and 51.85.U6 and goes down only a few centimeters, it may be additional
bulldozer debris similar to 51.85.U3/U4 or, alternatively, the fill of an additional pit that was clipped by the cut of the
bulldozer.
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west slope (51.84.U46) just south of U40/47 appears to be collapse of a slightly different type of
subfloor fill caused by robbing activity of the Islamic period. South of U46, we uncovered an additional
layer of shell concrete (51.84.U54) approximately 40 cm below 51.84.U36. Additional relatively
compact, dark brown fill layers with few inclusions (51.84.U55 and 51.84.U56) also ran beneath
51.84.U40/U47, 51.84.U46, and 51.84.U54. The fill of U55 and U56 is extremely similar, but we were
unable to equate them this season because they were only partially exposed. As would be expected, the
sequence of subfloor layers along the western side of 51.85 was extremely similar. Immediately below
the bulldozer debris, we encountered a small patch of shell concrete (51.85.U7), which partially
covered several terracotta tile fragments (51.85.U8) with another shell concrete layer (51.85.U25) and
hard, orangish-brown bricky fill (51.85.U16) running beneath.
In addition, the cut of the bulldozer also exposed several kurkar blocks from a partially
preserved wall (51.85.U5) along the eastern edge of the square. The western face of this wall was
covered with white shell plaster, and the presence of ash in the plastering may be related to the
destruction proposed for the Byzantine building to the west. However, although U5 has been tentatively
assigned to Phase 2, no foundation trench or associated surfaces were identified this season.
Phase 3
As noted above, 51.85.U6 is a Hellenistic ashlar wall that was reused in the Byzantine period.
We found no signs of a cut in the sandy, striated street material (51.85.U21) directly east, suggesting
that it gradually built up against the already existing wall. Although we did not excavate U21 this
season (except in the mixed context of dismantling the upper portion of the drain, which is discussed
below), the same sandy, striated layer continued north (51.75.U21), where the latest pottery collected
thus far is also Hellenistic/Early Roman.
East of 51.85.U6, a drain lined with large stones (51.85.U9) was cut into 51.85.U21. The latest
fill layer in the drain (51.85.U1), which was characterized by an extremely loose, dark grey ashy
matrix, was visible immediately below the bulldozer cut. Multiple buckets from U1 contained Islamic
pottery, though the presence of these forms could potentially be the result of contamination. In the
northern half of the drain, we uncovered a layer of small cobblestones (51.85.U19) immediately
beneath U1, which we initally believed to be the bottom of the drain. However, there was never any
evidence of similar cobbles in the northern continuation of the drain in 51.75 and, in the southern half
of 51.85.U9, we uncovered a much more densely packed, light greenish grey, pottery rich fill layer
(51.85.U20) immediately below U1, which also continued north immediately below U19.
Since the drain covered such a large area across the grid, we decided to cut a probe (51.85.U22)
into the southern end to determine how much further we needed to excavate to reach the bottom. Both
the northern and southern sections of this probe showed roughly six courses of fieldstones
progressively narrowing until they met beneath the pottery-rich layer (51.85.U20). It is also clear that,
in addition to continuing further south into the southwest quarter of 51.85, this drain also connected to
another stone-lined east-west channel visible in the eastern section. The green tinge in all of the
sections served as clear evidence of extensive leaching from the drain into the surrounding fill.
Because it was difficult to continue excavating the hard-packed fill of U20 in an increasingly
confined space, we tried to expedite the removal of the drain by dismantling the upper courses of stones
in both 51.75 and 51.85, though the lower courses and roughly 10-20 cms of U20 were not taken out
this season. To maintain control, we left a section of the drain and its fill layers intact at the northern
end of 51.75. This segment of the drain was dismantled stratigraphically, and both the predominant and
latest ceramic forms collected from the cut of this portion of the drain were Hellenistic/Early Roman.
Based on the presence of Byzantine pottery in buckets collected from the cobblestone layer
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(51.85.U19) and some of the sludge lining the bottom of U9 (51.85.U20), however, it appears that this
drain continued in use through at least part of the Byzantine period.
Phase 4
During the excavation of the N-S Islamic robber trench 51.85.U10/11, we uncovered the eastern
half of a well (51.85.U23) and a north-south line of stones (51.85.U18) immediately south of it at the
same elevation. Since both the southernmost preserved block of 51.85.U6 and the street material of
U21 that built up against the eastern side of this wall partially covered over the blocks of the well, both
51.85.U18 and 51.85.U23 have been tentatively assigned to Phase 4, but the relationship of these units
to one another and the later Byzantine architecture will only be clarified by further excavation next
season.
Future Goals
Although our original goals were not fully met due to the need to concentrate our efforts on the
excavation of square 73 and the western half of square 74 in the final weeks of the season, a signficant
amount of Islamic fill has already been removed. The excavation of the remaining robber trenches
should be the first priority for next season, preparing the way to remove what remains of the Byzantine
building and to continue exposing material from the Roman/Hellenistic phases already encountered in
Grid 51 this season.
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On-site sediment analysis and radiocarbon sampling

Methods

FTIR (Fourier Transform Infra Red) spectroscopy

Almost all the samples were analyzed by means of FTIR spectroscopy with an onsite laboratory, in order to get real time information on the sediments and change, if
needed, the excavation strategy. This was made possible by the fairly short time needed
to run one sample, which is in the order of 5 minutes. The laboratory was equipped with a
Thermo Scientific IR200 spectrometer. Sediment sample numbers were created in
OCHRE, then the samples were photographed in situ with tags, their position recorded
with the total station, and finally collected into plastic vials. Since local sediments are
extremely rich in quartz sand, which can mask the major absorption peaks of clay
minerals and of other important components in the infrared spectrum, all the sediments
were sieved and only the fraction below 40 m was kept for FTIR analysis. Spectra were
collected between 4000 and 500 cm-1, at 4 cm-1 resolution. The results helped in
interpreting archaeological deposits and in deciding whether some features needed further
sampling and a more thorough excavation. Throughout the season, a total of 355 samples
were collected, excluding all the control samples, which raise the number to almost 400.

Polarizing microscope

Some sediment samples were mounted on glass slides and analyzed with a
polarizing microscope to check the presence of calcite pseudomorphs on calcium oxalate,
which are the main components of ash (and therefore they indicate the presence of human
activity), and of opaline phytoliths, which are mineral components produced by some
plant species that might be preserved in the sediments after the decay of the organic
matter.
The presence of phytoliths can help in the partial reconstruction of the vegetal
environment at a specific site, and can give insights into the materials used as fuel,
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bedding or matting by humans. Although this is not a quantitative analysis of phytoliths,
it can help in evaluating at first glance the importance of a specific feature or layer and in
organizing further laboratory analysis.

GRID 38

The first goal of sediment analysis in Grid 38 was to get a basic characterization
of the local archaeological deposits. For this reason, I checked a big section (facing north)
dividing Squares 75 and 85, which included wall material, a courtyard floor, and a road
fill. The main result was that even after removing the bigger fractions, the clay fraction
was mainly composed by quartz and clay minerals, whereas the calcite represented a
minor component. This hampered the calculation of the  ratio of calcite, which reflects
the extent of atomic disorder of calcite crystals. Values of  ratio around 3 or less are
related to a geogenic origin of calcite, whereas values between 4 and 5 are related to
lime-plaster preparation, and therefore to an anthropogenic origin. However, this
calculation was possible only in the very few cases where calcite was the dominant
component in the infrared spectrum.
The characterization of this section helped me in building a reference database for
mudbrick detritus (from walls), occupational debris (floors), and all sorts of mixed
anthropogenic

deposits

(road

fill).

More

evidence

will

come

from

the

micromorphological analysis of the blocks that I carved out from the section. I also
collected control samples for phytolith analysis from the dunes south of the tell and
control rock fragments from the constructional debris in Grid 38.
After this preliminary study of the sediments, I moved on to Squares 74 and 84 to
characterize the Late Bronze Age and to Square 85 for the Iron Age. The latter was the
main goal of the season, that is, to collect samples for radiocarbon dating and to define
their context through sediment analysis, both on site and later in the laboratory. This
work is part of the ERC-funded project named “Reconstructing Ancient (Biblical) Israel:
The Exact and Life Sciences Perspective”, directed by Prof. Steve Weiner (Weizmann
Institute of Science, Rehovot) and Prof. Israel Finkelstein (Tel Aviv University), and it is
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supposed to continue in the 2011 season to complete the excavation of the Iron Age
levels of Square 85.
I was able to collect 5 clusters of charred seeds and 1 cluster of animal bones from
Square 74, and 2 clusters of charred seeds from Square 84, most of them from very good
contexts which will be checked in the laboratory in the coming months through the
analysis of their associated sediments. This material will give a very good precision and
accuracy to the radiocarbon measurements for the Late Bronze Age. The good
preservation of charred seeds might be related to the extremely good preservation of
phytoliths, mainly in the form of phytolith-rich layers or floors, that was observed in
many archaeological features and seems ubiquitous at the site (i.e. not depending on
location or time frame).
Square 85 yielded very few datable materials, with the only good example
represented by an animal bone fragment collected from occupational debris deposited
above a floor. On the other hand, the thorough sampling of all the surfaces and sections
(facing north) exposed during the excavation will be very useful in the characterization of
the function of the structures that were uncovered in Square 85, and in the understanding
of the modes of sedimentary deposition. I expect to have the major insights with the
micromorphological analysis of the occupational debris.
As a sort of side project, I analyzed with FTIR a small number of what have been
labeled as frit beads, collected in the 2009 season from a Philistine house (Period 20a) in
Square 75. Nine different hues were recognized by eye, whereas the infrared spectra
showed only the peaks of quartz for all the different specimens, except for some of the
white beads, which were made of aragonite, a polymorph of calcium carbonate which is
the main component of shells. Clearly, aragonite beads were carved from shells collected
on the shore. In order to countercheck these results, the beads were analyzed also by
means of X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF), with a portable instrument operated on-site by Dr.
Adam Aja. What we noticed is that the silicon (and therefore the quartz) presents a very
small absorption peak compared to the peaks of the metal oxides, and this is explained by
the fact that these components can be recognized by FTIR only in the region below 300
cm-1, which is outside the range of the instrument, whereas XRF is much more sensitive.
Only the navy blue bead showed the characteristic infrared spectrum of the mineral
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pigment called Egyptian blue, because some of the peaks of copper oxide fall in the
operating region of the instrument. As a summary of the colors, we can state that blue and
green are obtained with copper, grey and yellow with lead, black with manganese, red
and orange with iron. Further information regarding the mineralogy and possibly the
methodology employed in the production of this material can come with the analysis
through SEM-EDS (Scanning Electron Microscope-Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy).

GRID 47

Since the majority of the contexts excavated in this grid are in secondary
deposition, I decided not to sample them. However, I had the opportunity to test a Roman
mortar fragment coming from a huge pile of debris apparently deposited on purpose to
level the ground. It turned out to be a gypsum mortar, which is uncommon for this area.
This might be explained by the fact that the amount of fuel needed to heat selenite and
anhydrite (gypsum-bearing rocks), in order to obtain gypsum, is much lower than the
amount needed for the production of lime. In fact, limestone needs to be heated up to
about 900 Celsius degrees, while selenite and anhydrite require a temperature of ca. 300
Celsius degrees. The production of gypsum is therefore cheaper, although gypsum mortar
is very susceptible to weathering by salts (e.g. sea-spray).

GRID 51

This grid represented during this season the Late Roman and Persian periods at
the site, and as such it could not be part of the ERC dating project mentioned above.
Therefore, no radiocarbon sampling was performed. However, it proved to be a very
useful field laboratory for testing human activity signals both with FTIR spectroscopy
and phytolith analysis. The results gathered from this grid were a good reference database
for the sediments collected in Grid 38. For instance, I carried out phytolith extraction and
characterization from a phytolith floor in Square 73 and from a pit coated with phytolith
layers in Square 84, Grid 38 (analyses were performed using the facilities of the Kimmel
Center for Archaeological Science, Weizmann Institute of Science). These features
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showed similar FTIR spectra and phytolith assemblages. In particular, the phytolith floor
in Grid 51 is mainly composed of cereal phytoliths, aspect that combines well with the
presence of an iron plow point lying on the surface of the floor.
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SUMMARY OF GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION AT ASHKELON, SUMMER 2010
Stephen O. Moshier
Wheaton College
November 22, 2010
A program of collecting subsurface geological data by shallow drilling continued at
Ashkelon during the summer 2010 season. Ten probes were drilled in 2008 over two days.
Seventeen probes were drilled in 2009 over four days. Fourteen probes were drilled in 2010 over
three consecutive days. Our “reach” into the tell was improved this year by contracting a rig that
could drill to a depth of 14 meters (vs. 11 meters in previous years). Table 1 is a summary of
probe data from 2010.
Table 1. Summary of 2010 probe data
Comments (location, artifact culture, distinctive sediments)
Probe Grid Elevation Top
m (+msl) Kurkar m
(+ msl)
P35
32
19.14
16.04
Pottery Compound entry area. Sparse Byzantine
P36
47
24.58
18.58
Middle parking lot area in SW/4 of grid. Islamic-Roman-Iron 1
with depth.
P37
48
28.01
20.31
At base of rampart, near center of grid. Roman/ByzantineHellenistic with depth.
P38
62
34.21
28.71
Midway up rampart along road east of Roman Amphitheater,
west of center grid. Roman/Byzantine with depth.
P39
69
39.11
30.61
Along rampart crest road behind Roman Amphitheater, NW/4
grid. Roman/Byzantine-Late to Middle Bronze with depth, mud
brick of early rampart construction.
P40
45
24.75
11.25
SW/4 grid, south tell parking lot. Helenistic-Iron 1-Late Bronze
with depth, mud brick.
P41
58
20.52
9.02
NE/4 grid, south slope of south tell along road. IslamicByzantine-Roman-Persian-Late Bronze 2 with depth.
P42
59
13.21
14.05
SE/4 grid, re-drill of P9 (2008). Thick Pleistocene “hamra”
sandy clay loam from 7.66 to - 0.84 (+msl)
P43
54
20.88
10.58
SW/4 grid, south end of picnic area. Islamic-Byzantine-RomanHellenistic with depth.
P44
26
26.18
19.38
SE/4 grid, near entry to abandoned camp. Byzantine-RomanIslamic-Persian-flint scaper (Paleolithic?)
P45
19
30.24
26.34
NE of grid center, inside abandoned camp on backside of
rampart. Islamic-Byzantine-Roman, flint flake.
P46
28
30.00
23.50
NE/4 grid, park boundary fence, east of rampart. ByzantineHellenistic (possible latrine) with depth.
P47
11
24.38
19.68
E of grid center, in small “quarry” along park entrance road.
Hellenistic-roman-Iron 2-Persian with depth.
P48
10
25.84
19.54
SW/4 grid on north tell top. Roman-Byzantine-Persian with
depth.
P49B
20.04
15.64
North center grid, re-drill P18 (2008). Islamic-Byzantine with
depth.

Thirty-eight of the forty-one probes reveal the depth to undisturbed natural sediment of
the original landform. An additional forty-six survey points, mostly along the western beach
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cliff outcroppings, provide additional data on the original geomorphology of the site. Probe sites
were selected to determine the relationship between the position of ramparts and original
geomorphology. The emerging picture of original topography at Ashkelon is that of a complex
of coastal sand dunes. Original topographic highs along the coast are represented by the north
tell, south tell and south rampart. These highs of up to 20 m above sea level slope landward
toward the center of the park to about 10 m above sea level. A second ridge rises landward up to
elevations of 30 m above sea level and then drops down to about 22 m above sea level along the
eastern park boundary. This second ridge was modified and built up to construct the semicircular rampart around the eastern edge of the tell. Probes on the inside flank and crest of the
rampart behind the Roman Amphitheater (grids 62&69) reveal the underlying natural
topographic rise. Probe 39 recovered mud brick with Late to Middle Bronze pottery representing
initial construction of the rampart (see diagram below).

Topography and underlying “cultural” strata over Pleistocene sand running up the rampart behind the
Roman Amphitheater.

A map depicting pre-cultural topography at Ashkelon shows the dune ridge complex (see
below). A strong bias toward the present topography is reflected in the eastern ridge (beneath
the rampart). A future program of drilling five to six probes in strategic gaps in the distribution
of subsurface data should be sufficient in removing this bias and providing a more natural map of
original topography.
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Reconstruction of original topography (pre-culture) at Ashkelon.
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